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ABSTRACT 

This study offers a feminist reading of Katherine Anne Porter's Miranda stories 

and includes in its discussion "Old Mortality, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," and the stories of 

The Old Order as w&W as the "implicit" Miranda stories "Rowering Judas" and "Holiday." 

Focusing on questions of gender politics, the study traces the ways the representatives of 

patriarchal culture within Porter's texts attempt to circumscribe Miranda in traditional 

gender roles and examines the extent to which Miranda succeeds in asserting her 

independence. Central to the analysis is the argument that gender politics do not rely on 

methods of subjection and repression but instead employ strategies of subversion to effect 

Miranda's self-subjugation to and self-containment within the social order. The theoretical 

basis for this argument lies in the discourse theory of Mikhail Bakhtin and Michel 

Foucault's concept of power. 

Following Miranda's life chronologically, the study explores its main stages: her 

upbringing in the confining context of the family, which attempts to insert her into the 

prevailing sexual economy and traditional gender roles; her flight into the world and into a 

life of social and intellectual independence but also sexual self-abnegation; her escape from 

language into silence as a result of her marginalization; and her subsequent return to the 

world as a more assertive woman. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

As a living, socio-ideological concrete thing, as heteroglot opinion, 

language, for the individual consciousness, lies on the borderline between 

oneself and another. The word in language is half someone else's. It 

becomes ''one's own" only when the speaker populates it with his own 

intention, his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his 

own semantic and expressive intention. Prior to this moment of 

appropriation, the word does not exist in a neutral medium and impersonal 

language (it is not, after all, out of a dictionary that the speaker gets his 

words!), but rather it exists in other people's mouths, in other people's 

contexts, serving other people's intentions: it is from there that one must 

take the word, and make it one's own. 

—Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 

We must conceive discourse as a violence that we do to things, or, at all 

events, as a practice we impose upon them. 

—Michel Foucault, "The Discourse on Language" 

Katherine Anne Porter's Miranda stories, a body of texts comprised of the seven 

stories that form The Old Order as well as "Old Mortality" and "Pale Horse, Elider," have 

generally been acknowledged as the key to her oeuvre and the height of her artistic 

accomplishment (this study will include in its discussion "Rowering Judas" and 

"Holiday" as "implicit" Miranda stories) (Nance 8). The stories follow the journey of 

Porter's central protagonist from her sheltered upbringing in the provincial South into 

public life and her development from a young girl who looks at the world with 

wonderment to a mature woman who has come to understand it. Though published 

separately and written over a span of eight years, the stories evince a clear thematic and 

chronological continuity and in their totality can be read asa.Bildungsroman of a woman's 
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life. At the center of this life lies the quest for social independence and a sense of personal 

authority—a quest that, as the title of this study suggests, is inextricably tied to the 

interests of patriarchal culture and its vociferous guardians. Why this is so is made 

evident by Porter's paradigmatic male speaker in "That Tree." 

Apparently a story of self-examination and remorse, "That Tree" recounts the 

break-up of the marriage between a poet-tumed-joumalist and his wife, Miriam. Posited 

as the implied narrator, the poet/journalist begins his long monologue in a humble and 

conciliatory tone, seemingly demonstrating fairmindedness and gratitude for the woman 

who has shown him the errors of his ways. Gradually, however, his account shifts its 

tenor to serve quite different intentions. Miriam's rightness turns into self-righteousness; 

her Midwestern qualities—her "discipline" and "primness"—come to represent debilitating 

narrowmindedness and sexual inhibition (67). "She had her points, all right, like a good 

horse" (75). At the same time, the poet/journalist's own character grows in stature as that 

of a man of power and authority, an "expert on revolutions" and at home "in the world of 

affairs" (78, 67). In the end, he appears superior to Miriam, both intellectually and 

morally, and he vows he will "break down" and "take her back" (79). 

Porter's story operates at two thematic levels, both of which rest on a 

circumstance that is crucial to the narrative situation: Miriam's absence from the production 

of meaning. At one level, the story can be read as a comment on a literary tradition that, in 

Porter's mind, has either ignored woman or misrepresented her. As an aspiring writer, 

the narrator is a representative of that tradition ("if he did dare say so, he had a prose style 

of his own") and a mirror of a culture Porter accuses of marginalizing, denigrating, and 

vilifying woman (78). Taking issue with such perceived misogyny, she, for example, 

writes in her essay "The Flower of Howers" that woman "has been symbolized almost out 

of existence. To man, the myth maker, her true nature appears unfathomable, a dubious 

mystery at best" {Collected Essays 147). And in "A Wreath for the Gamekeeper," an 
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essay even more critical in tone. Porter accuses male novelists, foremost D.H. Lawrence, 

of a "shameless, incessant, nosy kind of poaching on the woman's nature as if determined 

to leave her no place of her own" {Collected Essays 25). Likewise intent on leaving 

Miriam "no place of her own," the poet/journalist follows in the footsteps of his literary 

predecessors and as such represents the antithesis of Porter's self-understanding as a 

writer as well as the scope of her art. 

At the second level, and more importantly, "That Tree" can be read as a 

commentary on the ideology that provides the very foundation of the patriarchal world. 

What makes possible the poet/journalist's self-constitution as the "great gorgeous male 

ego" is Miriam's "otherness," her relegation to the status of an object as a result of her 

absence (Porter, Letters 415). At the same time that she is marginalized by his discourse 

and within his life she is central to both. If "That Tree" is a paradigmatic expression of a 

central cultural dialectic, its significance for the Miranda stories lies in its definition of the 

social context within which she has to pursue her goals. Her assertion of female 

subjectivity in a patriarchal world, as we will see, is inevitably a struggle against that 

world: against a network of cultural attitudes and mechanisms designed to contain her in a 

traditional gender role. 

Within the literary criticism of Porter's work, the feminist thematics have until 

recently largely gone unrecognized. Early critics approached her texts with the agenda of 

the New Criticism and were largely influenced by Robert Penn Warren, Porter's close 

friend and life-long promoter of her work. Beginning with the 1960s, the critical 

discourse shifted its emphasis to a broader humanist perspective, focusing on Porter's 

religious symbolism or archetypal characters and stressing universal human themes. This 

approach is best exemplified by William Nance's Katherine Anne Porter and the Art of 

Rejection (1963) and, more recently, Darlene Unrue's two studies. Truth and Vision in 

Katherine Anne Porter's Fiction (1985) and Understanding Katherine Anne Porter (1988). 
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Well into the mid-1970s, Porter nonetheless continued to be known, as Jane Handers 

complains in 1976, "primarily for the 'purity' of her style rather than for her themes or 

ideas.... Still less has been said about Porter as a woman writer, although her sex was 

clearly essential to her relationship to society and tradition" (47). Since then, a small 

number of commentators have brought attention to the obvious gender issues in Porter's 

stories, and even though their studies hardly constitute a comprehensive body of criticism, 

they have offered some insightful readings of her central character, Miranda. 

The common theme in these assessments is the difficulty and uncertainty of being 

female in a patriarchal world. In Flanders' view, "[w]oman's emotional frustration, 

sexual repression and subjection to the laws of a man's world constitute a major theme in 

Katherine Anne Porter's fiction" (49). Jane DeMouy argues that Porter's stories reflect "a 

woman writer... who details time after time both the interior and exterior experience of 

femininity" (5). This experience, DeMouy contends, confronts Porter's women with 

choices that revolve around a basic "duality": between roles of "traditional femininity" and 

a desire for "independence" (8). Discussing the importance of gender issues in Porters' 

fiction and non-fiction writing, Janis Stout points to "Old Mortality" and the stories of The 

Old Order as representing "Porter's fullest imaginative development of feminist themes" 

{Katherine Anne Porter 191). Although Stout finds the themes "elusive," she sees in 

Porter's writing ample evidence that the author "perceived, even if she could not safely 

negotiate for herself, the pitfalls prepared for women by a patriarchal society" {Katherine 

Anne Porter 191, 195). 

Taking the general issues raised by these critics as a point of departure, this study 

attempts to bring into closer focus the various ways in which the law of the patriarchal 

world asserts itself and the extent to which Miranda succeeds in resisting its demands. 

Central to my reading is the argument that the representatives of patriarchy in the Miranda 

stories attempt to implement their norms and values in a decidedly non-authoritarian 
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manner. Instead of thinking of gender politics in conventional terms as relying on 

methods of subjection and repression, we need to conceive of these politics as strategies of 

subversion meant to bring about Miranda's self-subjugation—as ideological operations in 

and through language that attempt to effect her self-deployment into a traditional gender 

role and her self-containment within it (it is in this sense that patriarchal culture can, 

indeed, be said to provide "pitfalls"). If, in other words, the interplay between the voices 

of patriarchy and Miranda's quest for authority thematizes issues of gender fxilitics, we 

have to examine these gender politics in terms of the relations between discourse and 

power, which I trace in this study with the help of the theories of Mikhail Bakhtin and 

Michel FoucaulL 

The relevance of this particular theoretical framework is made clear by Porter's 

stories themselves and probably best exemplified by "The Martyr" (1923). The story 

relates the events surrounding the death of Rubdn, known as the "most illustrious painter 

in Mexico" (33). When his model Isabel leaves him for another painter, Ruben finds 

himself unable to continue his work and begins to drown his sorrow in copious amounts 

of food and drink. When he dies some weeks later of a heart attack, a fellow artist named 

Ram6n, who "did caricatures, and heads of pretty girls for the magazines," in a curious 

coincidence just happens to be "gathering material" for a biography of Ruben "to be 

illustrated with large numbers of his own character portraits" (35,37). Understanding the 

value inherent in representation—"[e]ach episode has its own sacred, its precious and 

peculiar interest" (38)—Ramdn conveys to the proprietor of the cafe where Rub^n died the 

importance of an artist's last words: "they should be very eloquent" (37). They will not 

only add "splendor to the biography," but also turn the biography into work that will 

contribute to the "very history of art itself" (37). The proprietor, a "man who understands 

everything," complies with the implicit request and produces Ruben's parting and "truly 

sublime message" to the world—that he had died of a broken heart (37). Thus 
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remembered in Ram6n's biography, Rub^n will henceforth be known as a '"great artist'" 

who was a "'martyr for love,'" while, in exchange for the information provided, the 

proprietor's cafd will become known as the place of Ruben's favorite tamales and evolve 

into a "shrine for artists" (37,38). 

More thanjusta "comic satire of sentimental excess" (DeMouy 27), Porter's story 

addresses the question that is central to all of her texts: what is the truth ("What is the 

truth," Miranda asks herself in "Old Mortality," "as intently as if the question had never 

been asked, the truth, even about the smallest, the least important of all things") (221). It 

is a question that, as Ramdn and the owner of the caf6 indicate, always has to be posed in 

relation to the speaker. "Every discourse has its own selfish and biased proprietor," 

Bakhtin writes, emphasizing that any speaker uses language to inscribe his self-serving 

meaning into the object of discourse and thereby appropriates it for his own intentions 

{DialogicImagination 401).^ Truth, in other words, is what the individual speaker 

perceives it to be and what is given expression by his words. It is in this sense that 

Bakhtin can say that every "speaking person in the novel is always, to one degree or 

another, an ideologue, and his words are always ideologemes. A particular language [i.e., 

discourse] in a novel is always a particular way of viewing the world, one that strives for a 

social significance" {DialogicImagination 333). If Bakhtin's words illuminate our 

understanding of Porter's story, they also help us understand its essential irony. There is 

another point of view, another discourse, in the text, that of Ruben's friends, who 

recognize him as the self-indulgent and self-pitying man that he is. Yet these friends, who 

"grew hopelessly bored and left him more and more alone" (36), do not strive to articulate 

their knowledge, lacking what Foucault calls the "will to truth" ("The Discourse on 

1 All subsequent quotations of Bakhtin within this chapter are taken from "Discourse in 
the Novel," which is contained in The Dialogic Imagination. Austin: U of Texas P, 1981. 
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Language" 218). And so Rub^n, appropriated by Ram6n's words, becomes the gallant 

man he never was. 

The question of truth becomes more discernible in those texts in which different 

speakers actually enter into a dialogue and assert their "will to truth." We see this struggle 

for meaning in such modest pieces as "Rope and "Theft," which demonstrate that even the 

"smallest, the least important of all things"—a rope in one, a purse in the other—can 

engender a heated ideological contest We find more pronounced examples of the dialogic 

principle in those stories that are set against a broader social landscape and that revolve 

around topics which have historically carried a high ideological charge. In "Rowering 

Judas," the central issue is the revolution; in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" it is the war. 

Illustrating Bakhtin's metaphor of language as a battlefield, both stories resonate with 

contesting voices and viewpoints, all of which struggle for dominance and solicit 

allegiance to their respective valuations. Significantly, though, even in those texts which 

sound with more consonant than dissonant voices such as "Old Mortality" and the stories 

of The Old Order, there is a sense of the speakers' ideological investment—a sense that 

language has been "shot through" with particular interests and intentions (293). What we 

find in all of Porter's stories, then, is a reflection of the "heteroglossia" that characterizes 

language: the ongoing historical process that stratifies it into distinct languages along 

generational, professional, or political lines, each one claiming to possess a privileged way 

of looking at the world (263). 

As a result of this process, Bakhtin argues, every object (war, revolution, 

woman) has a history of different recognitions, which put this object into an "obscuring 

mist" of numerous ideological understandings (276). In addition—and this ramification is 

of particular significance for the Miranda stories—every word ("war," "revolution," 

"woman") comes laden with previous meanings: "there are no 'neutral' words. . . . Each 

word tastes of the context and contexts in which it has lived its socially charged life" 
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(293). Language, therefore, is not a "neutral medium that passes freely and easily into the 

property of the speaker's intentions; it is populated—overpopulated—with the intentions 

of others" (294). 

If Bakhtin's theory offers us conceptual tools to gain a deeper understanding of 

Porter's texts, it does so in part because it allows us to move beyond the dichotomy 

between "style" and "theme," which, as Flanders points out, has long divided the critical 

discussion of Porter's work. Aided by the heteroglot sense of language, we find that in 

her stories there is not just one voice and one style (that of the author) but numerous 

voices, those of the characters, all of whom have their own styles, which are constituted in 

distinct lexical and semantic choices and which define their ideological positions (what, for 

instance, helps determine our understanding of the Grandmother in "The Source" as a 

traditionalist are her biblical allusions; what identifies Cousin Eva in "Old Mortality" as a 

suffragette is her sociological jargon). A theme, such as the "meaning of womanhood" in 

the Miranda stories, is therefore not developed by the author alone, who does not have a 

privileged position, but rather by the interplay between all of the voices we hear in the text, 

which are activated—or in Bakhtin's term "orchestrated"—by the author and which are 

joined but never dominated by her voice (263). Seen in this light, style becomes part of the 

theme because it is the stylistic makeup of the individual voices that establishes them as 

"ideologues" and makes them discernible to us as such. When Robert Penn Warren 

praises Porter's "delicacy of phrase" or the "utmost transparency" of her writing, he 

undoubtedly makes an accurate assessment (20, 12). But at the same time we have to 

understand these stylistic attributes as a means to refer us to a point beyond the author's 

private artistry—as a means to create styles that evoke a whole world of ideological 

contentions. 

If Porter's narratives create a chorus of disparate voices clamoring for acceptance 

of their discourses, a snapshot of the prevailing viewpoints, this is, of course, not an end 
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in itself. At the center of her stories, as of all novelistic texts, lies the fate of the individual 

character, who has to negotiate her way through this battlefield of language—a battlefield 

that inevitably and inextricably serves as the arena for human existence. What anchors 

Bakhtin's literary theory—and adds profound meaning to the notion of having to find 

one's own "language"—is the ontological function ascribed to the word. For Bakhtin, the 

human being is "without an alibi in existence," i.e., without an identity of his own, and is 

therefore responsible or "answerable" for defining his own place in existence (cited by 

Clark and Holquist 64). This project of human becoming is made possible by language. 

It is the "material" that allows one to apprehend the world and enact one's values upon it, 

an activity that becomes synonymous with creating oneself as a subject. Human becoming 

thus is the ongoing process of authorship, of authoring one's understanding of the world 

and thereby oneself. Given the importance of the word for the self, the Other is, as Clark 

and Holquist point out, "in the deepest sense my friend" because it is from the Other that 

one gets the word (65). Yet at the moment that one begins to appropriate words from 

others, one inevitably becomes entangled in ideological considerations so that human 

subjectivity depends on the continuous process of interrogation, of becoming an 

interpreter of others' words to produce one's own. 

When Miranda in "Old Mortality" wonders "what did grown up people mean when 

they talked, really," she attests to her need to question others' words, which is a sign of 

her own authorship as a woman (197). As Porter's stories about the young Miranda 

suggest, this is a difficult project because the words offered to her protagonist "populate" 

the notion of womanhood with social and sexual denotations that are consistent with the 

values and norms of patriarchal culture. Hidden behind the family idyll in Porter's stories 

lies an institution whose main function is the production of normative knowledge-

knowledge meant to effect woman's self-deployment into the confinement of traditional 

gender positions. It is an intention that, by recourse to Foucault, we can understand as an 
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exercise of power in the sense defined by Foucault as a "f>ositive mechanism" 

{Power!Knowledge 120). Centered around the notion of discipline, Foucault's concept of 

power is diametrically opposed to the conventional notion of power as socio-political 

domination "from above." 

In the conventional understanding, Foucault argues, power rests on a sovereign 

center—the state as a whole, or groups and classes within it—which legitimizes its power 

in legal and moral codes and exercises its will through a hierarchical structure. Being 

subjected to power, in this sense, means being subjugated to its will and repressed in 

one's own through a system that imposes prohibitions and obligations on the subject. 

This "juridical and negative" concept of power, Foucault contends, has been advanced in 

Western thought for the past two centuries because it kept the whole question of power 

tied to the realm of politics and to debates over the rights of the individual, which in itself 

was but a strategy to conceal the actual procedures of power employed within the social 

body {Power/Knowledge 121). This other form of power, "one of the great inventions of 

bourgeois society" meant to produce compliant citizens needed for the emerging 

industrial/capitalist order, is "disciplinary power," which is "technical and positive" 

{Power!Knowledge 105, 121). It does not originate in one center but a multiplicity of 

micro-centers—institutions, the family, even individuals themselves—which exercise 

power not through edicts and laws but through techniques of domination at the local level: 

"those continuous and uninterrupted processes which subjugate our bodies, govern our 

gestures, [and] dictate our behaviors" and thereby attempt to shape our very constitution as 

human subjects {Power!Knowledge 97). In this sense, Foucault states that the 

"individual" is not the "vis-a-vis of power" but "one of its effects," created through social 

mechanisms that saturate the subject with discipline {Power!Knowledge 98). The primary 

mechanism is the production of knowledge through "discourse[s] of discipline" such as 

the ones we hear in Porter's texts {Power!Knowledge 106). What motivates the family's 
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discursive interest in women in the Miranda stories is the intention to co-opt Miranda's 

very being. 

Miranda's success in resisting her circumscription suggests that Porter sees 

language not only as a medium of entrapment but also as a potentially liberating force. 

The older Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale E^der" and Laura of "Flowering Judas" are 

evidence that social independence is possible (within the context of the 1930s certainly a 

new notion); more importantly, they bring attention to Porter's insistence that this is 

possible only through ideological independence. Both characters bring their own 

viewpoints to the world and live their lives on their own terms, even though in Laura's 

case this sense of authority ultimately becomes a delusion because of her refusal to 

revaluate her understanding of the revolution, which turns her idealism into a debilitating 

solipsism. Significantly, both stories suggest that any assertion of female independence 

comes at the price of loneliness. Porter's women perceive their sexuality as a liability 

because it can entangle them in a sexual economy that will erase their sense of selfhood. 

This awareness leaves them with ambivalent feelings towards their own bodies and results 

in sexual self-denial, to Porter one symptom of a woman's life in a patriarchal world. 

As Porter's stories show, gender politics do not end at the doorstep of the family 

home, and woman continuously has to defend her sense of self-authority against a society 

that is intent not only on appropriating her body but also on containing her voice. If a 

woman like Miranda endangers the continuation of the existing social order because she 

refuses to assume her role within the conjugal-familial sphere, she also poses a threat 

because she looks at the world from a fresh point of view, which, if articulated, could 

destabilize the very ideology underpinning that order. In response to this threat, the 

guardians of patriarchy, representing what Bakhtin calls the "centripetal" force of culture, 

attempt to solidify established meanings and values by suffocating the proliferation of 

dangerous knowledge (271). This "logophobia," "a sort of dumb fear of . . . the 
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disorderly buzzing of discourse," manifests itself in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" in the 

disqualification of the female voice and marginalization of the female viewpoint (Foucault, 

"The Discourse on Language" 229). Miranda's self-censorship as a consequence of this 

operation and her retreat into silence represent another symptom of womanhood in 

Porter's textual world. Female authority in the Miranda stories is a tenuous state. If 

women are proprietors of their own ideas, they are so secretly—unless an author of 

fiction, such as Katherine Anne Porter, can articulate their ideas for them and thus make 

these ideas discernible to us. 
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"Are you aware that you are, perhaps, the most discussed animal in the universe?" 

—Virginia Woolf to a female audience, A Room of One's Own 

Miranda, Katherine Anne Porter's best known character and central figure in the 

stories generally referred to by her name, comes from a long line of ancestors. She is the 

youngest descendant of the Rhea family, old Southern stock with roots extending back to 

the plantation days of Kentucky. But, as her allusive name suggests, she is also kin to 

Shakespeare's young ducal offspring in The Tempest, chaste and beautiful Miranda, 

daughter of noble Prospero. Cast off to an island exile with her father, Shakespeare's 

Miranda is the "wonderer," marveling at the "brave new world" she sees and asking 

questions about the many things she does not understand. Above all, she is curious about 

her own life. Who am I, she wants to know, and where do I come from? Porter's literary 

allusion provides the thematic framework for her Miranda stories. The young Miranda we 

see in "Old Mortality" (at least in the first two parts) and in the stories of The Old Order 

looks at the Southern world of her upbringing with similar wonderment. Her life in the 

family home in the city and her adventures on the Grandmother's farm leave her with 

puzzling impressions, as do her experiences at the circus and later in New Orleans: 

"everything in the world was strange to her and something she had to know about" (359). 

The older Miranda we see in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" has become a discerning interpreter 

of reality, so that her name can also be understood in its Spanish connotation as the 

"seeing one," as Willene and George Hendrick have pointed out (47). But in the other 

stories, the ones discussed in this chapter, Miranda is still the young girl peering "into a 

world of wonder" and demanding answers (178). 
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Like her namesake, she turns to figures of worldly authority for these answers. 

And her elders are only too eager to oblige. A host of characters belonging to different 

generations, they form a chorus of voices unanimous in their obsession with the past and 

their belief that the past alone can explain the present. "They loved to tell stories, romantic 

and poetic, or comic with a romantic humor; they did not gild the outward circumstances, 

it was the feeling that mattered. Their hearts and imaginations were captivated by their 

past" (175). What the elders tell about are the customs and splendor of the Old South-

dances and courtships, the gentleman's code of honor and ladies standing high on 

pedestals—all of which are invoked in endless recitations of family legend. The stories 

give Miranda a sense of the place of her origin and its people, many dead, some still alive. 

But set "against a bright blank heavenly blue sky," the accounts also give her to 

understand that the past has to be seen as the measure of all things present (175). 

Symbolic of this reverence for the bygone days is the Grandmother's habit of unpacking 

"old trunks and boxes" twice a year to marvel at the "faded things" brought back to the 

light of day (175). Just as she unfolds "yellowed long gloves" and spreads "small 

keepsakes" all over the lumber room, the elders' stories rummage through the vestiges of 

the past to keep the memories alive (175). 

This "love of legend" is especially evident in the elders' obsession with Aunt 

Amy, the sister of Miranda's father who died as a young woman before Miranda's time 

(175). Whether they recall great moments in family history, address questionable deeds 

of family members, or talk about matters of chivalry, decorum and romantic love, their 

stories inevitably lead over to reminiscences of the legendary Southern belle, whose image 

is hardly one of the "faded things." Fully fleshed out by the elders' narrative 

representations, she assumes a stately presence that overshadows everything else, even 

Miranda's "dashing" female cousins, who receive a good deal of attention themselves 

(174). If the past is the standard by which to evaluate the present. Aunt Amy is the 
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standard by which to evaluate womanhood—an embodiment of feminine beauty, virtue, 

and sexuality. Indeed, it seems that the memory of Aunt Amy is not so much invoked to 

talk about the past as the past is invoked to talk about her. 

All this talk about Amy, I want to argue, is of crucial importance for our 

understanding of the Miranda stories and especially "Old Mortality." It is an indication 

that the stories revolve around cultural inscriptions of woman. To some extent, the stories 

are certainly, as Robert Penn Warren has argued, about "the meaning of the past for the 

present," as they explore the self-congratulatory myths of the South (18). But at the same 

lime the past serves merely as the backdrop to produce discourses on women, on Aunt 

Amy as well as other female characters, whose lives are similarly recorded in a running 

commentary of their respective strengths and weaknesses. The important question that 

consequently presents itself is how these women appear in discourse—important because 

in commenting upon women, dead or alive, the elders put woman into words, which is an 

act of setting boundaries, defining properties, assigning values, i.e., defining the "nature" 

of woman. And it is an act of instilling goals and desires into Miranda, who is the implied 

listener in all of the stories. The Miranda stories have thus primarily to be read as stories 

about gender politics, bearing out, as they do, Simone de Beauvoir's observation that 

women are not bom but made. 

Herein, of course, lies the truly significant parallel to Shakespeare's Miranda, 

whose desire for an understanding of the world and herself ultimately rests on learning 

what it means to be a woman. Her object lesson lies in her subjugation to the will of 

Prospero. She realizes that, as her father's daughter, she has to serve his interests and 

accept a destiny that lies in marriage, and she complies because Prospero, the prototypical 

Western patriarch, holds the same power over her as he does over the other "colonized" 

subjects on the island. In the social reality of the Miranda stories, this understanding of 

womanhood has remained the same. Significantly, though, two other things have 
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changed. The role of the sovereign father has been taken over by Miranda's elders, a 

collective voice similarly intent on safeguarding the interests of patriarchal culture; they 

represent what Lacan refers to as the "Father," the site of privileged knowledge and 

authority that may include, but does not require, the presence of the actual father. With 

this shift away from a sovereign rule, the politics of repression and coercion have given 

way to strategies of persuasion, which are activated exactly by the elders' stories and 

comments about the women of the family. 

In commenting on their appeal and actions, the elders' discourses on women 

produce "truths" against which Miranda has to measure herself in her attempt to 

understand what it means to be a woman, and which thus shape her very self-constitution 

as a female subject. They are what Foucault calls "normalizing" discourses, which try to 

effect Miranda's voluntary acceptance of clearly defined gender roles and make her a 

willing participant in her exchange from father to husband {Power/Knowledge 106-07). 

What all this talk about women tries to produce, in short, is a self-policing woman. 

In exploring how girls are made into women, the stories about the young Miranda 

can be read as a direct commentary on "The Jilting of Grarmy Weatherall," Porter's first 

text to deal with a woman's life at some length. Granny Weatherall's self-understanding 

is inextricably tied to her self-perceived shortcoming as an object of male desire, and even 

though she has led a life of great independence and accomplishments, it ends on a note of 

failure. "Old Mortality" and the stories of The Old Order look back to that text to address 

the question it raises: why the old woman's self-understanding is so firmly rooted in the 

notion of her otherness. Through Miranda, Porter offers some answers. By following 

her young protagonist through childhood, we are given insight into the ideological 

colorings of the Father's discourses on women, and we get a sense of the difficulty of 

rejecting their "truths"—"truths," as Miranda reflects, "she had heard . . . repeated many 

times and never once disputed" (365). If in the earlier story we hear the echoes of the 
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of his discourse, we now witness its applications in their full scope. "Old Mortality" and 

the stories of The Old Order, in short, make transparent the cogs and wheels of a 

discursive machinery through which the guardians of patriarchy attempt to produce the 

women they need. 

The Critical Discourse 

At one point, while or after completing one of her two stories about the matriarch 

of the Rhea family. Porter decided to change its title from the rather unimaginative "The 

Grandmother" to the more suggestive "The Source." ^ It is a fitting title because it 

encompasses the wide-ranging importance her character bears for all the living characters 

in the Miranda stories. The Grandmother represents a source in several respects. She is, 

for one, the life-giver of the existing Rhea family, having given birth to eleven children, 

nine of whom, like her "beloved trees," had gone on "to bring fourth fruit in their separate 

places" (322). As the head of the family, she is also a source of authority who maintains 

the order of things, her kinship name carrying the aura of a title. She is "the only reality" 

to Miranda "in a world that seemed otherwise without fixed authority or refuge" (324). In 

an act of benevolent paternalism she restores the black servants' quarters, thereby keeping 

the servants content and the status quo intact, and as a "tireless, just and efficient slave 

driver" she sees to the upkeep of her own houses and gardens where "everything was out 

of order" (322). With the same determination, she exercises her "firm hold on family 

affairs," providing a center for a family that has begun to drift apart along geographical 

and generational lines (321). 

1 In a letter to Robert Penn Warren in 1934, Porter refers to the story, "a short portrait," 
as "The Grandmother." It was published in 1941 under its current title {Letters 118). 
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But her efforts to keep things in order, significantly, extend beyond the familial 

context to the social order at large, which she endorses to her granddaughters in her many 

impromptu lectures and admonitions. It is especially in this sense that she is the source: a 

disseminator of knowledge about the world and woman's place in it, which is epitomized 

by her advice to Aunt Amy that "marriage and children would cure" a woman of 

"everything" that ails her (182).2 The Grandmother is the most recognizable voice of 

patriarchal ideas in the Miranda stories. 

As suggested by her advice to Aunt Amy, the Grandmother's discourse represents 

woman in the traditional gender positions of wife and mother. The domestic and 

reproductive roles, in her mind, are "natural activities" (337). If the Grandmother's own 

life lends ample support to this belief, it finds its most pronounced articulation in her 

criticisms of her sons' wives. There is, for one, Harry's wife (Miranda's mother). She 

was not only "hopelessly inadequate at housekeeping," the Grandmother complains, but 

"could not even bear children successfully since she died when her third was bom" (339). 

In the world of the Rheas, it seems, there is not a dead person who cannot teach a lesson. 

In this case, though, the lesson is devoid of the customary sentimentality because the 

daughter-in-law sets an egregious example. By failing to perform her functions within 

and for the family, she did not live up to her "natural" potential and thus represents failed 

womanhood. She is, as it were, a mistake of nature. 

If Harry's deceased wife is singled out for her ineptitude, another son's bride 

meets with the Grandmother's disapproval because of her attitude. She is a woman who, 

in the Grandmother's mind, is "unsexing" herself by questioning the role of women in the 

existing social order in the first place (333). She is "too modem," the Grandmother 

thinks, "something like the 'new' woman who was beginning to mn wild, asking for the 

2 The Grandmother's metaphor has as an obvious Freudian connotation, which will be 
discussed in the final part of this chapter, entitled "The Sexual Discourse." 
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vote, leaving her home and going out in the world to earn her own living..(333). Her 

transgression lies in her being "too self-possessed," i.e., in her assertion of her selfhood 

(333). She insists on defining herself outside the relational terms of the family as an 

independent self, and she demands a voice in the world through political representation. 

Most disquieting in the Grandmother's mind, however, is that she introduces her 

"modem" ideas into the cultural consciousness by articulating them in her "direct way of 

speaking" (333). Herein lies the greatest threat to the existing social order and probably 

the main reason for the Grandmother's severe dislike of the young woman. 

It is alone the threat to the patriarchal world, and not a personal concern for her 

sons' well-being, that motivates the Grandmother's critical discourse on woman. 

Significantly, her words intend to do more than just dispense criticism. If she calls 

attention to the danger posed by the "delicate" and the "self-possessed" woman to the 

continuation of the Old Order, she ultimately attempts to diffuse those very dangers. Her 

discourse, in other words, is negative in tone but "positive" in intent. By identifying 

examples of "improper" womanhood, she defines those gender attributes which are 

considered proper—service and subservience to man—and which consequently provide a 

model for Miranda to follow. That this model is valid can be of no doubt to the young 

girl. As a woman known in the family for her "tremendous rightness" and "her certainty 

that her ways were not only right but beyond criticism," the Grandmother represents 

truths that are undeniable and unnegotiable (339, 335). Her "role was authority" in both 

social and discursive terms (328). 

Despite her autocratic stance, her "smothering matriarchal tyranny," the 

Grandmother is by no means the self-assured woman she seems to be (351). As Jane 

DeMouy has pointed out, the Grandmother is a "Janus-faced character," a "frightened, 

insecure woman" who is caught between conflicting attitudes (116): her determination to 

help maintain the order of things, which shapes her discourse, and evident misgivings 
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about that order, which form a clearly discernible subtext to the story of her life. How can 

she reconcile these tendencies, one has to wonder, and why does she try to dispatch 

another generation of women to a life of domesticity and child-rearing when her own 

experience has left her with full knowledge of its burdens and, indeed, a good deal of 

bitterness? 

Recounting her passage through life, "The Journey" recalls the Grandmother as a 

"gay and sweet and decorous" young woman whose thoughts are captivated by sexual 

adventure and "the free, the wonderful, the mysterious" life of men (335). She tries to 

imagine their "sweet dark life of the knowledge of evil" and dreams "recurrently that she 

had lost her virginity" (335). When she gets married, her "incredibly exalted daydreams" 

give way to reality: she immediately begins the "grim and terrible race of procreation, 

[with] a child every sixteen months or so" (335,334). Her acceptance of her reproductive 

role becomes synonymous with forfeiting all sexual pleasure, the "mysterious forbidden 

frenzy" she had felt as a young woman, as the marriage bed turns into a place where 

"something had failed" (335, 334). When her husbemd dies at the end of the Civil War, 

after having failed in his many business ventures, she is left to her own devices to provide 

for the family and raise her nine children, "with all the responsibilities of a man but with 

none of the privileges" (336). Despite this handicap, she succeeds. She builds a new 

home for the family in Texas, and manages farm and finances expertly on her own. 

Still, her experience leaves her feeling exploited and gives her a "deeply grounded 

contempt for men" (337); and it turns her into a more critical woman, which becomes 

manifest in her relationship with Old Nannie, her loyal servant and confidante. If Old 

Nannie's "place in the world . . . had been assigned to her before birth" on the basis of 

race, both their places have been "assigned" to them on the basis of gender (328). 

Recognizing that they share in a "universal female experience" (DeMouy 123), the women 

join ranks in a private sisterhood, which offers them as a refuge from the demands of their 
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domestic lives and allows them to question "the burdensome rule they lived by every day 

of their lives" in "an unbroken thread of inquiry" (327). Indeed, as far as the 

Grandmother is concerned, it even appears as though she has turned her fate into a form 

of protest against that rule. For at the same time that she resents the added economic 

responsibilities brought upon her by her husband's death, she also takes great pride in her 

accomplishments and, in effect, demonstrates that a woman can do the "business of a 

man"—that traditional gender roles, in other words, are based on incorrect assumptions 

(337). 

But the Grandmother is no iconoclast. Her personal misgivings about the norms 

and values of the patriarchal world never find their way into her discourse. Nor does her 

(involuntary) life of economic independence mean, as Jane Flanders argues, that the 

Grandmother has repudiated the "attitudes of a male society" and grown defiant of the 

"established order" (52,55). While the Grandmother has little patience for male behavior, 

she caimot imagine any social order other than the established one. For, if she and Old 

Nannie question "the burdensome rule" that governs their lives, they do so "without 

rebellion and without expecting an answer, and "in their minds" there is "no doubt as to 

the utter rightness zmd justice of the basic laws of human existence, founded as they were 

on God's plan" (327-28). It may be an order predicated on male privilege, but it is also 

one of certainty and, therefore, the main reference point in their lives. This explains why 

the two women "talked about the past, really—always the past" (327). Living in a world 

that is "changing swiftly," they look back to the past as a time of discipline and order, 

when women like themselves "had received educations which furnished them an assured 

habit of mind about all the importance appearances of life, and especially about the rearing 

of young" (329). And, more importantly, they draw on the values of the past to stem the 

"decay in behavior" they believe to witness, hoping that they can return, "blessedly, back 

full-circle to the old ways they had known" (327). 
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The Grandmother's life thus revolves zu'ound a simple dilemma: "she despised 

men. She despised them and was ruled by them"—ruled, that is, by the ideas of a 

patriarchal world by which she was raised and which she considers necessary for the 

foundation of the social order (337). Her self-subjugation to this rule does not negate her 

economic and social authority within the family. But at the same time this authority does 

not mean that she has liberated herself from the confining role prescriptions of her world, 

as the recurrent imagery of closed spaces in "Old Mortality" and the stories of The Old 

Order underscores.^ Ultimately, the key to understanding her character lies in her own 

words, and they leave no doubt that she never ceases to believe in the "fixed code" of the 

Father and "to urge or restrain ... to teach morals, manners, and religion" accordingly 

(328). Conceiving of womanhood as a divinely ordained state of self-abnegation, the 

Grandmother defines woman exclusively by her value to man, economically (as domestic 

laborer) and sexually (as an instrument of man's genealogical desire). Anything else 

represents failed femininity. As the Grandmother admonishes Miranda, one has to "'[c]all 

things by their right names'" (353). 

3 Almost without exception, we see the Grandmother within the interior of houses or the 
bordered premises of her summer home; her first visit to the circus, generally interpreted 
as a metaphor for the outside world, does not occur until she is well into her eighties. 
Given this confinement, it becomes clear why her annual ride on Fiddler, her old saddle 
horse, has assumed such ritualistic impxDrtance: it is the only experience of freedom she 
has ever known. 
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The Historical Discourse 

Teaching about duty and self-discipline, the Grandmother belongs to what 

Miranda calls "the everyday world of dull lessons to be learned" (178). Yet there is 

another world in the Miranda stories, the "world of poetry" (178). It represents as much 

an escape for her as for her elders—her father. Uncle Gabriel, and a chorus of other 

voices—who invoke that world through their reminiscences about the past, sentimental 

anecdotes and stories that recall a time of elegance cuid pleasure, intrigue and excitement. 

What we find in "Old Mortality" is undoubtedly a "general romantic idealization of the 

past," which, Unrue argues, is "really the subject" of the story {Truth and Vision 126). 

But the focal point of that "romantic idealization" is woman, a circumstance that points us 

to a far more specific concern of the text—the inscription of femaleness—and that 

provides a thematic link to the stories discussed above. 

Noticeable in this regard is a significant shift in the representations of woman. If 

the Grandmother dwells on questions of female character such as ability and attitude, the 

anecdotes and commentary we hear in "Old Mortality" are preoccupied with matters of 

female appearance, focusing on the demeanor and bodies of women past and present. 

Harry, Miranda's father, epitomizes this preoccupation when he declares that the women 

in the family "had all been, in every generation without exception, as slim as reeds and 

graceful as sylphs" (174). In light of great-aunt Eliza, who is "one solid pyramidal 

monument from fioor to neck," the statement is, of course, inaccurate, and Miranda is 

right when she thinks that "something seemed to happen to their father's memory when he 

thought of the girls he had known in the family of his youth" (174). But then the 

relevance of Harry's comment does not lie in what it says about the past but what it 

reveals about the commentator himself. Representative of all the other voices, Harry is 

not interested in reflection but projection with the goal to perpetuate a certain image of 
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woman and, more importantly, to define woman as image or, in Laura Mulvey's words, 

as a being that "connote[s] to-be-looked-at-ness" (62). 

The discourse on female appearance in "Old Mortality" thus has little to do with 

aspects of history and everything to do with questions of politics, the politics of gender. 

What characterizes these politics, as we will see, is not merely the commentators' obvious 

sexism, which is evident in their tendency to define women by their visual allure. It is, 

rather, the insidious interest to represent woman as someone who delights in her self-

objectification—who delights in putting her body on display as an object of desire. This 

discourse, which sexualizes the female body, revolves around Aunt Amy and will be 

addressed later. It is accompanied by a second discourse, which valorizes feminine 

deportment and is motivated by the particularly Southern concern with the figure of the 

lady. Manifesting itself in an unwritten protocol of femininity, this discourse has a more 

noticeable presence in the text and represents a seemingly more coercive cultural force. 

Miranda refers to this protocol as "points of beauty by which one was judged severely" 

(176): 

First, a beauty must be tall; whatever color the eyes, the hair must be dark, 

the darker the better; the skin must be pale and smooth. Lightness and 

swiftness of movement were important points. A beauty must be a good 

dancer, superb on horseback, with a serene manner, an amiable gaiety 

tempered with dignity at all hours. Beautiful teeth and hands, of course, and 

over and above all this, some mysterious crown of enchantment that attracted 

and held the heart. (176) 

With its emphasis on polite manners and dignified appearance, the protocol refiects 

values particular to the Old South, an agrarian world that elevated its landowning class to 
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the ranks of aristocracy and cultivated expressions of gentility and refinement.^ But the 

protocol is also indicative of the traditional role of the Southern woman as the very 

embodiment, or mirror, of her world's virtues. If the Rheas of "Old Mortality" cling to 

the notions of their forebears and continue to treat the rules of feminine deportment as 

imperatives (as something "by which one was judged severely"), it is, however, more 

than just reverence for tradition. As a family that evidently cherishes its own myth of 

gentility, the Rheas insist on the "points of beauty" primarily to keep alive that myth 

through the female mirror. Their legends may paint lively pictures of splendor and 

refinement, but like the Grandmother's old keepsakes they are threatened by time, by a 

past that keeps growing more distant and less imposing every day. What can shore up 

their claim more reliably is the presence of their women. 

This motivation behind the protocol of femininity explains its emphasis on dancing 

skills, an integral part of the aristocratic repertoire, as well as the value placed on 

horsemanship, in a rural society factually a necessity but easily projected as a sign of 

gentility. Above all, it explains the preoccupation with the female body itself: the 

idealization of a fair complexion, "beautiful" hands, and lightness of movement. Evoking 

the qualities of an ethereal being noble in character and unsullied by the business of the 

world, the image places woman on a pedestal and serves to turn her into a display of 

Southern purity and virtue ("'As an angel, my child,'" Uncle Billy responds to Miranda's 

Porter herself takes part in the mythification of the South. Her accounts of her own 
family background greatly exaggerate the circumstances under which she grew up. Bom 
in a log cabin and raised in her Grandmother's house in a Texas small town, she spent her 
entire youth in a socially confining and economically impoverished environment. While 
one line of her ancestors had been prosperous landowners in Kentucky and Porter's 
family had owned some land in Texas, farming had ceased to be a feasible option towards 
the end of the century due to financial reasons and the family had indeed sold most of its 
holdings by the time Porter was bom in 1890. This, however, is not the impression one 
gets from Porter's descriptions made over the years in her letters and interviews. There 
she makes reference to her family's plantation, faithful servants, and the luxuries of the 
family home, turning her background into that of Southern aristocracy—and herself into 
something of a Southern belle. 
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questions about Aunt Amy's beauty) (176). Drawing on the values and iconography of 

the past, which rendered the female "delicate as lilies, spotless as doves, polished as 

alabaster, [and] fragile as porcelain," the elders' discourse thus attempts to use woman as 

a means to protect their cherished legends and pretensions against the reminders of history 

(Clinton 87). Woman in the Old South, W.J. Cash writes, used to serve as "a mystic 

symbol of its nationality in face of the foe" (89); the women of Miranda's generation are 

now called upon to perform a similar function in face of the reality of the waning 

nineteenth century, which provides the setting of the text—a reality devoid of the 

economic base and fixed social hierarchy that had helped prop up the plantation idyll of the 

antebellum South. 

The persuasiveness of this discourse is evident in virtually all of the women in 

"Old Mortality," who are shining examples of the feminine ideal, "[d]ashing young ladies 

. . . boasting of their eighteen-inch waists," who stage dramatic entries and exits, and 

bring in every way attention to their compliant bodies (174). Cousin Isabel, "surrounded 

by young men," makes the most of her riding skills, mounting "gracefully" in a "sedate 

flurry" and "drawing her horse up and around so that he pranced learnedly on one spot" 

(177). Young namesake Amy, an accomplished and sought after dancer, "would swish 

through the hall in ruffled white taffeta, glimmering like a moth in the lamplight, carrying 

her elbows pointed backward stiffly as wings, sliding along as if she were on rollers, in 

the fashionable walk of the day" (177). And Cousin Molly Parrington shines as an 

amiable conversationalist, well-versed in exchanging niceties and charming men, who 

"still gathered about her" even though she is "far past her youth" (177). 

More significant, though, than the actual appearance of these glamorous women in 

Miranda's presence is the validation of their deportment by her elders' discourse. As part 

of their running commentary on female affairs, they point out just how well Cousin Isabel 

rides, attest that young namesake Amy is "the best dancer at any party," and note that 
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Molly Parrington is a "charmer" (177). Confirming the importance of the protocol, their 

words authenticate Miranda's experience just as they have provided her with a perspective 

for looking at women—and herself—in the first place. As Miranda's early fascination 

with her older cousins shows, it is a perspective she has made her own, for at the sight of 

them her "heart would close with such a keen dart of admiration, envy, vicarious pride it 

was almost painful" (177). At the same time, the family commentators waste few words 

on the Cousin Evas of their world. A plain-looking "old maid past forty," who is "shy 

and chinless," Eva Parrington (Molly Parrington's daughter) is the antithesis of the 

feminine ideal, especially so since she carries the Grandmother's stigma of being "too 

self-possessed" (178); she teaches Latin to women and "believed in votes for women, and 

had traveled about, making speeches" (178). To Miranda's family, the Southern belle 

alone is of discursive interest 

The ultimate embodiment of Southern femininity is Aunt Amy, the legendary belle 

whose name imbues the text with a ghostly presence. "'Amy had the pure Spanish 

[riding] style,'" the elders tell Miranda, and "'could bring out paces in a horse no one 

knew he had'" (179). She had been "light, more smooth and delicate in her waltzing" 

than any other woman of the family, and showed the "same high spirits and wit" as 

Cousin Molly Parrington, yet "without boldness" (177). As a touchstone of the family's 

legacy, she holds a special place in the elders' imagination, which is most evident in the 

first part of "Old Mortality." But even the second and third part, which place Miranda 

outside the immediate family environment and are farther removed in time from the past, 

invariably return to her character. In the second part—Miranda is now ten years of age 

and attends a Catholic boarding school in New Orleans—it is Aunt Amy who provides the 

link of familiarity between her visiting father and Uncle Gabriel and who in their 

conversations keeps having the last word as the measure of all things. In Part Three-

Miranda is eighteen yean: old and on her way home to attend Gabriel's funeral—even 
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critical Cousin Eva gets captivated by the memories of Aunt Amy and begins to envelope 

her descriptions in a "romantic haze," something which she ironically accuses Miranda of 

doing (212). 

Significantly, though, in all accounts of Aunt Amy there is a notable shift in 

emphasis that introduces an unmistakably sexual overtone into the elders' discourse. 

More than just dwelling on Aunt Amy's breadth of talent, their recollections call attention 

to her spectacular looks—in particular the features of her body—as well as her ability to 

take center stage at social events and command the admiring of looks of men. Described 

as delicate and refined. Aunt Amy serves the speakers to exhibit the virtues of the South; 

but in terms of her sexual allure, she is lionized as a woman who knows how to exhibit 

herself. "She always got herself up to be looked at," Cousin Eva tells Miranda, "and so 

people looked, of course" (215). It is indeed emblematic that "Old Mortality" begins with 

a description of Aunt Amy's portrait, which shows her sitting "forever in the pose of 

being photographed" (173). If the photograph records her ability to play to the camera 

with a "reckless indifferent smile," the discourse on Aunt Amy mirrors that picture by 

inscribing her as a woman who is keenly aware of the onlookers and knows how to play 

to her audience (173). Or, to borrow from the vocabulary of feminist film theory, the 

discourse represents her as a "spectacle"—as a woman whose appearance is "coded for 

strong visual and erotic impact" to invite the desiring looks and advances of men (Mulvey 

19). The descriptions of Aunt Amy thus sexualize woman and posit female self-

objectification as a viable stance of female subjectivity (which does not negate the cultural 

demands for purity and virtue). Miranda "loved the theater, the world of personages taller 

than human beings, who swept upon the scene and invested it with their presences, their 

more than human voices, their gestures of gods and goddesses ruling a universe" (179). 

Aunt Amy is one of these figures swept upon the scene by the family's stories, which 

invest her with all the attributes of a spectacular performer. 
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The one story that stands out in this regard and holds the fondest place in the 

collective memory is that of the Mardi Gras "fancy-dress ball," a story replete with all the 

elements of Southern legend, from its plantation setting and stock characters of cavaliers 

and ladies to its theme of honor (184). Mainly, though, the story revolves around Aunt 

Amy's spectacular appearance, which in a very real sense sets theme and legend into 

motion. There is, for one. Aunt Amy's costume, a shepherdess dress, which is a "careful 

copy" of a small porcelain figure standing in the family parlor (185). Rather than adopting 

the model's sentiment of pastoral innocence, however. Aunt Amy uses the costume as a 

means of self-display, "with ribboned hat, gilded crook, very low-laced bodice, short 

basket skirts, green slippers and all" (185). The narrators' interest in the costume, too, is 

less motivated by its faithfulness to an ideal than the fact that it revealed, rather than 

concealed. Aunt Amy's identity and body; it was "no disguise" at all (185). They recount 

how Aunt Amy's father "fell into a frenzy of outraged propriety" when he saw "her white 

ankles shining, bosom deeply exposed, two round spots of paint on her cheeks" (185). 

And they note with satisfaction how Aunt Amy in the end succeeds in having her way. 

Following her father's order to cover up, she at first returns with her "face clean, bodice 

filled in with lace, shepherdess dress skirt modestly sweeping the carpet behind her" 

(185); but before her first dance, "the lace was gone from her bodice" and "her skirts were 

tucked up more daringly" (185). Gabriel "declared it was perfect" (185). 

Directly linked to this preoccupation with Aunt Amy's dress is the story's second 

focal point, which emphasizes the stirring effects of her appearance on the social stage. 

To gauge Amy's visual allure, the narrators recount that Harry and Mariana had dressed 

modestly in "conventional disguise of romance" and went unnoticed in the crowd (186); 

Gabriel is simply remembered as looking like a "fool" (185). Other women are not 

mentioned at all. Aunt Amy alone stands out and commands everybody's full attention, 

especially that of men, who in different ways are captivated by her body as an object of 
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desire. Her brother Harry grew "uneasy" about her popularity and, worrying about her 

breaching the rules of decorum, kept a watchful eye in his sister (186). In the meantime, 

young men were making "beelines across the floor, eyes fixed on those white silk ankles" 

(186). And then there "appeared late, alone, got up as Jean Lafitte, a young Creole 

gentleman," who "came straight to her, with the maimer of a happy lover" (186). Their 

encounter represents the main act of Aunt Amy's dramatic performance and, given the 

narrative's progression, seems to be the only logical conclusion to her efforts of self-

display. Appropriately dressed in the costume of a pirate, the young man, named 

Raymond, has an eye for precious objects and comes to claim her for a dance. Aunt Amy 

reacts to his intention with pleasure and, only too willing to be claimed as his prize, 

encourages his advances, greeting him "with a face of delight" and crying out his name 

"as if to a lover" (186). Her solicitation is rewarded when, after four dances, she 

"disappeared from the floor on his arm" and purportedly does not resist when he attempts 

to kiss her (186). 

If the evening's events are remembered as a "disgraceful affair," it is only because 

of Harry's rash reaction to the purported indiscretion, not because of the indiscretion 

itself, which is never substantiated ("'Maybe'" Raymond kissed her. Amy tells Gabriel, 

"'and maybe I wished him to.'") (187, 188). Concerned with Amy's reputation and 

believing Raymond to have compromised her "honor," Harry "simply went out and shot 

at him" (187). In so doing, he created the only "scandal" to speak of because his action 

violated the code of gentlemanly conduct and thus put a blemish on the family honor 

(189). "This center had received a blow" (189). Yet if the incident caused a "twilight of 

scandal in their little world," the tale itself is evidently considered more of a family 

highlight, as Miranda's elders revel in creating and retelling the family's own historical 

romance (189). True to generic convention, the female character emerges unblemished 

and intact as an icon of womanhood. Even Cousin Eva, Amy's harshest critic, declares 
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that she has always had "'faith in Amy's virtue. Wild, I said, indiscreet, I said, heartless, 

I said, but virtuous, I feel certain'" (211-12). 

What the story about the masquerade projects, then, is not only a complimentary 

picture of Aunt Amy but, more importantly, an empowering image of female self-

objectification, in which Aunt Amy, the contemplated object, exerts considerable control 

over her contemplators. Significant in this light is the image of the masquerade itself. At 

a literal level, it constitutes the setting of the elders' narrative, but within their discourse it 

also becomes a fitting metaphor for Aunt Amy's very behavior on the public stage. 

Turning herself into a spectacle and wearing what Joan Eliviere calls the "mask of 

womanly subservience" (218), she assumes an identity which, like that of a masquerader, 

is meant to be exhibited—and which, based on her expressions of sexuality (the 

presentation of her body) and gestures of submissiveness (her encouragement of 

Raymond's intentions), attempts to engage the onlooker's curiosity and interest. The 

elders' story thus produces a representation of woman that bears out Riviere's 

observations about women's behavior in patriarchal culture: that "womanliness" is a 

masquerade, designed to elicit "sexual advances" from men (211).^ Riviere's analogy 

implies that what are commonly considered "natural" female inclinations, especially female 

^ In her essay "Womanliness as a Masquerade," Joan Rivifere focuses mainly on the 
aspect of female subservience, which she investigates from a Freudian perspective. 
Central to her argument is the castration complex. Drawing on her observations as a 
practising psychoanalyst, she describes the proclivity in successful and accomplished 
women to feel guilt over having "castrated" their fathers. As a consequence, these 
woman, when in the company of a father figure, would assume a stance purporting 
guiltlessness and innocence, and invite sexual advances from him in order to avoid his 
punishment—pretending that she is not in possession of the penis, that only he can give it 
to her, "much as the thief will turn out his pockets and ask to be searched to prove that he 
has not the stolen goods" (213). The masquerade thus offers a strategy of controlling and 
manipulating men. Even though Rivifere discusses it primarily as a "subterfuge," a 
reaction formation to feared male retribution and a device for assuaging anxieties atout it, 
she emphasizes that masquerading generally represents a woman's "main development" 
and is typically employed as a "primary mode of sexual enjoyment" and social conduct 
(213). 
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subservience, are really deliberate strategies. But by the same token her analogy makes 

clear that a woman's sense of selfhood goes hand in hand with playing roles that are 

synonymous with self-effacement. If the elders' story about the fancy-dress ball seems 

untroubled by these considerations, it is because the authors are able to gloss away any 

negative connotations of female self-objectification by presenting Aunt Amy as a woman 

seemingly in control and never at fault—in other words, by endowing her with the 

attributes of a sovereign subject Being "entirely too popular"—Harry's condemnation-

appears as an appealing proposition (186). 

Despite the narrators' glowing endorsement of Aunt Amy, one has to wonder 

whether there is not more to her character than is made out by sanctioned legend. Her 

idealization as an angel with sex appeal may be intended to delineate proper womanhood, 

but underneath that representation other characteristics show through that make her more 

the "devil" and "mischief-maker" Cousin Eva purports her to be (211)—a strong-willed 

woman seemingly defying the rules of feminine decorum and rejecting the place assigned 

to her by patriarchal culture. If Gabriel, for instance, "praised the frock she was wearing, 

she was apt to disappear and come back in another" (183). On another occasion, he finds 

her with her long black hair "cropped and curled close to her head ... as if she had 

willfully mutilated herself" (183). And Gabriel is not the only one to be spumed in his 

courtship; Aunt Amy, we learn, has broken off two previous engagements, telling her 

mother that marriage would be her "'funeral'" (182). 

Trying to account for this defiant streak in light of the celebratory accounts of Aunt 

Amy, Janis Stout writes that "in the family legend her bold gestures are remembered as 

evidence of her flamboyant nature, not as substantive protest. Only the attentive reader 

sees that she enacted a parody of the feminine ideal" (Katherine Anne Porter 194). Stout's 

argument, which is supported by other commentators, seems merited especially if we 

return to the Mardi Gras masquerade and treat it in a more literal sense as the carnival 
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event that it is.^ As Bakhtin has shown, carnival, as a long-standing folk tradition in 

Western culture, suspends all prevailing truths by drawing life out of its "usual rut" and 

asserting the "joyful relativity of all structure and order, of all authority and all 

(hierarchical) position" {Dostoevsky 124, 122). Significantly, carnival activities—various 

forms of parody, rituals of crowning and decrowning, among many others—are not 

simply negative in impulse; they do not try to offer an escape from the norms and values 

of everything established and official but, rather, seek an active engagement with them to 

turn them "inside out" {Rabelais 11). Placed within this context. Aunt Amy's dramatic 

performance at the fancy-dress ball could conceivably be seen as a camivalesque act, 

especially if we reinterpret her inscription as a "spectacle" in the more colloquial sense of 

the word as the image of a woman who "makes a spectacle of herself—who, in Mary 

Russo's words, brings attention to herself by invoking the "protocols and styles of high 

culture in and from a position of debasement" (218)."^ 

What stands out in this regard is, for one. Aunt Amy's garish and unflattering 

makeup, "two round spots of paint on her cheeks" shining "like pomegranates" (185). 

Aware of her culture's preoccupation with female looks, she directs the onlookers' view 

^ Jane Handers argues that Aunt Amy has a "passion for freedom" and that her "whole 
life had been a struggle against confinement and convention" (57, 56); she consequently 
reads Aunt Amy's appearance at the ball as an attempt at "flouting the conventions of 
genteel female decorum" (57). DeMouy sees in Aunt Amy's actions a "wish for personal 
autonomy" (150). 
^ In her essay "Female Grotesques: Carnival and Theory," Russo closely associates the 
spectacle with Bakhtin's notion of the grotesque body of carnival, as a body overstepping 
its own physical boundaries and those of cultural propriety, and she projects it, in the 
Bakhtinian sense, as simultaneously a destructive and constructive activity. It is a 
demystifying "semiotic performance" that questions the cultural assumptions concerning 
the female body and female decorum and that offers a model for female subjectivity; 
"feminine performance, imposture, and masquerade," she writes, lend themselves to a 
"cultural politics for woman" (213). Transgression means transformation. Russo's 
argument brings attention to the fact that there is only a fine line between what is 
considered proper and improper, "normal" and "abnormal," and it alerts us to the 
possibility that woman's public self-staging can easily cross over that boundary to parody 
and deconstruct the very (prevailing) values it incorporates in its own act. 
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to her face by highlighting it with red paint. But at the same time she turns her face into an 

exaggerated clownish mask that ridicules the premium placed on a woman's looks (185). 

In addition, she seems to subvert cultural standards through her appearance in the 

shepherdess costume. A "careful copy" of a porcelain figure, the dress not only invokes 

the values of innocence and purity, which the original represents, but turns Aunt Amy into 

a porcelain figure herself, which gives her the valued aura of delicacy. But with her 

ankles showing and her bosom deeply exposed, she also, and quite literally, breaks out of 

the confining mold and thereby subverts the Southern ideal of womanhood. 

These gestures would, indeed, tempt one to see her self-staging as an act of joyful 

defiance if it weren't for a telling remark by Aunt Amy herself that has, oddly enough, 

been given little attention in the critical assessments of the story. Looking back at the 

eventful masquerade and its aftermath, she tells her mother "'And if I am to be the heroine 

of this novel, why shouldn't I make the most of it'" (189). Her curious comment 

suggests that she envisions a life plotted like that of a female character in romance novels, 

an existence out of the ordinary and full of adventures, courtship, and seductions. "'I'm 

sick of this world,"' she tells her mother, '"I don't like anything in it. It's so dull" (188). 

Her words thus reflect the wish for a departure from the contingencies of life, not an 

engagement with them, and obviously make Aunt Amy more akin to Emma Bovary than, 

say, Edna Pontellier. Unlike Kate Chopin's protagonist, who understands and struggles 

against her social confinement. Aunt Amy seems incapable of any critical thought and, 

rather, guided by what Flaubert calls "received ideas." Like Madame Bovary, she is a 

woman who, in Hugh Kenner's words, keeps "as close as possible to the plot, the 

characterization, and the dialogue of the sort of novels she has read" (22). 

If Aunt Amy seems indecisive about the matrimonial overtures of her admirers, it 

is not because she fears entrapment in marriage but because she wants to remain at the 

center of attention. If she crops her hair and dresses in a loud manner, it is not a "semiotic 
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performance" designed to subvert convention but an effort to create her own excitement 

and move along the plot. Finally, her lament that she is "'not long for this world'" and 

that her marriage to Gabriel will be her "'funeral'" represents neither a premonition of her 

untimely death nor the rejection of the institution of marriage (182). It is the talk of a 

woman who has memorized the phrases of sentimental graveyard poetry and now recites 

them to melodramatize her life. As that other Southerner, Edgar Allan Poe, insists, 

nothing is more poetic than the death of a beautiful woman. It is only fitting that Gabriel's 

"Old Mortality," a poem written in that sentiment, adorns her gravestone. 

Probably the best way to reconcile the image of the recalcitrant Aunt Amy with that 

of the virtuous one is to take a cue from the Grandmother. As she perceptively remarks, 

"young girls found a hundred ways to deny they wished to be married, and a thousand 

more to test their power over men" (183). Her comment acknowledges the unspoken side 

of Amy, but it also places her character firmly within the existing sexual economy, as a 

woman who employs her escapades merely to test and solidify her market value. Cousin 

Eva later confirms this view when she tells Miranda that for all the women "[t]hese parties 

and dances were their market" (216). Ultimately, though, it is irrelevant what the "real" 

Aunt Amy is like. To Miranda, who has never seen her in person, she exists only as an 

image, a figure of speech, created by her elders' legends, which alone determine 

Miranda's understanding of her. And these leave no doubt that Amy is a model of the 

properly adjusted woman, both in her erotic allure and her Southern virtue. 

The Sexual Discourse 

With its "anecdotal richness" and delightful orchestration of the Elheas' ebullient 

voices, "Old Mortality" differs markedly from the stories of The Old Order, which are 

dominated by the sober voice and more critical discourse of the Grandmother (Penn 

Warren 16). What hnks these texts, aside from their obvious fascination with the past and 
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their positioning of Miranda as the implied listener, is their concern with the discursive 

mechanisms of gender politics. The Grandmother, as we have seen, follows a didactic 

course of action; her discourse, censorious in tone and anchored in the belief of a God-

given social order, declares a woman's "natural" disposition to be lying in her domestic 

and reproductive function as wife and mother. The other family members, by contrast, 

define woman in terms of her visual allure; their discourse, couched in nostalgic stories 

about the past, eroticizes the female body and emphasizes female exhibitionism in an effort 

to valorize self-objectification as an empowering and desirable mode of conduct. Different 

though they are in their representations of woman, both discourses complement each other 

in their intention to predispose Miranda to her exchange from father to husband and to 

insert her into social and biological roles. 

It is this notion of predisposing that is central to the family's talk about women. 

Despite the Grandmother's authoritarian stance and the community's weight placed on the 

"points of beauty," the gender politics we see in Porter's stories do not rely on strategies 

of subjugation or threats of punishment to deploy Miranda towards her domestic and 

reproductive roles as woman. Far more lenient in its attitudes and far more subversive in 

its approach, the family instead attempts to effect Miranda's self-deployment through the 

production and dissemination of knowledge. Their discourses on womanhood promise 

Miranda a key to finding her own understanding of reality and of her place as a woman in 

it. But she is presented with meanings that ultimately serve the interests of patriarchal 

culture, which is first of all the interest to get Miranda ready for the "market," epitomized 

by Uncle Bill's warning that an unattractive and assertive woman like Cousin Eva makes 

"'a pretty thin bed-fellow'" (183). And, indeed, when their father reminds Miranda and 

her sister to pay more attention to how they look, Miranda understands that "all this was 

for their own future good" (184). From here—from this readiness to accept the 

importance of self-objectification—it is only a short step to becoming the commodity she 
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eventually is intended to be. Getting "married off" is a woman's final destiny in 

patriarchal culture (as Aunt Amy's example attests) and the elders' discourses leave no 

doubt about it, whether in the subtext of their stories or as a theme of the Grandmother's 

critical commentary (333). When she declares marriage to be the only healthy state for a 

woman, she speaks for everyone. 

Significantly, the discourses discussed above, intended to create a social identity 

for Miranda, are subtended by a third one that is meant to circumscribe the very core of 

Miranda's being: her sexuality. Even though this third discourse is not nearly as 

pronounced, it is of central importance because it introduces a representation of the female 

body that ultimately shores up the credibility of the other two discourses. The ideological 

thrust of this sexual discourse becomes evident if we return to the Grandmother's curious 

advice to Aunt Amy that "'marriage and children would cure her of everything'" (182). 

Her comment contains a reference to both a remedy, which is identified, and a 

pathological condition necessitating that remedy, which is only described as "everything." 

What could be meant by this vague reference is suggested by the immediate context, 

which establishes that Aunt Amy has fallen ill from what the Grandmother diagnoses as 

"'greensickness'" (182). "'All women of our family are delicate when they are young ... 

It was called greensickness and everybody knew there was only one cure'" (182).^ Given 

its historical connotation, greensickness merely signifies a malaise of Aunt Amy's social 

status, not a physical condition, which makes the Grandmother's statement a tautology: 

the presence of a husband and children will undoubtedly negate their absence. But as the 

Grandmother says, their presence will cure more ("everything"), which, I want to argue, 

^ The Oxford English Dictionary defines greensickness (listed as "green sickness" or 
"green-sickness") as an "anaemic disease which mostly affects young women about the 
age of puberty and gives a pale or greenish tinge to the complexion; chlorosis." In its 
usage, the term has historically been associated with a woman's lack of a husband (for 
example, "Languishing maids in the green-sickness"). 
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expands the metaphor of disease to include a physical defect as well. If a husband and 

child represent the "cure," they do so because they can supply what Aunt Amy lacks: the 

phallus. The disease she suffers from, in other words, is her own "delicate" body. 

What the Grandmother's words evoke, then, is the Freudian notion of the 

"castrated" female body. Freud posits this notion within the context of the "castration 

complex," whose onset represents a moment of singular importance within the child's life 

with far more serious consequences for the little girl than for the little boy. For the boy, 

the father's threat of castration, expressive of his prohibition to possess the mother, ends 

the Oedipus complex but leaves his body image intact; for the girl, the threat is more 

traumatic because it brings about the realization that her body, like that of the mother, is 

already "castrated," which begins her life-long quest to make good her "lack." In Freud's 

formulation, she attempts to do so first through her father (the beginning of the female 

Oedipus complex) and later through a husband, who provides her access to the phallus, 

and through a child, which comes to serve as a substitute for the missing part. 

The unmistakably Freudian echoes we hear in the Grandmother's discourse are 

indicative that her thoughts are firmly rooted in the same phallocentrism that characterizes 

Freud's theory, which is as much a symptom of cultural operations as an explanation of 

them. The central insight of Freudian thought lies in its demonstration that gender 

positions are created, not predetermined. But by collapsing gender definitions into 

anatomical difference and making the phallus the mark of sexual difference, he betrays his 

own cultural bias for a social order that places m£m at the center of things and gives him 

the monopoly on creating meaning. As Luce Irigaray argues, Freud himself was a 

"prisoner" of a logic—what she calls the "economy of the logos"—that gives a priori 

value to sameness and that uses the Other (woman) as the material to nourish speculation 

only to discard it as the waste product of that reflection (72). His thinking thus is 

representative of a culture in which the question of sexual difference is governed by sexual 
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indifference: the female sex is the "negative, the underside, the reverse of the only visible 

and morphologically designatable organ" (Irigaray 26). But at the same time it is her 

"defunct" body that gives meaning to that culture, for her "absence" gives presence to man 

and allows him to claim primacy in all matters social and political. 

The importance of the female body for the organization of the social order is made 

especially clear by Jacques Lacan's rereading of Freud's theories. Reformulating Freud's 

concept of the "castration complex," Lacan departs from his precursor's anatomical 

conceptualization by arguing that any notion of castration can only be understood in a 

symbolic sense. In the "real," Lacan insists, there is no lack; the little girl comes fully 

equipped by nature.^ What gives her (and for that matter the little boy) a sense of 

insufficiency is the mother's desire for something outside the dyadic unity of the mother-

child relationship—the phallus—represented by the "Name of the Father" (Lacan's 

peculiar nomenclature indicates that the mother's desire does not require the presence of 

the actual father to give the child a sense of the intrusive "third term"). For the child, the 

phallus henceforth comes to stand for power, authority, and the law, and since it forces 

the child to become an independent subject, the phallus emerges as the sign against which 

the child defines itself. The beginning of human subjectivity and gender identity are, 

therefore, simultaneous events and governed by the questions of whether the child can 

ever be in a position to represent the phallus. This means not, as Jacqueline Rose puts it, 

"that anatomical difference is sexual difference... but that anatomical difference comes to 

figure sexual difference" (42). This process puts woman on the side of exclusion because 

she cannot ever represent the phallus and what it stands for—power, authority, and the 

law—at the same time that it allows man to lay claim to them. 

^ This citation and the following ones are taken from Juliet Mitchell's and Jacqueline 
Rose's introductory overview of Lacan's theory in Feminine Sexuality: Jacques Lacan and 
theecolefi'eudienne. Ed. Juliet Mitchell and Jacqueline Rose. New York: Norton, 1982. 
1-57. 
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The female body thus serves, in Laura Mulvey's words, as the "lynchpin to the 

system" the Grandmother tries to sustain (57). Her "lack" places woman into a gender 

position that bars her from worldly activities and leaves her no other room than the 

domestic sphere. If the Grandmother's discourse reiterates this "lack," it is because a 

woman's acceptance of her fate is by no means assured. Gender identity, this is the 

central insight derived from psychoanalytic theory, does not corresjxjnd to natural drives 

that predestine the child to assume its position as man or woman; it, rather, rests on a 

cultural operation that tries to force a bundle of disparate ("polymorphous perverse") 

sexual impulses into the straightjacket of a genital and heterosexual sexuality, which 

brings about the engendered subject's alienation from its own being (what Lacan calls 

"lack-in-being") and gives birth to the unconscious. The unconscious allows the censored 

impulses to survive, but, significantly, it also attests to the fundamental instability of 

gender positions—to the danger of a subject that is insufficiently constituted in her desire 

for the phallus and that denies her social role meant to procure it. What motivates the 

Grandmother's discursive interest in female sexuality is the attempt to negate this potential 

danger to normalize Miranda by fueling her phallic desire and ensure her self-deployment 

into the sexued economy. 

Given this motivation, the Grandmother's discourse thus resides on the axis 

between sexuality and power described by Foucault. As Foucault has shown in The 

History of Sexuality, the conventional notion of sexuality as one of the great taboo 

subjects in Western culture—what he calls the "repressive hypothesis" —is ill-founded and 

factually wrong (10). Recognizing the precarious status of sexual identity and the dangers 

of "perverse pleasure" to the civic body {History 105), Western societies, under the aegis 

of the middle class, have, rather, paid great attention to the questions of human sexuality 

as something that needed to be evaluated and managed. This interest, Foucault argues, 

manifested itself in the production of knowledge about it, one of the focal points being 
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female sexuality. Its investigation resulted in the "hysterization of women's bodies": The 

"feminine body was analyzed—qualified and disqualified—as being thoroughly saturated 

with sexuality" and "integrated into the sphere of medical practices, by reason of a 

pathology intrinsic to it" {History 104). What made this production of knowledge 

socially relevant was its usefulness as a strategy of containment. The knowledge gained 

about woman's unstable sexuality provided a rationale for putting her under surveillance, 

especially within the context of the family, whose continuation she has to ensure through 

her domestic and reproductive functions. But just as important as the results of this 

investigation was the activity itself. The very act of problematizing female sexuality, of 

continuously interrogating her body, confirmed over and over again that her body was 

"abnormal." It is in this light that the Grandmother's discourse and the metaphor of 

disease. Aunt Amy's "greensickness," have to be read. What ails Aunt Amy is the 

absence of a husband and child, but it is an ailment only because the two represent (and 

can supply) something she lacks, which is the phallus. Thus contributing to the 

production of knowledge, the Grandmother helps contain woman within her "deficient" 

body and maintain it in its function as the "lynch pin to the system." 

Significantly, the Grandmother's voice is not the only one engaged in this 

discourse on female sexuality. Her valuation of the female body is reiterated by Cousin 

Eva, who similarly invokes the notion of the pathological when she describes Aunt Amy 

as a "'sex-ridden'" woman who "'simply festered inside'" (216). Her description, which 

compels Miranda to think of Aunt Amy's body as "corruption concealed under laces and 

flowers" (216), projects the image of the "sexually saturated" female body mentioned by 

Foucault but also problematizes that body as enu^pping her sexuality—a sexuality that, in 

Lacan's words, is "wrapped up" in the "contiguity" of her sexual organs, which 

confounds her phallic desire (the desire to represent the phallus) and which, in Cousin 

Eva's mind, consequently contaminates both her body and her mind. "' It was just sex,'" 
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Cousin Eva tells Miranda; the minds of all young women "'dwelt on nothing else. They 

didn't call it that, it was all smothered under pretty names, but that's all it was, sex'" 

(216). The irony of Cousin Eva's pronouncement is not lost on the reader. Calling the 

family a "'hideous institution'" and "'the root of all human wrongs'" (217), she 

recognizes the role of the family in dispatching woman into a life of social and political 

inequality within patriarchal culture, circumscriptions which she tries to eradicate through 

her political activism as a suffragette. Yet her words reinforce the phallocentric sexual 

economy that is the very foundation of that social order. 

It is within the context of this discourse that we ultimately also have to read the 

elders' representation of woman as spectacle, which rests on the notion of the "castrated" 

female body articulated by the Grandmother and Cousin Eva. The elder's emphasis on 

woman's to-be-looked-at-ness activates what Kaja Silverman has called the "scopic 

regime," a politics of looking that helps define gender pxjsitions and the social order based 

on it {Acoustic Mirror 162). What establishes the importance of the look is the Oedipal 

drama. The look gives the child the assurance of the mother's presence and provides it 

with a sense of completeness. ̂  ^ But the look also precipitates the moment of sexual 

The problematic relationship between a woman's body and mind suggested by Cousin 
Eva resurfaces as a major theme in "Pale Horse, Pale ^der" in the context of the older 
Miranda's self-censorship. Evaluating the ideological positions surrounding the war issue 
and trying to uphold her own critical understanding of it, Miranda comes to experience the 
phallogocentric premise of patriarchal culture implied in Cousin Eva's statement: that a 
woman's discourse, originating in an "unsound" body, is disqualified as lacking in truth; 
and, conversely, that the male speaker, being constituted in positive terms in relation to the 
phallus, holds a privileged position that allows him to claim possession of truth. Aware of 
the liability her gender introduces into any ideological engagement with the world, the 
older Miranda remains silent and develops an ambivalent relationship to her body, which 
is epitomized by her reference to it as a "curious monster" (313). See Chapter 4 for a 
detailed discussion of this aspect. 

Within Lacan's paradigm, the child moves from the "real" to the "imaginary" (or 
"mirror phase") before taking up its position in the "symbolic order." During the "mirror 
phase," the child tries to recover what Lacan calls the "fullness of being" it lost with birth 
by latching onto objects (but which the child does not experience as separate entities) to 
regain that sense of completeness. Besides physical objects, the voice and look of others 
serve that purpose. 
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differentiation under the imagined threat of castration. Recalling the sight of the 

"castrated" female body, the child relinquishes the mother and moves into subjectivity, 

which puts the little boy on the side of the "have" and the little girl on that of the "have-

not." 

Woman as the object of the look is thus instrumental in establishing male 

subjectivity as a privileged position and in giving meaning to a phallocentric world. In 

propagating woman as image through their stories, Miranda's elders try to stabilize this 

scopic regime and keep woman, in Kaja Silverman's words, in a "photo session" that 

makes her subject to the "click" of a male "camera" {Acoustic Mirror 161). This intention 

also explains the narrators' particular attention to Aunt Amy's dress. "Clothing and other 

kinds of ornamentation make the human body culturally visible," as Silverman has pointed 

out. "Dress is one of the most important cultural implements for articulating and 

territorializing human corporeality—for mapping its erotogenic zones and for affixing a 

sexual identity" ("Fragments" 145-46). The woman as spectacle makes her body legible 

and thus gives man not only "sexual stimulation through sight" but, more importantly, 

ontological security (Mulvey 61). 

Woman, of course, looks too, but hardly with the same empowering 

consequences. For when she looks at the maternal body, she sees sameness, a body that 

like hers is "lacking," which results in overidentification with the mother and sets her on a 

life-long course of unrelieved preoccupation with her own "deficient" body. The 

prevailing scopic regime thus makes her a willing accomplice to the photo session: putting 

herself on display and attracting the male interest is the only hope she has to ever attain the 

phallus and make good her "lack." For woman in a phallocentric world, having the 

"looks" therefore holds more relevance than doing the looking. If the elders' discourse 

validates this premise, the discourse also serves as a strategy of containment, for the 
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woman who stares into the mirror to specularize herself for others cannot look at the 

world and speculate about her place in it. 

Even though the discourse on female sexuality in "Old Mortality" is largely 

drowned out by the other discourses on womanhood, we have to recognize it as a 

discourse that subtends the other. The Grandmother's critical discourse, insisting on a 

woman's domestic and reproductive role, invokes social norms and established values and 

appeals to reason; the elders' historical discourse, projecting empowering images of 

female self-objectification, stresses personal autonomy and is emotional in appeal. What 

ultimately gives meaning to both appeals, however, is the discourse on sexuality with its 

inscription of the "castrated" female body. Reiterating the lesson of the Oedipal scene, it 

fuels Miranda's sexual desire (which is the desire for the phallus) and refers her back to 

the other two discourses, which chart the way of obtaining it. As Foucault has pointed 

out, sexuality offers "an especially dense transfer point for relations of power . . . [and 

is] endowed with the greatest instrumentality: useful for the greatest number of maneuvers 

and capable of serving as a point of support, as a linchpin, for the most varied strategies" 

{History 103). 
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Chapter 3 Crossing the Threshold: Female Authority in the Public Realm 

The drama of woman lies in this conflict between the fundamental 

aspirations of every subject (ego)—who always regards the self as the 

essential—and the compulsions of a situation in which she is the inessential. 

How can a human being in woman's situation attain fulfillment? What 

roads are open to her? Which are blocked? How can independence be 

recovered in a state of dependency? What circumstances limit woman's 

liberty and how can they be overcome? These are the fundamental 

questions... not in terms of happiness but in terms of liberty. 

—Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex 

One element common to most of Katherine Anne Porter's short stories is their 

interest in private lives. Beginning with "Mana Concepci6n" (1922) and culminating in 

the Miranda stories. Porter's art lies in exploring psychological realities, in probing the 

doubts and desires of her mostly female characters. But it is in another sense, too, that her 

stories are private. Generally they are played out against a domestic background and the 

relations within the home, tracing either the constraints of marriage or the demands of 

family ties. In this sense, William Nance is right when he argues that Porter's overriding 

thematic concern is what he calls the "oppressive union" (7). Hence the prevalent imagery 

in Porter's stories is one of closed spaces, whether the interiors of apartments and houses 

or the enclosing boundaries of farms and small villages, all of which convey a sense of 

confinement and suffocation. 

Only a few stories fall outside this category in that they place their characters in a 

larger social context and offer a more panoramic view, most notably "Rowering Judas" 

(1930), which explores the female protagonist's ideological relationship to the Obregon 

Revolution and its leaders, and "Pale Horse, Pale E^der" (1939), the text that continues 
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Miranda's story. ̂  We see Miranda in various public spaces—streets, theaters, bars, 

restaurants, hospitals, and the newspaper office where she works—all of which serve as 

platforms for a wide array of social voices that involve her in continuous negotiations with 

their respective ideas. The most novelistic of Porter's stories, "Pale Horse, Pale Elider" 

thus marks an important shift from the Miranda stories discussed in the previous chapter 

Miranda has crossed the threshold from the domestic sphere with its "storied dust" into the 

vibrant, noisy, and open realm of public life (269). She has become a woman of the 

world. 

Given this transition, "Pale Horse, Pale Elider" represents not only a chronological 

but also as a direct thematic continuation of "Old Mortality," whose conclusion can be read 

as a preamble to Miranda's venture into the public domain. "Old Mortality" ends with 

Miranda's return to her father's house for the funeral of Gabriel, a homecoming that will 

be Miranda's last. It is significant that Miranda's old room has already been occupied by 

someone else, for her visit brings her to the realization that in another respect, too, the 

place of her childhood no longer has room for her. As on so many occasions before, her 

relatives talk about "their common memories;" only now Miranda, ignored by her father 

and Cousin Eva, understands what their talk about the dead has all along implied: that they 

"denied her the right to look at the world with her own eyes" and "demanded that she 

accept their version of life" (219). Her elders suddenly appearing like "aliens" to her, 

Miranda vows not to have "any more ties with this house" and to forget their stories, 

"whose language was familiar to them, but not to her, not any more" (220). Her 

dissociation from the family culminates in a personal declaration of independence, her 

resolution never "to stay in any place, with anyone, that threatened to forbid her making 

^ A third story belonging to this group is "The Leaning Tower" (1944), which follows an 
apprehensive Charles Upton, the story's main character, through the topographical and 
cultural landscap)e of pre-Nazi-era Berlin. The story falls outside the scope of this study. 
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her own discoveries, that said 'No' to her" (220). It is a cathartic moment. Miranda's 

repudiation of her family and the past results in a "sudden collapse of an old painful 

structure of distorted images and misconceptions" that will allow her to reach her own 

understanding of things and find her own version of life (221). 

Miranda's step into independence takes us to a focal point of Porter's short stories. 

In the texts discussed in the previous chapter, her emphasis lies on exploring the 

production of femininity, as she traces the discursive strategies employed by the family in 

the attempt to "normalize" her young protagonist. With "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," Porter 

shifts her attention to the ramifications of that effort, focusing in on questions of female 

subjectivity and authority that are inevitably raised by the first group of stories and that 

clearly reflect the concerns of Porter's own life as a woman in the public sphere. How can 

a woman succeed at developing and maintaining a sense of self in a world that considers 

her selfless; how can she stand up for her own ideas when she is told she has none? If 

Miranda serves Porter to provide some answers, the questions in themselves already offer 

a significant comment, especially in the historical context of the 1920s and 1930s. They 

bring attention to the fact that women do desire more meaningful lives, lives of their own 

design. 

For Porter, as we will see, this desire involves economic self-sufficiency and 

intellectual independence. A life of her own design—it means that a woman takes her 

skills, not only her body, to the market to establish her own material base of existence and 

thus be free of the most fundamental depiendency. It also means being able to understand 

all cultural circumscriptions if she wants to transcend them. Independence is, as Simone 

de Beauvoir puts it, ultimately a matter of liberty, not happiness. And indeed it is. 

Porter's young women, as a general rule, are unhappy, lonely beings because their desire 

for a sense of autonomy invariably translates into a denial of love. The condition of the 

young female protagonist of "Theft"—feeling wet and cold and miserable as though she 
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were coming straight out of the rain—is symptomatic of the emotional state of Porter's 

other young women, just as that text is paradigmatic in terms of their decisions. The theft 

of the young woman's purse that lies at the center of the story is not just a metaphor for 

the "landslide of remembered losses" she feels (64)—"the long patient suffering of dying 

friendships and the dark inexplicable death of love"(64)—but also for her own deliberate, 

as it were, criminal role in bringing them about. She is a thief of her own happiness 

because she is "'so anxious to destroy'" relationships, as the Dear Jane letter from her 

latest ex-lover complains (63). What lies behind this "inexplicable" tendency to avoid 

love, the text only vaguely suggests, may be the fear of encroachment on her freedom. 

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" and "Flowering Judas," the two stories to be discussed in this 

chapter, readdress this tendency in more explicit and decidedly political terms. What leads 

Miranda and Laura to avoid any relationship is the refusal to invest in a sexual economy 

that can only deny their selfhood. In Porter's mind, loneliness is the price one has to 

pay.2 

If there is any passion in the lives of her young women, it is to be found in their 

quest for authority: to be able to trust their own vision and live by their own truths, and 

thereby gain control over their lives—in short, to author their selves. Porter's first text to 

examine the possibilities is "Howering Judas," whose protagonist has generally been seen 

as an early version of Miranda. While there are distinct similarities between Laura and 

Miranda (their age, for example, or their perceptiveness and reserve), Laura differs in a 

significant way from Porter's main character, a difference which is encapsulated in Janis 

Stout's observation that Laura is "in the world and yet not of it" ("Guarded Speech" 263). 

2 The unnamed protagonist of "Theft" (1929), the first of Porter's independent, young 
women, seems unable or unwilling to maintain lasting relationships with men, but she is 
not averse to sexual pleasure. Of the many male characters who populate the text— 
Camilo, Eddie, Roger, Bill, and the disgruntled letter writer—some are undoubtedly 
"amiable associations" (60). By contrast, the two female characters of "Howering Judas" 
and "Pale Horse, Pale B^der" practise sexual abstinence. 
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Showing a woman who prefers to close her eyes to reality, "Flowering Judas" is a case 

study in self-delusion rather than authority, but it is exactly her failure that provides us 

with a valuable perspective on Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." 

The Romance of Revolution" 

Written in 1929 and published in 1930, at the beginning of her most productive 

and creative decade as a writer, "Flowering Judas" is a transitional story within Porter's 

oeuvre. Using the revolutionary upheaval during Obregdn's reign of Mexico as its 

setting, the text looks back to Porter's Mexican experience and her Mexican stories and 

essays of the early 1920s. But Porter now molds her material in a manner that bears the 

stylistic signature of a more mature writer. Like "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall," 

published one year earlier, "Flowering Judas" challenges the reader with a complex 

narrative that orchestrates its themes by interweaving numerous voices of a tension-filled 

social landscape with the secret and often unfinished thoughts of her character's mind, 

made accessible through the author's richly imagined dream imagery. Unlike "The Jilting 

of Granny Weatherall," however, "Flowering Judas" presents us with a woman who 

desires nothing so much as to define herself outside of any social or personal affiliations. 

If Granny Weatherall considers her life wasted because she has failed as a feminine object 

of desire, Laura remains determinedly aloof and strives for a sense of her own authority. 

She represents a first tentative inscription of the independent woman and thus thematically 

anticipates the Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." 

But describing Laura in these terms is getting ahead of the argument, for her 

character is not nearly as readable as that of Miranda in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." Laura 

is, in Harold Bloom's affectionate words, a "beautiful enigma" (2), an eminently private 

woman who does not share her thoughts with others and, more importantly, keeps a tight 

reign on her own refiections. It is, therefore, difficult to ascertain the reasons for her 
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involvement in the revolution and her steadfast rejection of love, the two elements that 

form the major thematic strands of the text and hold the key to her character. Addressing 

these issues, most commentators pay only passing attention to the first one, treating the 

revolution as little more than a backdrop to the purportedly more important question of 

Laura's true feelings for Eugenio, her fellow revolutionary, whose character is generally 

seen as the catalyst in exposing what has been identified as Laura's emotional sterility, fear 

of sexuality, or rejection of her procreative function. Such readings undoubtedly owe 

much to the highly symbolic dream scene prominently placed at the end of the text, but 

they invariably result in too narrow a view of Laura because they fail to address, or even 

recognize, her stubborn devotion to the revolution, which puts her human aloofness in a 

different perspective. In a text in which love plots and revolutionary plots, sexual 

innuendo and revolutionary gestures repeatedly intersect, the main character's sexual 

politics cannot be separated from her revolutionary politics: one illuminates the other. 

What both reveal is not so much a woman fearing personal bonds with others as someone 

trying to nourish an exaggerated—and debilitating—sense of her own self-sufficiency, 

which renders others superfluous. 

Even if Laura ultimately has to be judged a misguided and spiritually impoverished 

woman, her actions are clearly motivated by an honest idealism, arguably her greatest 

shortcoming. Her presence in Mexico, the story suggests, may partly be just an escape 

from a previous life of "remembered affiictions," a circumstance that is something of a 

leitmotiv in the lives of Porter's young women (91). But in Laura's case, it is also evident 

that she is drawn to the revolution for its high-minded goals, which are summed up by 

Braggioni's, the revolutionary leader's, impromptu speech: 

Everything must be torn from its accustomed place where it has rotted for 

centuries, hurled skyward and distributed, cast down again clean as rain. 
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without separate identity. Nothing shall survive that the stiffened hands of 

poverty have created for the rich and no one shall be left alive except the elect 

spirits destined to procreate a new world cleansed of cruelty and injustice, 

ruled by benevolent anarchy. (100) 

Calling for the dismantlement of the existing social order and the creation of a new one 

based on a platform of social justice, Bragggioni puts the revolution on a high moral 

ground that is consonant with the preconceptions Laura has brought to Mexico. She is, as 

her comrades rightly point out, a romantic who thinks of the revolution as a historical 

moment inspired by "abstract virtues" and controlled by men who are "animated by heroic 

faith" (91). It is an idealized understanding that has no room for the ugly realities of the 

actual revolution—Braggioni's well-rehearsed speech is, in effect, an endorsement of 

violence and murder—and instead dwells in the sanitized aura of ideas one would find in 

romantic novels. Despite this hint of Bovarysm, Laura's desire to become a revolutionary 

does seem to have some base in reality (as does Madame Bovary's desire for romantic 

love). Her thought that "there is no pleasure in remembering her life before she came 

here" suggests the same dislike for the world of her upbringing that precipitates Miranda's 

resolution at the end of "Old Mortality" to leave the suffocating atmosphere of the South 

(93). As we will see, the older Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" refutes the strictures 

and imperatives of that world by attaining economic and intellectual independence. 

Laura's response, one could argue, is her joining of the revolution with its promise to tear 

everything from its "accustomed place," a symbolic revolt against established structures. 

Regardless of the question of Laura's initial motivation, though, it is evident that she has 

joined the revolutionary rank and file with untempered idealism. 

It is equally evident that the great cause is not what it is made out to be. Like 

Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" and the unnamed young woman of "Theft," Laura is 
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a perceptive observer of others and astute at reading their intentions. Through her 

consciousness, the text thus exposes Braggioni, the seemingly charismatic savior of the 

disinherited, as manipulative and selfish. Behind his high-minded rhetoric Laura detects 

"the malice, the cleverness, the wickedness, the sharpness of wit, the hardness of heart 

stipulated for loving the world profitably" (98), and she disparagingly thinks of him as a 

"professional lover of humanity" who has turned the revolution into a vehicle to amass 

personal power and provide the means for "pampering his bones in easy billows of fat" 

(98). Likewise, she comes to understand the ulterior motives of her so-called comrades, 

who ignore Braggioni's personal excesses and justify his dishonest political maneuverings 

as the necessary means to a worthy end. What they call a "'developed sense of reality'" 

Laura appropriately condemns as cynicism, for their apologetics serve their own self-

interest: "to warm themselves in the reflected glow" of what they describe as Braggioni's 

"'real nobility'" and, no doubt, to protect their "comfortable situation" and salary, which 

like Laura they owe to him (91). As the story clearly establishes, then, Laura recognizes 

that the revolutionaries' fervent rhetoric is deceptive and hypocritical, consisting of 

discourses that, in Bakhtin's words, are "maliciously inadequate to reality" {Dialogic 

Imagination 309). Her evaluation thus can only lead to one valuation: that the revolution is 

nothing but everyday politics of greed and corruption under the guise of a glorified cause. 

Significantly, though, Laura does not allow herself to make this final predication. 

In one of the story's central descriptions, the authorial voice tells us that Laura has made a 

"secret truce with herself" (91), a curious act of deference to herself which underscores 

that "Flowering Judas" is a text foremost concerned with "a young woman's harassed 

consciousness (Laura's mind is in fact the work's arena)" (Liberman 74). She is caught in 

an inner struggle between contesting viewpoints: her idealized preconception of what a 

revolution should be and the sobering understanding of the political realities, epitomized 

by Braggioni's "gluttonous bulk," which becomes "a symbol of her many disillusions" 
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(91). It is a brief and decisive struggle. At first she is tempted to revise her initial 

understanding, "almost too willing" to admit the naivete of her preconceptions and say "'I 

am wrong, I suppose I don't really understand the principles'" (91). But then she decides 

to allay her doubts by simply ignoring her reflections, "determined not to surrender her 

will to such expedient logic" or her better judgment (91). Laura is not Miranda, the truth 

seeker, but a woman eager to deny the facts in order to keep alive an ideal that from our 

and the author's point of view is a sham. Given Laura's inclination, however, her only 

response to her observations and conversations with others thus has to be the "negation of 

all external events," which becomes her declared course of action (97). It is so firm a 

resolve that "the very cells of her flesh reject knowledge and kinship in one monotonous 

word. No. No. No. She draws her strength from this one holy talismanic word which 

does not suffer her to be led into evil. Denying everything, she may walk anywhere in 

safety, she looks at everything without amazement" (97). If Porter's description gives the 

reader a good sense of the force of Laura's denial, the passage also serves to distance the 

author from her character, for by likening Laura's categorical negation to a quasi-

superstitious act, she exposes it as the irrational act that it is. The "evil" Laura fears are 

kinship and knowledge, the two elements that in virtually all of Porter's stories are posited 

as the very lifeblood of humanness; their disavowal is a declaration of isolation, not 

autonomy, and paves a sure road to spiritual starvation, as Laura's dream at the end of the 

story confirms. Her waking hours, however, are spent in "perfecting herself" in stoic 

denial of all external and internal evidence that would remind her of the inadequacy of her 

idealized view (97). 

Nothing is probably more indicative of the inviolability of Laura's idee fixe than 

her doubts about how she herself measures up to the "abstract virtues" she has postulated 

as quintessential to the model revolutionary. That these doubts remain largely unspoken 

should not be surprising in a woman who prefers denial over introspection, but they 
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nonetheless represent a strong thematic undercurrent that permeates the narrative of 

"Rowering Judas" and revolves around the death of the young revolutionary Eugenio, 

which throws an ominous shadow over Laura's mind. As the story establishes, Eugenio 

is one of the political prisoners she regularly visits in their cells to provide them with the 

necessities from the outside world, including "their favorite narcotics" (94); on what will 

be her last visit to Eugenio, she learns that he has taken all of the tablets she had given him 

the previous day and, having left the prison, she awaits with "bitter anxiety" the 

announcement of his death (99). Inevitably, Eugenio's suicide raises the question of 

Laura's complicity. She does furnish him with the tablets that kill him, and she fails to 

call the prison doctor while there is still time to save Eugenio, two circumstances that seem 

to implicate her. In Laura's mind, however, the matter is far more ambivalent. There is a 

vague suggestion that she admits her guilt when she thinks that she might be ""as corrupt 

in another way, as Braggioni, ... as callous, as incomplete'" (93), a reference to 

Braggioni's lack of compassion as summed up by his glib remark that Eugenio's death 

"'is his own business'" (100). But then we also read that Laura envies Braggioni's wife 

for having a "concrete wrong" to weep about (99), a thought that is indicative of Laura's 

uncertainty about her role in Eugenio's death. A wrong has been committed, but who has 

betrayed whom? 

The allusive dream passage at the end of "Flowering Judas," where the Judas tree 

alluded to by the title finally comes into play, is generally treated as the pivotal moment of 

the story and has been called upon to shore up different readings regarding Laura's 

culpability. In the standard interpretation Laura accepts her guilt as a betrayer of Eugenio, 

who is seen not only as Laura's comrade but also her potential lover. Having returned 

from the country of the dead, he offers Laura "warm bleeding flowers" stripped from the 

Judas tree, which she "greedily" eats as an acceptance of her guilt (102). A modified 

reading stresses the theme of self-betrayal, in which Laura's devouring of the flowers 
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signifies her acceptance of guilt in having betrayed herself by having forsaken the man 

who could have offered her love. The problem with both readings is two-fold. For one, 

the narrative—whether the authorial discourse or Laura's inner thoughts—never 

establishes that there is any actual love interest between the two characters. Laura's 

thought that "it is monstrous to confuse love with revolution," a thought which is 

punctuated by her exclamation "ah, Eugenio!," is not a belated declaration of love, as 

sometimes argued. Rather, it is Laura's realization that she has lost the capacity for love 

altogether because she has allowed her revolutionary zeal to take its place, a circumstance 

that considerably lessens the importance of Eugenio's character. Even more problematic, 

though, is the symbolic meaning ascribed to the Judas flowers, upon which the question 

of Laura's collusion rests—or, rather, it is problematic to limit Porter's symbol to just one 

meaning. 

Given their obvious allusion to T.S. Eliot's "Gerontion," the Judas flowers have 

been seen as a symbol of betrayal that turns the final dream scene of "Flowering Judas" 

into a parodic or perverted inversion of the sacrament of communion, and as such into a 

ritual of damnation rather than forgiveness (102).^ Despite its imagery, however, the 

scene is not a Eucharistic bidding, in which giver and recipient share in a common 

experience and meaning, but the exchange of tokens whose significance is determined by 

the eye of the beholder. For Eugenio, the Judas Howers are the flowers of betrayal: 

"Murderer! said Eugenio, and Carmibal. This is my body and my blood" (102). Miranda, 

however, rejects that meaning when she responds with a firm "No!" (102). Just as she 

refuses to follow Eugenio to the country of the dead, she now distances herself from his 

accusation by denying her part in his death. If she greedily devours the flowers (for "they 

^ For an insightful discussion of Porter's religious imagery in "Flowering Judas" and 
thematic affinities with the poetry of Dante and T.S. Eliot, see Leon Gottfried, "Death's 
Other Kingdom: Dantesque and Theological Symbolism in 'Flowering Judas.'" 
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satisfied both hunger and thirst"), it is because to her they represent the nourishment she 

has denied herself for too long, the nourishment for a soul that, having avoided all 

kinship, is longing for a general sense of human communion (102). As a projection of 

Laura's mind, the dream scene thus deploys Eugenio merely as the missing "other" in her 

life, a stand-in who, as Nance rightly observes, "is not given fictional reality as anything 

more than a romantic dream" (29). More importantly, the scene, as the projection that it 

is, also permits Laura to absolve herself from any guilt, a circumstance which takes us 

back to Laura's first reference to Eugenie's impending death and her thought that she may 

be corrupt, callous, and incomplete. 

If Laura's thought does indeed imply a sense of guilt, it seems, at a second glance, 

noticeably devoid of moral anguish and rather more concerned with the living as Laura 

reflects on her possible likeness to Braggioni. She does so "in spite of herself" because he 

is the man who to her represents everything a true revolutionary should not be: he is the 

betrayer of an ideal (93). Obviously implied in her reflection is the unthinkable thought 

that she herself might have fallen short of living up to her own high standard: that she 

failed to act heroically and save a foot soldier for the cause. Because to Laura this is such 

a horrendous notion, she again does not complete the thought, making it a mere rhetorical 

gesture. But the drift of her thought is clear. The betrayal Laura is concerned about is not 

the betrayal of Eugenio but of herself, i.e., of the revolutionary ideal she has brought to 

Mexico. Significantly, then, what her momentary self-doubt reiterates is her unwavering 

determination to uphold her own truth, which, however divorced from the actual 

revolutionary theater, remains very real to her. In fact, it is a truth so unassailable that, 

rather than violating its spirit, she finds "any kind of death . . . preferable," a punishment 

befitting the revolutionary who has betrayed the cause (93). 

The disparity between Laura and the Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" could 

not be greater. The latter, in her ideological engagement with the world, listens to all 
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voices that surround the war issue and sees through the obfuscations of others' words to 

form her own understanding. Laura's presence in the world, by contrast, is only a 

physical one; she dutifully goes on her revolutionary errands but aborts any ideational 

exchanges with others. More importantly, she avoids any dialogue with herself, curbing 

her reflections to stifle any "alien" viewpoints that might erode her precarious ideal. 

Residing in a consciousness that only acknowledges the self, Laura's Icnowledge is 

essentially solipsistic and results in a monolithic world view that has all the "rigidity of the 

printed page" she finds so "consoling" (91). 

Unlike Laura, however, we Ccinnot ignore the incompatibility of her noble values 

with a world that is opportunistic and corrupt, and for the locals as for us it is difficult to 

understand why she is in Mexico. "Uninvited she has promised herself to this place" and 

stayed, remaining adamant in her belief despite a world that contradicts it at every turn 

(93). For the revolutionaries, for example, the machine represents a liberating force that is 

"sacred" because it will replace religion as the means of "salvation" (92); to Laura, who 

has "encased herself in a set of principles derived from her early training," the machine 

violates standards of personal taste and "she will not wear lace made on machines" (92). 

Her assignments—carrying "misinformation" from one agitator to another or going to 

union meetings to listen to "busy important voices quarreling over tactics" (94-95)—are a 

travesty of the grand revolutionary act and hardly instrumental in bringing about any 

sweeping historical change. Not surprisingly, she feels "betrayed irreparably by the 

disunion between her way of living and her feeling of what life should be" (91). And 

while she has adopted a "nun-like" asceticism in the name of an idea, her gregarious 

fellow revolutionaries, above all Braggioni, have not lost sight of worldly pleasures and 

the desires of the flesh (92). In every respect, Laura seems out of place, which prompts 

the central question of "Flowering Judas" as articulated by Laura herself: "Precisely what 

is the nature of this devotion, its true motives, and what are its obligations?" (93). 
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The text offers several conceivable answers. In a very literal reading, one could 

see Laura as a refugee from a place and past that do not allow her to return, as suggested 

by her repeated reminders to herself that she is without a home—"Where could she go?" 

(93). Then there is the suggestion of her strong principles, which, more than just 

affecting her "personal taste" and "gesture," presumably are the driving force behind her 

involvement in the revolution (92). A number of critics have also pointed to Laura's 

evident disenchantment with the Catholic church, arguing that her belief in the revolution 

serves as the necessary substitute for her loss of religious faith. But this argument, like 

the two other ones, ultimately falls short of providing a satisfactory answer since neither 

element is really given any sustained development in the text to carry an overarching 

thematic meaning. 

What does have thematic significance, however, is Laura's steadfast refusal to 

enter into any meaningful human relationship, the other peculiar trait of her character 

alluded to earlier. It is by way of this aspect of her character that we can find an answer to 

the question posed by Laura's peculiar devotion to the revolution because it makes visible 

an excessive self-preoccupation that in the end also explains that devotion. Her denial of 

kinship is reflected in all of her social interactions. "She knocks at unfamiliar doors" on 

her errands, and even if a familiar face answers her call, "still it is the face of a stranger" to 

her (97). Even the children she teaches "remain strangers to her," although they openly 

confess their love for her with flowers and scribbled messages on the blackboard (97). 

She admittedly "loves their tender round hands" (97), but it is an affection for objects that, 

like her "tender" feelings for the battered male saint figure in the church, only underscores 

her social and emotional disconnectedness from people (92). 

An even more pronounced manifestation of Laura's aloofness is her sexual 

disinterest. The authorial description of Laura's deportment as "nun-like" is fitting not 

only because of her plain clothes but especially because Laura—her "knees cling[ing] 
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together under sound blue serge"—has abrogated all sexual pleasure (92). To be sure, 

Laura's rejection of Braggioni's sexual advances seems justified given his appearance and 

character. His "tawny yellow cat's eyes" inspire little trustworthiness, and his words 

unmask the poet-tumed-revolutionary as an outright misogynist (93). "'One woman is 

really as good as another for me, in the dark,'" he tells Laura "'I prefer them all'" (99). 

In this regard, as Unrue has pointed out, Laura's resistance to Braggioni also has to be 

seen as simply a "protection against brutal violation from revolutionists" like him {Truth 

and Vision 53), for accompanying his disregard for women is the hint of a vengeful nature 

when he tells Laura that a "'thousand women have paid'" for a wrong he suffered in his 

youth at the hand of his first love (99). Significantly, though, younger and more 

gentlemanly suitors fare no better. She equally dismisses the young captain, a man of 

"noble simplicity" who takes her for a horseback ride, and the serenading 19-year-old 

youth, who trails her around town (95). "Nobody touches her" (95). As the text 

indicates, then, Laura's rejection of men goes beyond merely aesthetic or affective 

reasons; it is a categorical rejection that, rather than resting on real or imagined flaws of 

others, points to a fundamental flaw in Laura herself, which is identified by the authorial 

voice in a simple yet resonant statement that holds the key to the "beautiful enigma" that is 

Laura: "She is not at home in the world" (97). 

Porter's sentence, which could serve as the epigraph to "Flowering Judas," is not 

only descriptive of Laura's condition but also indicative of its root cause. Quietly going 

about her work and gliding through life in graceful denial ("No dancer dances more 

beautifully than Laura walks"), Laura certainly does not have a strong foothold in the 

world (95). But she lacks this footing—and is especially in this sense a woman not at 

home in the world—because she has no place for the world as a result of her utter 

absorption with the self. Bloom's description of Laura as a fundamentally narcissistic 

woman points to the heart of her character (1-5). Her inability to reach out to others or to 
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respond to others who reach out to her suggests an ziffective overinvestment in the self that 

stands in lieu of, and not in addition to, the ability to love another, the "object-choice" in 

Freudian terminology; for the narcissist like Laura, in fact, the other does not really exist 

since the only object of affection worth contemplating is the subject's self. Ironically, 

Braggioni, loathed and feared by Laura because he "loves himself" with great "tenderness 

and amplitude and eternal charity," is right when he tells her that they are "'more alike than 

you realize in some things'" (91,93). In some regards, to be sure, Laura does not exhibit 

the signs one would usually associate with narcissism. She is not prone to the vanities 

and self-pampering that characterize Braggioni; nor does she seem to be fixated on her 

own body, a trait that is central to a psychoanalytical understanding of female narcissism."^ 

Whether one wants to describe Laura's behavior as narcissistic or simply self-focused 

may, therefore, be left open to debate. But this is a secondary issue. What Laura's 

adamant rejection of love in either case brings into focus is a self-preoccupation that is as 

debilitating as it is consuming. 

The exact nature of this self-preoccupation becomes discernible if we return to her 

curious devotion to the revolution and her stubborn belief in her idealized valuation of it. 

Her refusal to give in to any "logic" (which she disqualifies as merely "expedient") and 

engage in any meaningful dialogue with others, in final analysis, reveals a woman who 

believes in her own infallibility in divining the truth—who, indeed, by ignoring all other 

In a strictly psychoanalytical sense, female narcissism often revolves around a 
preoccupation with the body. As Mary Ann Doane has pointed out, narcissism is 
primarily characterized by a "convergence of desire on the subject's own body" and 
becomes most manifest in female specularization {The Desire to Desire 42), i.e., in 
lavishing excessive care on the body by dressing it in clothes that make it attractive to the 
male gaze, which affirms her body as a desirable object of love. Porter's Aunt Amy fits 
this description; Laura does not. She wears the "uniform of an idea," not clothes of self-
adornment, and she is preoccupied with her body only in so far as she is intent on hiding 
its features to protect it against the scrutinizing male gaze (92). Her only concession to 
herself is that she wears a small lace border on her collar. "She loves fine lace," an 
accessory traditionally associated with feminine beauty, and she has "twenty [pieces] 
precisely alike, folded in blue tissue paper in the upper drawer of her clothes chest" (92). 
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viewpoints can claim to be in possession of Truth. It reveals a woman who, having 

endowed herself with such inherent ability, thus transcends the limitations and demands of 

the everyday world and becomes responsible only to herself. What lies at the center of 

Laura's character, then, is a narcissistic attachment to an idealized self she has created for 

herself and tries to preserve at all costs, a self that enacts the Romantic notion of the 

sovereign and self-sufficient "I." If the world is a stage (and Mexico is hers), Laura is 

putting on a one-woman show whose only meaning lies in her desire for a sense of 

authority. Her devotion to the revolution (or, rather, to her ideal of the revolution), 

therefore, is neither a devotion to political change nor to the people of Mexico but to an 

exaggerated sense of selfhood. That it is a delusionary sense of authority is, of course, 

without question to us. By denying the political reality, Laura robs herself of any basis 

for informed decision-making and thus forfeits any control she might have. Her anxiety 

attacks, the recurrent "sense of danger, a warning in her blood that violence, mutilation, a 

shocking death, wait for her with lessening patience," suggest that she has at least a latent 

awareness of the precariousness of her situation (93). Yet she negates this feeling just as 

she denies everything else, continuing to believe that she "may walk anywhere in safety," 

guided by her private knowledge and protected by her isolation (97). 

Once we accept Laura's premise, however, and recognize her overriding concern 

for a sense of uncompromised selfhood, her behavior does have its own logic, and 

especially her discouragement of all male advances becomes understandable. As the text 

makes abundantly clear, Laura finds herself in a sexual economy that is inextricably rooted 

in traditional gender definitions. Indeed, in a country torn apart by inner strife over 

economic and political ideologies, phallocentrism represents a stable foundation and as 

such sets the parameters for cultural customs and personal gestures alike, as all of Laura's 

suitors demonstrate. For the young captain and the poetically inclined youth, Laura is the 

object of desire to be conquered by acts of "noble simplicity" and romantic courtship (95); 
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for the unabashedly chauvinistic Braggioni, his "slow drift of intention" being rather 

obvious, she is an object of desire to be used (91). At stake in all cases. Porter's language 

suggests, is Laura's body; it is seen as a prized possession not only for the "long, 

invaluably beautiful legs" but especially because of her "notorious virginity," a condition 

that accrues additional value to her body within the context of the Catholic culture she 

inhabits (97).^ In a sense, as the authorial phrase of Laura's notorious virginity also 

implies, Laura has already ceased to have full control over her body since, as an object of 

discourse (her virginity being "notorious"), it has been traversed by others words and 

thoughts and thus become the property of the public imagination. Such objectification has 

to be anathema to a woman whose overriding concern is to maintain a sense of 

subjectivity. 

Laura's appearance, her austere way of dressing, must be understood in this 

context. Her plain clothes, supposedly the "uniform of an idea" because they signify her 

^ An interesting perspective on this aspect can be found in "Virgin Violeta," one of 
Porter's early Mexican stories written in 1923, which revolves around the ironic 
juxtaposition of religious iconography and the imagery of sexual transgression. Filtered 
through the consciousness of 15-year-oId Violeta, the narrative shows a young woman 
awakening to her sexuality and longing for the love of her cousin Carlos, her sister 
Blanca's suitor. For Violeta, who attends a Catholic convent and who like a "young wild 
animal" is without any "native wisdom," love is an abstract, romantic ideal that is devoid 
of any sexual connotations and inspired by the Catholic iconography in the parlor of 
Violeta's home, a small painting showing a saint "who groveled in a wooden posture of 
ecstasy" before the "Most Holy Virgin Queen of Heaven" (22-23). Violeta finds the 
picture "ugly and old-fashioned," but otherwise "perfectly proper" (23). Perfectly proper, 
too, seems to be beautiful Carlos. He writes love poetry, acts dignified, and even 
assumes saint-like poses ("St. Anthony himself could not have exceeded" him) (23). But 
the cousin, whose poetry deals with themes of forbidden love, is no saint. His "slightly 
moistened underlip" suggests that he has appetite for more than just reading poetry with 
Blanca, so when the opportunity presents itself, he follows Violeta from the parlor to the 
adjoining room to get his gratification by kissing the unsuspecting and helpless young 
woman (23). While Violeta's troubled reaction, her inability to come to terms with the 
violation of her ideal and of herself, takes up the rest of the story ("she could not settle the 
questions brooding in her mind"). Porter's imagery comprises a telling subtext (32). The 
religious scene and the sexual scene may be separated by a wall, but they are contiguous, 
suggesting a kind of duplicity in a cultural imagination that can view the virgin as both an 
asexual being commandng reverence and a sexual being inciting lustful fantasies. 
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solidarity with the masses, are primarily the uniform of her own cause because they are 

meant to desexualize her body. Ironically, Freud's dictum that anatomy is destiny has a 

very literal truth for Laura, for the "thick dark cloth" of her blouse and the "heavy skirt" 

fail to disguise and deflect from her physical features (97). More than once. Porter points 

out the "incomprehensible fullness of her breasts" that remains visible, and in general 

dwells on her character's attractive body, which makes Laura vulnerable to the probing 

male gaze. For Laura, this is the most tangible manifestation of her objectification, 

especially by Braggioni. She feels the "weight of his attention" as his eyes "waver in a 

separate glance for the two points of light marking the opposite ends of the smoothly 

drawn path between the swollen curve of her breasts" (97). It is precisely because Laura 

has so little control over cultural attitudes towards her that she has to be so adamant in her 

sexual abstinence if she wants to maintain her sense of sovereignty. Her rejection of all 

suitors is not due to a fear of sex, as has been argued, but is at bottom an ideological act. 

When Mr. Compson, Faulkner's resident cynic, observes that virginity is a negative state, 

he inadvertently pxiints to Laura's underlying logic: it is a negation of womanhood, the 

denial to assume her destiny within the sexual economy, and therefore a statement of 

independence.^ 

Of course, what to Laura may seem to represent independence— the denial of 

human kinship and the categorical rejection of the possibility of love—is radical alienation 

by another, more accurate name. Even a woman as single-minded as she caimot escape its 

chilling effects. Interspersed in the narrative we find subtly acknowledged longings for 

human contact. There are hints of regrets and titillation, as when "she was trying to 

forgive herself for having spurred her horse" to fend off the young captain in his attempt 

^ See Vie Sound and the Fury. Paraphrasing his father's wisdom, Quentin Compson 
says "Women are never virgins. Purity is a negative state and therefore contrary to nature" 
(143). 
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to embrace her or when she finds herself "pleasantly disturbed" by the youth's romantic 

gestures towards her (96-97). There are even signs of sexual sublimation if one wants to 

engage in some simplistically Freudian symbol reading concerning her oiling and loading 

of Braggioni's pistols^ And, most explicitly, there is the moment of introspection cited 

earlier when, on the brink of sleep, she thinks that it is "monstrous to confuse love with 

revolution and life with death," an admission that she may wrongly have invested her 

passion into the death-dealing revolution instead of life-affirming love. But Laura does 

not fully admit any of these feelings to herself until the closing passage of the story and 

Laura's dream, which sounds, as Liberman has aptly put it, "the natural depths of the 

bedeviled feelings of a woman who cannot, when awake, come to terms with those 

feelings" (74). The warm blossoms from the Judas tree handed to Laura by Eugenio are 

accepted by her as nourishment for her unrequited hunger and thirst for human 

communion. It is the only full realization of this yearning and, given its sudden clarity, 

can been seen as a kind of epiphany, the one static moment of insight accorded her 

delusional mind as well as the reader seeking to understand it. For this reason, the dream 

scene has generally been treated as the pivotal moment of "Flowering Judas," on which 

critics have hinged their interpretations of Laura's character and, in particular, the notion 

of her self-betrayal. 

"Flowering Judas," however, does not end with Laura's sudden insight into her 

loneliness, and arguably that sense of self-betrayal, but with our realization that her 

^ Regarding that scene, Jane DeMouy argues that as Laura "fondles and lubricates his 
guns . . . and peers down the pistol barrel," she has a sensation that "recalls the quasi-
fearful 'slow chills' and the feeling of pleasant disturbances with which she responds to 
danger and sexual circumstances" (89-90). Unrue echoes that interpretation when she 
writes that "Laura shows no aversion to the phallic suggestions in the scene" {Truth and 
Vision 54). If, indeed, one wants to see those sexual overtones in the scene, it does not 
necessarily follow that Laura and Braggioni view the pistols in the same way. While to 
the grossly sexual Braggioni the pistols may connote a phallic extension, Laura seems to 
treat them as the fire arms they are, cleaning them out of a sense of duty and fear of a man 
who cannot be crossed. 
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epiphany is of no consequence—that Laura's life will not change. Instrumental in this 

realization is Porter's peculiar use of the present tense throughout most of the text. Those 

commentators who have made mention of it refer to it as the "historical present," thus 

characterizing it as a dramatic device used to imbue the narrative with a sense of 

immediacy and accessibility. But Porter's stylistic choice serves a larger purpose in that it 

anchors the very meaning of Laura, who denies her history. Porter's use of present tense 

implies repetition and sameness and as such posits the existence of a condition: Laura's 

faithful completion of her daily routines, her stubborn belief in her idealized view of the 

revolution, and her unwavering self-focus are all part of her ongoing enactment of the 

sovereign self. It is, therefore, more appropriate to think of Porter's role as that of a 

painter, who presents us with an immovable psychological landscape, rather than that of a 

raconteur, who works under the assumption that meaning is grounded in the past and 

discovered by unraveling the temporal unfolding of events leading up to the present. As 

we know, there is nothing to recount in Laura's life; she has excised the past from her 

consciousness because "there is no pleasure in remembering" it and "she can no longer 

imagine herself as living in another country" than Mexico (93). For Laura, life is played 

out on the one-dimensional plane of the present. 

Significantly, the narrative does make use of the past tense on three occasions, two 

of them when describing the ill-fated courtships, but each switch only underscores the 

essential irrelevance of the past to Laura. For, if on these occasions the past tense serves 

the purpose of indicating anteriority, it also indicates, by virtue of that grammatical logic, 

that the events are finite and singular and, in accordance with Laura's logic, of no 

relevance for the present. The young captain and the youth have been entombed in 

history, as will be Laura's dream ending the story, the third instance of the past tense and 

a similarly finite and singular event. It comes to an end when Laura awakes "trembling" 

and is "afraid to sleep again," afraid, that is, to make herself vulnerable again to the 
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dangerous roamings of the unconscious (102). But she is safe, for she is back in the here 

and now, the realm of stoic denial and self-delusion, which will repress the desire of her 

heart, as it has done before, to keep alive the fixation of her mind. "No" being her 

talismanic word, negation translates into affirmation—such is the twisted but immutable 

logic governing all of Laura's actions and reactions. Only by recognizing this do we 

understand her character as well as its fundamental flaw. Authority of the self—this is 

Bakhtin's great lesson—can only come from the dialogic interaction with others, who 

provide the "material" for one's authoring of the self, and as such it is a continuous 

project. Every other sense of subjectivity is illusory. Miranda, as we will see, seeks the 

difficult challenge and succeeds. Laura, in her narcissistic self-contemplation, does not 

and thus remains enslaved to an ideal that leaves her intellectually and spiritually crippled 

and, in effect, makes her everything but the sovereign woman she wants to be. 

A Discerning Woman 

With Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," Porter returns to the figure of the 

independent, young woman, who has become the mature character anticipated by the 

ending of "Old Mortality." As the narrative implies, six years have gone by and a 

marriage has ended in divorce. She now lives in Denver, where she works as a reporter 

for a newspaper. Evidently, she has succeeded at severing her ties to the past. 

Appropriately, the story thus begins by retracing her flight from her Southern home. In 

the dream passage that opens "Pale Horse, Pale E^der," Miranda chooses a horse that "is 

not afraid of bridges" to carry her over the boundary of the place where people were 

"tangled together like badly cast fishing lines" (269-70).^ Setting off on her "journey" 

^ As DeMouy has pointed out, the choice of the horse is important in itself. Miranda has 
three to choose from: Fiddler, Miss Lucy, and Gray lie. The first used to be the 
Grandmother's favorite horse, the second one Amy's. Both horses establish a direct link 
to and continuation of the past. By opting for Graylie, Miranda symbolically severs those 
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through life in early morning, she takes an untravelled road "with the crust of dew 

unbroken" and towards a future of promises (270). Even though the narrative cannot 

sustain the optimistic tone, there is good reason to see Miranda's disentanglement in 

positive terms because it marks a significant personal transition. 

As the story quickly establishes, Miranda has become the "modem" or "new" 

woman about whom the Grandmother had spoken so disparagingly: a woman who strives 

for full autonomy both in an economic and intellectual sense. Earning her own income, 

she has become self-sufficient and able to have a room of her own, the two prerequisites, 

as Virginia Woolf noted, that are essential to any creative and ideological independence. 

And, as though to prove the point, Miranda has grown into a keen observer who has 

learned to trust her own vision. It is emblematic in this regard that Miranda has chosen to 

work as a reporter, for the job presumably allows her to make her own discoveries and 

rely on her own words to articulate them. Very decisively, then, Miranda has left the past 

behind, ironically drawing on two exemplary women from that past. Old Nannie and 

Great-Aunt Eliza, to do so.^ No longer her father's daughter who used to look at the 

ties; the horse is not afraid to cross water and thus leave the "evil spirits" of the past 
behind (159). 
^ In "The Last Leaf," Old Nannie provides a first model for Miranda's step into 
independence. After a life of childbearing and domestic labor, the old woman moves into 
a house of her own, where she braids woolen rugs at her own leisure—"an aged Bantu 
woman of independent means, sitting on the steps, breathing fresh air" (349). Her move 
suggests that spatial separation is crucial for escaping the cultural circumscriptions that 
have kept her in servitude to both her black husband and white masters. The second 
model from the past is Great-Aunt Eliza of "The Fig Tree." Openly defying the 
Grandmother's (her sister's) authority and all rules of female decorum, Eliza is an 
observer of things who speaks with a "scientific voice" and only believes what she sees 
(361). Appropriately, she is equipped with a telescope and microscope. The two 
instruments make even the most obscure objects visible. Her belief in the power of one's 
own vision is impressed upon Miranda on one occasion in "The Fig Tree" when the young 
girl looks at the moon through the telescope and sees "'another world'" (361). The 
experience suggests to Miranda the possibility of reaching one's own understanding of 
things if one only looks carefully enough, and it foreshadows her later discoveries within 
the social world. The last story of The Old Order, "The Grave," is a first manifestation of 
this new impulse. "'Oh, I want to see"' she tells her brother at the sight of a skinned 
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world with wonderment, she is now Miranda, the "seeing one"—a woman who, as we 

will discuss in detail, has authored her own understanding of the world and her place in it. 

But "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is by no means a success story. Miranda's journey 

through life is not free of "false shapes and surmises," as she had imagined it would be at 

the onset (270). For being part of the world confronts Miranda with new problems and 

dangers that, even though more transparent than the seductive stories of her past, in the 

end prove to be more difficult for Miranda to cope with. Although providing her with a 

steady income, her employment with the newspaper has entangled her in a new economic 

dependence that, rightfully, makes her feel vulnerable. More importantly, she has to deal 

with an overwhelming polyphony of voices, both individual and institutional, that not only 

demand her to listen to them but also challenge her own discourse. If in the past there was 

too much of the same—the same old stories of her family—there is now "'too much of 

everything'": anonymous voices in public places, the discourse of the state's propaganda 

machine, inquiries and lectures from the government representatives of the Lusk 

Committee, the talk of her colleagues at the office, and the innocent but no less suspect 

words of Adam (289). Like the elders in the past, others now ask her, "Why do you say 

such things. What do you mean?" (269). Thus pressured, Miranda responds only with 

great reluctance. The funeral processions that cross Miranda's and Adam's path 

intermittently provide a fitting imagery because, in several respects, "Pale Horse, Pale 

E^der" is a story about the threat of death: not only death on the European battlefields and 

death from disease at home but also death of the mind. "As surely as Miranda fights 

against death from influenza," Barbara Carson poignantly observes, "she also fights—as a 

woman struggling for psychological and creative [i.e., ideological] independence—against 

rabbit with young (366). She is given a profound insight—her first knowledge of the 
female reproductive capacity—and she will continue to see for herself. 
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the death that comes from intellectual passivity, from the failure to act or to create, from 

the surrender of one's honest selP (253). 

Ultimately, then, we have to read "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" as a story that 

problematizes female autonomy and authority—as a story, that is, which does not merely 

posit woman's ability to transcend traditional role prescriptions and assume a position of 

true subjectivity, but which asks to what degree the cultural context tolerates a woman like 

Miranda to do so. Developing her answer around the highly controversial issue of the 

war, which puts Miranda's authority to a severe test, Katherine Anne Porter offers little 

optimism. Her protagonist reveals herself to be a woman with profound insight and 

understanding but without a voice, who like her Shakespearean namesake does not dare 

contradict figures of worldly authority (her anxiety of authorship, which is the anxiety to 

voice her beliefs, will be discussed in the next chapter). In the end, she seeks her 

salvation in an inner exile. Only the events of "Holiday," a story that is closely linked to 

"Pale Horse, Pale FLider" and to be discussed in the penultimate chapter, will return 

Miranda to the world and bring her development full circle. 

Still, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" begins on a hopeful note. We see a woman who is 

determined "to bring together and unite the disturbing oppositions in her day-to-day 

existence," which exist both on a public and private level (271). For one, it means 

safeguarding her material existence without forfeiting her intellectual and moral integrity. 

And it means balancing her felt attraction for Adam with her resolution, reached at the end 

of "Old Mortality," to "have no more bonds that smothered her in love and hatred" (220). 
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The Politics of Gender 

When an author decides to name a character Adam, myth cannot be far behind. 

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider," the story about "the simple and lovely miracle" of a man and a 

woman "alive and on the earth at the same moment," sustains the point, but only in so far 

as its biblical allusions add up to an ironic inversion of the Edenic myth (280). Neither is 

the world Adam and Miranda inhabit a prelapsarian paradise, nor is there any Fall to speak 

of because the two are too polite to ever give temptation a chance. She does not corrupt 

him with knowledge; he remains the innocent All in all, it becomes evident that these two 

are not made for each other. He is not the One for Miranda because she, quite simply, 

refuses to be the Other. Porter's playful allusion to the biblical myth encapsulates what 

represents a major thematic concern of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider": Miranda's self-liberation 

from the circumscriptive texts of the past. Her elders' stories, the Grandmother's lectures, 

the romantic novels of her school days—all of these discourses with their traditional 

definitions of the feminine no longer hold any validity for the older Miranda. Instead, she 

relies on her own judgment to decide what is best for her, which finds its most urgent 

expressions in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" in Miranda's efforts to (re)gain control over her 

body. 

Inevitably of central importance in this regard is the subplot of Adam's and 

Miranda's relationship. Ostensibly unfolding as a love story, it represents a major test of 

Miranda's decision to remain outside of confining role prescriptions, which, given the 

examples of the Grandmother and Granny Weatherall, above all must mean not to traffic in 

love. It is a test which at first glance she seems to fail. As she admits to herself, she does 

feel a strong attraction for Adam. He is "the pleasantest, the only really pleasant thought 

she had," and she is "always delighted at the sight of him" (278). Feeling weighed down 

by the lies and self-righteousness of others around her, she finds his innocent charm 

refreshing and admirable, his attentiveness to her thoughts liberating. While other people 
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"hurried away" from a conversation "already absorbed in planning their next act or 

encounter," he waits for her, even if that means keeping "unnatural hours" (284, 280). 

She, in turn, seeks every opportunity she can get to spend in his company. Undoubtedly, 

there is also a strong physical attraction. She thinks that "she liked him, and there was 

more than this..(283). Miranda does not dare complete her thought, but the sensuous 

quality of her descriptions noting his "smooth and fine and golden" face, his strong hands, 

and his "manly smell" clearly carry an overtone of his sexual appeal ( 283, 295). 

At the same time, though, she tries to keep her feelings for Adam in check, 

"resisting herself methodically as if she were closing windows and doors and fastening 

down curtains against a rising storm" (292). It becomes evident that Miranda, in spite of 

her loneliness and desire for Adam, prefers an innocuous relationship that does not go 

beyond "small talk that flew back and forth over little grooves worn in the thin upper 

surface of the brain" (279-80). For Adam, it seems to be the only form of discourse he 

can master; for Miranda, it is a way of keeping a safe distance. She may declare her love 

for him, but her decisions clearly preempt the possibility of a close and intimate 

relationship. Eventually, Adam dies from the flu, but he is, as Nance has noted, "in a 

sense [already] dead from the beginning of the story" because he must not become the 

lover he could be (137). 

Clearly not a story of love, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is at bottom a story of 

politics, the politics of gender. Miranda's rejection of Adam is, paradoxical as it may 

sound, less a dismissal of him than a rejection of the prevailing sexual economy, which he 

represents. He is, as his name implies, the universal male and as such a threat to 

Miranda's independence, even if the opposite may seem to be the case. "[K]eeping her on 

the inside of the walk in good American style" and "helping her across street comers," he 

is the perfect gentleman intent on submitting to the needs of a lady (295). But good 

manners inevitably betray their cultural bias, which can have threatening implications. 
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Decoding Adam's offer of protection as suggestive of weakness and infirmity, Miranda 

likens it to the treatment of a "cripple" (295). Significantly, her comparison invokes the 

pathological, the trope of lack used by her elders to define the female body. If Miranda's 

thoughts resonate with resentment, it is because she realizes that Adam's thinking is firmly 

rooted in the same ideology—in Luce Irigaray's words, an ideology of "indifference" that 

cannot conceive of female selfhood because it sees female sexuality "as the necessary 

complement to the operation of male sexuality," inevitably locking woman into social and 

economic dependence (69-70). Barbara Carson is right when she surmises that the only 

"creative participation in life" Adam could possibly offer her would be "on the biological 

level" (255). Ultimately, Miranda has no choice but to "outrun" Adam as she outruns the 

gentieman rider in her dream that begins the story (270).^® Symbolically, Adam has to 

die. 

If Miranda's self-distancing towards Adam represents an implicit rejection of the 

traditional concept of femininity and its role within the prevailing sexual economy, another 

factor makes this rejection particularly visible. It is her resistance to the "scopic regime," 

which underpins the patriarchal system by positioning woman as the object of the male 

gaze. The notion of sight is a recurring motif in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." It manifests 

itself in Miranda's comments on others—the ridiculous sight of self-important men, the 

good looks and pleasant sight of Adam—and more importantly in her evaluation of her 

own looks. A case in point is a scene at the beginning of the story in which we see her 

The "lank greenish stranger" who rides alongside Miranda with a "blank still stare of 
mindless malice" has generally been seen as an embodiment of death foreshadowing the 
later turn of events ("we must outrun Death and the Devil," Miranda admonishes herself) 
(269-70). But the man's features are quite anthropomorphic and suggest certain 
characteristics of a Southern gentleman rider, a grotesque gentleman rider, that is: he rides 
"easily, lighUy, his reins loose in his half-closed hand, straight and elegant in dark shabby 
garments that flapped upon his bones" (270). Thus he is "no stranger" to Miranda (270). 
Seen in this light, her flight can also be read as a symbolic escape from a more tangible 
threat: the chivalric tradition of the South and its male representative, who in her 
imagination assumes horrid proportions. 
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studying herself in the mirror. Her face looks "flushed and shiny," her hair is in disarray, 

and "she did not find herself a pleasing sight" (278). At first, she takes her mirror image 

merely as a confirmation of the "odd" feeling that something is not right with her (in fact, 

her "flushed and shiny" face is the first sign of the oncoming illness that is to strike her 

down the next day) (278). Immediately, however, the personal relevance of her 

observation is superseded by a social one, as she tells herself "to do something about this, 

I can't let Adam see me like this" (278). Miranda's reaction reflects her knowledge that 

others like Adam will inevitably subject her to their scrutinizing looks. But obviously 

implied in her reaction is also a sense of uneasiness at the prospect, not because she does 

not look "right" but because she objects to being subjected to the male look in the first 

place. 

To support such assumption, we need to return briefly to the earlier Miranda 

stories, in j)articular to "Old Mortality," which like "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is very much 

concerned with looking and "to-be-looked-at-ness" (Mulvey 62). We recall that many of 

the stories told within that story revolve around the legend of Aunt Amy, inscribing her as 

a woman given to narcissistic self-contemplation and obsessive exhibitionism. We also 

recall that the narrators' own obsessions with the spec(tac)ular side of Aunt Amy suggests 

that their accounts are less intended to provide a historical (i.e., "true") account of her than 

to disseminate a representation of woman that supports traditional gender positions. The 

Aunt Amy stories are, as we have noted, normalizing narratives intended to deploy 

Miranda into her social and sexual destiny. The strategy does not fail, for the young 

Miranda we see in "Old Mortality" does measure herself against the purported ideal of 

Aunt Amy. And in "The Grave," we read that she has "vague stirrings of desire for 

luxury and a grand way of living," and hopes to be as graceful and look as feminine as the 

phantom from the past (365). 
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Significantly, though, the desirability of that ideal is put into question by the 

events recounted in another of the earlier Miranda stories, "The Circus." Miranda's visit 

to the circus marks her first venture into the public sphere and begins as a fascinating 

experience. The rows of seats inside the tent, in her mind rising to a "monstrous height" 

and stretching "dizzyingly in a wide oval ring," are "packed with people" (343); unfamiliar 

sights and sounds excite her senses. Knowing that she will not be able to visit another 

circus for a while, she "could not look hard enough at everything" from her vantage point 

in the bleachers, which offers her an unobstructed view (344). But for all its merriment 

and opermess, the circus is a place of hidden dangers. Looking down through the plank 

seats she and her family occupy, she notices two boys "peeping up from the dust below" 

(344). Their looks strike Miranda as "peculiar," "a bold grinning stare without any kind 

of friendliness in it," and "trying to understand it" she asks Dicey for an explanation 

(344). Evasive though it is, the servant's response hints at the sexual nature of the little 

voyeurs' gaze, as she draws "her knees together and her skirts around her" and tells 

Miranda to "'stop throwin'" her "'legs around that way'" (344). 

Compounding the disquieting experience is Miranda's encounter with a dwarf 

standing at the entrance to the circus tent. His look, unlike the furtive stares of the boys, 

is direct but no less frightening. At first he peers at her "with kind, not-human golden 

eyes, like a near-sighted dog" (345). But the apparent benevolence is deceiving, for 

suddenly he assumes a "look of haughty, remote displeasure," which Miranda recognizes 

as "a true grown-up look" (345). This and the earlier incident set "The Circus" in clear 

juxtaposition to the other stories about the young Miranda, which present a character (still) 

comfortable with the notion of female self-display or, at least, ignorant of its larger 

implications. The experience at the circus leaves Miranda with a sense of vulnerability and 

the vague knowledge that the human look can have a threatening, and sexual, trajectory. It 
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is a knowledge that she will suppress but not forget, and that establishes a direct link to 

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider." 

The older Miranda we see there has firmly defined her place in the public eye by 

de-emphasizing her physical appearance—so much so, indeed, that she has become the 

very antithesis to the flamboyant aunt of family legend. Grey, the color of 

inconspicuousness, shades her character both in a literal and symbolic sense. She wears 

"gray gloves" during her workdays, and requests "gray suMe gauntlets" and "gray sheer 

stockings" as she gets ready to leave the hospital and return to the outside world (275, 

316). The mainstay of her wardrobe, moreover, are a "moleskin cap and jacket"—items, 

in other words, that are named after, if not actually derived from, a nondescript creature 

that prefers to stay out of sight (278). And, to return to the opening scene of the story, it 

is emblematic that Miranda chooses a horse named Graylie to carry her into public life. If 

the choice indicates, as we have said, her general dissociation from the past and its value 

system, it also suggests a departure from the traditional female position of the spectacle. 

What finally adds an interesting twist to this departure is her unabashed reversal of 

spjectatorial positions. On more than one occasion, we see her in a situation where she 

becomes the on-looker, the one who commands a controlling gaze over others. Adam, 

whose "sight" is so clearly etched in Miranda's mind, is certainly one of them. So is an 

unnamed soldier in the military hospital she visits to entertain the "bored and restless" 

convalescents (276). Walking along the rows of beds, she "caught the unfriendly bitter 

eye of a young fellow lying on his back. . . . She stopped at the foot of his bed and 

continued to look at him, and he looked back with an unchanged, hostile face" (276-77). 

Uncomfortable with the "idiocy of her errand" but also with the cold stare directed at her, 

she leaves the building, but only to get the last look at him (276). For, "going around to a 

window near where he lay, she looked in, spying upon her soldier" (277). The notion of 

the starry-eyed girl having become something of a voyeur herself represents in all its 
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playful hyperbole a key moment in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." The scene indicates 

Miranda's uneasiness at being the object of others' looks and, at bottom, epitomizes her 

understanding and rejection of the "scopic regime." 

Essentially, then, Miranda's despecularization is a sign of her ability to speculate: 

to cast a probing, epistemological look that is the basis for the constitution of one's self. 

Looking for herself, she sees through the intentions encoded in her culture's role 

prescriptions and definitions of the feminine. And she has found her own understanding 

of what it means to be a woman, which is above all an understanding of her body. To be 

sure, her knowledge is largely a negative one. As her actions imply, she views the female 

body as a liability and consequently withdraws from sexuality and the possibility of 

pleasure altogether. ̂  ^ Depending on how one wants to look at this denial, one could read 

it as an indictment of a repressive society, which offers women no other choice; or one 

could fault Miranda for victimizing herself by all too easily accepting sexual self-denial as 

the inevitable. In either case, the fact remains that she has gained control over her body, 

which is a first manifestation of female authority in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." 

The authorial phrase of Miranda's "bitter desire," describing her agonized state of 
mind at the end of the narrative, gives direct expression to the self-imposed injunction 
against love that governs Miranda's life. The temptation is certainly great to sentimentalize 
the ending as a "coda [of] deception and treachery," with Miranda, having "unburied 
herself for love," mourning over the cruel hand dealt to her by fate (DeMouy 166). "1 
wish you were here," Miranda says. " I wish you had come back, what do you think I 
came back for, Adam, to be deceived like this?" (317). But Miranda's interest in Adam is 
as insubstantial as his apparition by her bedside, which disappears as quickly as it had 
app)eared. Her protestations ring hollow given her earlier guardedness, and her "apparent 
self-commitment" comes only, as Nance has noted, "when it need have no consequences 
whatsoever" (141). Appropriately, the authorial voice speaks of Miranda's final words of 
commitment as an "unpardonable lie" because it is a lie coming from the heart (317). 
Ironically, Adam's fate proves Miranda right. It suggests a close proximity between love 
and death, and as such serves as a confirmation of ly^randa's apprehensions about falling 
in love, which she equates with death in a figurative, if not actual, sense. What turns 
Miranda's desire "bitter" is her knowledge of its impossibility. While she wants human 
connectedness and sexual pleasure, she Imows she must deny such desire if she wants to 
live as an independent and self-sufficient woman. In this regard she is like Laura of 
"Flowering Judas": she, too, "draws her strength from . . . one holy talismanic word 
which she does not suffer her to be led into evil... No. No. No" (97). 
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The Rhetoric of War and the War of Rhetoric 

Miranda's ability to speculate and signify for herself is all the more pronounced 

when she faces another issue, the war, which resounds throughout the story and intrudes 

on Miranda's consciousness at every moment Its reverberations quite literally frame the 

narrative, from the "gong of warning" at the beginning of the text that marks Miranda's 

awakening to another day of "headache" to the discordant bells of armistice day that 

proclaim its end (271, 274). War talk is everywhere. To a large extent, the talk is no 

more than what Miranda describes as "patter going the rounds," public voices echoing 

each other in a few catch-all phrases and the "same old moldy speech," all fed by hearsay 

and newspaper innuendo (279, 293). More frequently, the comments about war 

originate with clearly discernible individual speakers—all of them male—who "populate" 

the word with their own intentions according to personal and institutional agendas. 

Emotionally as well as semantically, it is thus a highly charged object of discourse that 

engages Miranda in another ideological contest and puts her resolution to become an 

author-ity in her own right to the test. Especially read in this vein "Pale Horse, Pale 

Rider" is a direct thematic extension of the earlier Miranda stories. 

What distinguishes the Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" from the younger 

Miranda is the knowledge that the discursive environment she inhabits is a battleground, a 

"dialogically agitated and tension-filled environment of alien words, value judgments and 

accents" (Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination 276). The story's imagery is instrumental in 

rendering this sense. The scenes of a lazy Texas countryside and well-kept houses we 

find in "Old Mortality" and the stories of The Old Order have given way to a cacophonous 

and militant landscape that is forbidding and alienating. In Miranda's imagination, it 

"Work will win, sugar will win, peach pits will win the war," these voices tell each 
other. "Nonsense. Not nonsense, I tell you ..." (290). Porter's prose masterfully 
creates what Bakhtin calls "impersonal stylizations" of "social languages" that, even 
though impersonal, are "pregnant with the images of speaking persons" {Dialogic 
Imagination 331-32). 
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becomes a "writhing terribly alive and secret place of death" (299). Others' words, so 

"enchanting" to Miranda in the earlier stories, have turned into threatening "stormclouds" 

(299). In one of her feverish dream projections, 

The air trembled with the shattering scream and the hoarse bellow of voices 

all crying together, rolling and colliding above her like ragged storm-clouds, 

and the words became two words only rising and falling and clamoring 

about her head. Danger, danger, danger, the voices said, and War, war, 

war. (299) 

In her next dream, she sees herself again in a jungle-like surroundings, "an angry 

dangerous wood," only now the voices are "singing sharply like the whine of arrows," an 

even more threatening image (304-05). Here a significant transformation occurs, as the 

trope dissolves into reality and the voices turn into actual arrows, several of which hit and 

ultimately kill Adam. What makes Adam so vulnerable to these verbal arrows—he stands 

"transfixed by the flight of these singing arrows"—is the fact that they are "concealed" 

(299); he does not know their (ideological) point of origin, does not know where they are 

coming from, and is therefore ill-prepared to cope with them (which makes them 

"inhuman" in the author's mind). Miranda's dream thus projects not simply an image of 

assault but one of ambush, which ascribes to human voices—the voices of others—a 

dangerous and potentially deadly trajectory: if the voices of others can reach us and 

persuade us without declaring their true intentions, without telling us where they are 

coming from, they will in the end speak us, a co-optation that is synonymous with the 

erasure of human subjectivity itself. 

That same danger is also suggested by the very real flu epidemic, which looms 

large in the story's background. It has generally been read either as an autobiographical 
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reference to Porter's experience as a young woman or as a symbol for the "spiritual 

malaise of the twentieth century" (Umiie, Understanding 111). But with its imagery of 

contamination and contagion, the influenza outbreak also serves as a trope that rearticulates 

the dangers Miranda sees in her dream projection. Like the virus that poisons the air, the 

voices of war have produced an insidiously dangerous atmosphere, one that breeds 

"habitual, automatic" responses (272), such as the female volunteers' patriotic chatter 

about their duty to "cheer up the boys" in the hospital "and do everything we can to make 

them contented" (290); or the theater audience's heartfelt and tearful rendition of a patriotic 

song; or the bar patrons' singing admonition to "'Pack Up Your Troubles . . . and smoil, 

smoil, smoil'" (295). All of these public voices respond to the war, one could say, by not 

responding at all: none of them attempts to find in the war a personal meaning, which only 

fosters the meanings already in circulation 

Essentially, the story's prevalent imagery encapsulates both a Foucauldian and a 

Bakhtinian notion of the interplay between language and power, one projecting it as a 

surreptitious operation, the other as one of noisy collisions and clamoring solicitations. 

Together they provide a typology for the discourses of war we hear in the text. Armed 

with a fine ear and the experience of her childhood, Miranda is attuned to those operations 

and their inherent dangers, which is why she hears a "gong of warning" when she even 

thinks of the war. She is determined not be "ambushed" or "infected" by anybody's 

words. 

Foremost of the discourses demanding Miranda's attention is the "official line" 

disseminated by the Lusk Committeemen, a discourse that involves Miranda, quite 

literally, in a struggle to evade its advances. "Every day she found someone . . . sitting 

upon her desk" and inquiring "why she had not bought a Liberty Bond" (271-72). 

Besides its omnipresence, the discourse is hard to ignore because it is governed by what 

Foucault has called the "regime of truth," the code that facilitates a reciprocal relationship 
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between power and truth {Power/Knowledge 131). It determines, among other things, 

which types of discourse may function as true, and authorizes those who may produce and 

who may circulate them. The Lusk Committeemen are such delegates, charged with 

producing and circulating a set of truths for a system of power—the state-military 

apparatus—in order to sustain that power. As part of the exchange, they gain in stature 

and power themselves, not just in a socio-political sense but, as we will see, especially in 

a psychological one; their affiliation with worldly authority gives them a sense of potency 

that temporarily belies their essential im-potence (or, in Lacan's terminology, their lack of 

the phallus). Hence Miranda observes that they have "a stale air of borrowed importance, 

which apparently they had got from the same source" (271, italics added). Their posturing 

and hard-nosed talk may strike Miranda as "stale," but they nonetheless have "importance" 

because they are backed by authority. 

Supported by and speaking for that "source," the committeemen represent the war 

effort as an enterprise in high ideals. On the one hand, they overlay the political-military 

exercise with missionary connotations, which endow it with a moral-ethical purpose and 

elevate it to the high ground of secular salvation, the salvation of an old world bogged 

down in history and moral degeneration. As their political rhetoric asserts, it is a war 

against an evil imperialistic power engaged in atrocities ("innocent babies hoisted on 

Boche bayonets") and a "war for Democracy, for humanity," with its ultimate goal to 

produce a better world, "a safe world forever and ever," in which even war itself would be 

eradicated (293). It is "the WAR to end WAR" (293). As an instrument of establishing 

the democratic principle abroad, the war, moreover, is signified as the ideological 

reaffirmation of America and the values it stands for, a proof of "our faith in Democracy" 

(293). In a perverse twist of meaning, war is translated into true Americanism, the image 

of "'our American boys fighting and dying in Belleau Wood'" into a symbol of national 

rejuvenation (273). Accepting this interpretation is an act of patriotism, buying a Liberty 
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Bond the gesture of "a loyal American doing her duty" (273). What we find in the Lusk 

Committeemen's "little set speechCes]", then, is a strategic defamiliarization and distancing 

of the war (273), a discourse that wraps its object into the "obscuring mist" of jingoism 

(Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination 276). 

Still other significations of the war are offered by Adam, the young soldier to be 

deployed to the front, and Chuck Rouncivale, the sports reporter disqualified from military 

service. The latter's discourse predicates its object in terms that are as "lavishly 

hardboiled" as his sports writing (287). As in the propagandist speeches of the Lusk 

Committeemen, we find a skewed glorification of warfare, only now the "'horrors of 

war'" are idealized as a kind of proving ground for maleness, where the strong can earn a 

red badge of courage ("'I could have been there and back with a leg off by now'") while 

the weak and wounded may "'perish where they fall. That's what they're there for'" 

(286-87). In Chuck's understanding, war apparently is governed by the law of nature, 

which only knows the survival of the fittest. But as someone who has officially been 

declared "unfit," Chuck can hardly be too interested in expounding the ideas of Social 

Darwinism. All his tough talk, rather, seems to be intended to make the more general 

claim to war as a male space, i.e., to demarcate it as a realm of male preeminence and 

female insignificance. "T think the women should keep out of it,"' he thus tells the other 

reporters at the office. "They just add skirts to the horrors of war'" (286). If, for Chuck, 

war is nasty business, at least it should be men's alone. 

Read at this level, his discourse can be taken as an apology for military action, 

justified as something that has historically been a male prerogative, or as a source of 

vicarious pride for somebody who, as Miranda knows, "had bad lungs and fretted a good 

deal about missing the show" (286). He may be unfit and excluded from active duty, but 

at least he is on the side of those who mattered. There is, however, a second trajectory in 

his discourse that would suggest an additional intention. It pertains to the fact that his 
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idealization is contradicted by historical fact. Ever since Rorence Nightingale, women 

have not stayed out of wan they have "'ruined wars . . . petting soldiers and binding up 

their wounds and soothing their fevered brows'" (286-87). As much as Chuck 

Rouncivale would like to see the current (or any other) war exemplify a desirable order of 

things, it also represents a disturbance of that order. And this latter aspect, ultimately, 

seems to point to the gravitational center of his discourse. To him, the war is merely one 

more symptom of women's overall gain of influence and presence on the scene of worldly 

affairs—a symptom of the abridgement of male privilege and dominance, which Chuck 

condemns. As he bitterly complains to Miranda, he "didn't see why women always had 

the job" he wanted (287). At bottom, then. Chuck's talk about war is sex-war talk. The 

issue of the war serves merely as a vehicle to disseminate misogynistic resentments, which 

are echoed throughout the text 

Judged by objective criteria, the overall male distrust and fear of women is, of 

course, unfounded, for the women in Miranda's world hardly hold positions that threaten 

male dominance. Called to work at the home front, they perform functions that are mostly 

public applications of domestic and traditionally female tasks such as the Junior Leaguers 

who are asked to "roll cock-eyed bandages .. . and knit sweaters," tasks that are devoid 

of any power whatsoever (290). Even Miranda's job as a newspaper writer, conceivably 

an influential position that gives her legitimized access to language, is, for reasons to be 

seen, fundamentcdly a deprivileged one. It does not threaten the patriarchal order in any 

way. Still, her job does mark a step into the male domain of publishing, so perfectly 

ironized by Porter in the tough-talking, cigar-chewing city editor Bill, who had "formed 

his style on the films" and "would never ... be more than fourteen years old if he lived 

for a century" (287). For that reason alone, Miranda is perceived as a threat by the male 

characters, who collectively attempt to contain her and other women in order to preserve 

them as "intact [and willing] cradlrs of the future" and maintain the law of the Father 
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(290). In Chuck, they have found their perfect spokesman: he not only speaks for that 

law but also lives by it to the letter. 

The third distinct male voice in the text belongs to Adam. His discourse is 

essentially just as forthright as that of Chuck Rouncivale, and yet it seems more difficult to 

read him and locate his place on the ideological spectrum. This difficulty is due to his 

proximity to Miranda. Since we find out about his character through Miranda, many of 

our impressions are refracted through hers. It helps us gain insight into his character since 

Miranda serves as an interpretive voice. Her own understanding of Adam is limited, 

however, and consequently we are also compelled to share her doubts about Adam and his 

values, doubts that are clearly warranted. For some of his remarks are so inconceivably 

naive that neither we, nor Miranda, can at first take them at face value; with her, we give 

him the benefit of the doubt, and take them to have an overtone of irony. Such is the case, 

for instance, when Adam talks about his pending deployment to the European front as an 

"anticlimax" (282). The extensive preparations and information in training camp, he 

confesses to Miranda, have destroyed the allure of the unknown and taken the sense of the 

adventure, '"like seeing the the pictures of a place so often you can't see it at cill when you 

actually get there'" (282). It is an incredible statement in light of his information that the 

'"average life expectation of a sapping party .. . after it hits the job'" is "'Just nine 

minutes . . . Not another second'" (283). In another instance, he dismisses one of the 

war-mongering Lusk Committeemen as a "'poor sap,'" apparently suggesting that the 

exclusion from active duty has deprived that man of a valuable experience, the '"kind of 

thing that happens [only] once in a [man's] lifetime'" (282). What are we to make of these 

remarks? 

Initially Miranda does feel that Adam "had got the right tone" and was "taking the 

war properly," i.e., with critical detachment (281-82). Ultimately, however, she cannot 

help but realize that he has indeed been persuaded by the war rhetoric. "No, there was no 
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resentment or revolt in him. Pure, she thought, all the way through, flawless, complete, 

as the sacrificial lamb must be" (295). His acceptance of the cause becomes particularly 

evident when he tries to alleviate the feelings of self-contempt Miranda feels over writing 

articles which she considers hypocritical. By suggesting that she was "'merely'" doing 

her "'job, that doesn't count,'" he also comments on his own position with what the 

authorial voice calls "easy masculine morals" (281,295). He, too, is just doing his job, a 

task beyond criticism or reproach. Thus, when he talks about doing his duty for his 

"'beloved country,'" he really means it (279). When he pities the rejected Lusk 

Committeeman, he is serious too; "his pride in his youth," Miranda realizes, "his 

forebearanceand tolerance and contempt for that unlucky being breathed out of his every 

pores as he strolled, straight and relaxed in his strength" (294). Likewise, he is serious 

when he assures Miranda that "'there won't be any more wars, don't you read the 

newspapers?'" (281). It is probably the most revealing remark about Adam. In this text's 

war-time world, reading the newspaper is synonymous with gullibility, as Chuck's 

cynical remark indicates when he notes that Towney, the easily impressed society-page 

editor, "'Still reads the newspaper'" (284). Adam is, indeed, an Adamic character not 

because he looks at a world that is as yet unnamed, but rather because he looks at a world 

that is full of meaning with the eyes of an innocent who accepts, and echoes, others' 

words about it. 

At the same time, though, it is important to recognize that Adam is also a namer of 

things, albeit one whose discourse is ideologically compatible with those of the other male 

voices. Adding to the official meaning of the war as an affirmation of American values, he 

signifies it as a demonstration of American virtues. When he tells Miranda that "'We're 

going to mop' em up this time,'" he implicitly posits the superiority of Yankee pragmatism 

and technical know-how, the two values he believes in and embodies as an officer in the 

Engineer Corps (281). He "loved airplanes ... all sorts of machinery," and feels in his 
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element only "when he had his machinery with him" (285-86). Reading, by contrast, 

"bored him to crumbs" (285). Taking a utilitarian approach to life, he valorizes action and 

practicality at the expense of reflection and conceptual knowledge. In this regard, he is a 

direct descendant of Hank Morgan, Mark Twain's archetypal American engineer-

entrepreneur, who too goes to the Old World to make it a better place. Like the 

Connecticut Yankee, Adam seems to believe in the machine as an instrument of progress 

for the betterment of human civilization. At the same time he shows similar shortcomings, 

for he also does not recognize the inherent logical and moral contradiction that presents 

itself when the machine of progress becomes an instrument of death, when it is used to 

"mop" people up. 

His prowess in handling "his machinery" and his perception of the war as an arena 

for showcasing such skills, of course, make Adam the perfect soldier. His easy 

acceptance of the general war rhetoric is as indicative of this as is his neat, tailor-made 

uniform of "fine and supple cloth," which makes him look "squish" (279). Attracted as 

she may be to the good looks of this "fine healthy apple," Miranda, however, looks past 

exteriors and recognizes the limitations of his viewpoint, the naivete of his discourse 

(280). She likens it to a dream state—"She wanted to say, 'Adam, come out of your 

dream'"—because it rests on an illusory sense of control and invincibility (296). "One 

time or another in their talking, he had boasted that he had never had a pain in his life that 

he could remember," which means that he does not know suffering, and is therefore 

incapable of imagining that he himself might suffer (280). Miranda considers such 

innocence a "monstrous uniqueness" (280). It is "monstrous" because it is almost 

inhuman not to be burdened by painful knowledge and experience (which is why Miranda, 

who has too much painful knowledge and experience, can "approve" of his innocence, 

that is, appreciate it) (280). But Adam's innocence is also "monstrous" in that it 

represents a frightfully dangerous, a fatal, shortcoming in comprehending the dangers of 
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modem warfare. For the weapomy Adam points at others will also be pointed at him, 

turning war into an uneven contest between man and machine in which there can be no 

winners. Airplanes and other machines do not make warfare "a good deal safer," as Adam 

contends, merely more efficient (285). Of all the discourses on war, Adam's words are 

the most dangerous, the most "monstrous," because their self-delusion is concomitant 

with self-destruction. It is this realization that prompts Miranda to conclude that "it was no 

good even imagining" a future with Adam: "he was not for her nor for any woman, being 

beyond experience already, committed without any iaiowledge or act of his own to death" 

(283-84). 

In light of Adam's fate, Miranda's words are more prophetic than she can imagine 

because he indeed will die without any knowledge or act of his own. More importantly, 

her words also attest to the wisdom that she has achieved since the closing moments of 

"Old Mortality." The wondering Miranda, seeker of universal truths, has become a 

knowing Miranda, a discriminating consciousness able to detect the specific, as it were, 

man-made "truths" grounding each discourse. She thus sees through Adam's ill-

conceived ideas just as clearly as she recognizes the ideological biases of the other male 

discourses. And she rejects them all. To the Lusk Committeemen's melodramatic 

speeches she reacts with moral indignation ("Did you mention Adam? . . . What about 

Adam, you little pig?") (293). To Chuck Rouncivale's belligerent talk she responds with 

human understanding ("He looked preoccupied and unhappy, he wasn't so frivolous as he 

sounded") (291). When Adam explains his point of view, she "mimicked" him mockingly 

(294). Or she simply responds with disbelief: "They don't fool you really, do they, 

Adam?'" (294). Miranda herself is not fooled by anyone. 

More indicative of her ideological autonomy, however, is her own authorship, 

which lends the war new meanings that stand in stark contrast to those in circulation. For 

one, she takes the war to be a purely economic enterprise, an instrument serving special 
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interest groups at home. "Coal, oil, iron, gold, international finance" have set the wheels 

of America's involvement in motion, she believes, not the purported high-minded ideals 

(293). Insofar as the war is closely associated with economic interests, her semantic re

valuation seems quite tenable. The official representative of the cause, after all, is 

someone who knows the right sales pitch, the kind of man who could be "anything at all 

. .. advance agent for a road show, promoter of a wildcat oil company, a former saloon 

keeper announcing the opening of a new cabaret, an automobile salesman—any follower 

of any one of the crafty, haphazard callings. But he was now all Patriot, working for the 

government" (272). All the invocations of the democratic ideal sound hollow precisely 

because men like that have turned it into just another commodity, an item for sale in which 

a fifty-dollar transaction suffices as one's "pledge of good faith" (273). The salesmen's 

assurance that the "government was back of it" may vouch for the soundness of the actual 

investment into bonds—"the safest investment you could make" —but it does little to 

persuade Miranda of the legitimacy of the equation itself (273). On the contrary, in her 

mind such rhetoric borders on the criminal because it essentially perverts the democratic 

principle, which can only be affirmed by its practice, not its reification. Yet the exercise of 

free speech, and the implied right to dissention, is exactly what the purveyors of Liberty 

try to restrain. Demanding unconditional allegiance to their line, they direct subtle threats 

against those reluctant to comply, hinting that those who do not pay their fifty dollars may 

pay with their jobs instead. It is telling that one of them has a stare that "was really stony, 

really viciously cold, the kind of thing you might expect to meet behind a pistol on a 

deserted comer" (272). Clad in "dark expensive-looking material," the salesmen are little 

more than extortionists. 

Miranda's association of these officials with petty criminals and her contempt for 

their perversion of the democratic ideal can be seen as direct expressions of Porter's own 

belief that a vital part of the American tradition had been "sold out" and a great potential 
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gone to waste. It is one of the themes she reiterated many times over the years. In 1958, 

at the height of the Cold War, she regrets "what has come finally of the high-minded 

notions of our good Founding Fathers—and they were remarkably fine men with some 

great and noble ideas, and I am glad they're dead and gone and can never know what their 

efforts to form a good society came to!" {Letters 545—46). Fifteen years earlier, she writes 

that 

There is an awful lot of talk about Jejfersonian Democracy going the rounds, 

but I happen really to be an active, practising, Jeffersonian Democrat—you 

know, it is a real system, which extends from international affairs down to 

your relation with your nearest neighbor and I am not fooled by any of it. 

Practise and not theory was Jefferson's idea; now his idea is used as a mask 

by those in power to disguise their real intentions towards the people. 

{Letters 264) 

Made at times when the country had a heightened sense of national purpose, seeing itself 

confronted first with an external, then an internal enemy. Porter's assessments certainly go 

against the grain of the dominant discourses, which represented the American democracy 

as politically and morally infallible and as exemplary for the rest of the world. It is to her 

credit that she did not keep her criticism to the private and safe medium of personal 

correspondence. As Joan Givner has noted. Porter used to speak out "without hesitation 

on political issues" and eagerly projected an image of the knowing commentator. She 

considered herself "an expert on the subject by virtue of her first-hand experience of many 

of the major events of the century," Givner writes, and "prided herself on the range of her 

experiences and her astuteness in assessing the various situations" {Conversations xii).l^ 

In Katherine Anne Porter: Conversations, Joan Givner has collected a fair number of 
interviews and "personality pieces" published between 1916 and 1976. As is to be 
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In her fiction, by comparison. Porter generally refrains from direct political 

commentary, and "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is probably as concrete and politically direct as 

she ever gets in any of her writing. Miranda's resolve not to be "fooled" by the "patter 

going the rounds" thus echoes Porter's own determination and is indicative of the 

ideological proximity between the two. In fact, when Porter's character rejects the 

rhetorical overtures of the committeemen, she virtually rearticulates the author's own 

misgivings about "the politicians" and their language. "The thing that makes me so angry 

with them," Porter said in an interview from 1975, "is that it is indecent. It's like the 

criminal argot. It's meant to deceive" (177).^'*^ Interestingly, she adds that "the politicians 

have been doing [this] for several generations now ... it really started a long time ago. 

The whole thing began, I think, around World War I" (177-78). This, of course, is the 

period that provides the setting for "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." While the story takes issue 

with that specific historical context, it can therefore also be read as a more general 

statement of Porter's regrets about what she has called the "decay" of American political 

culture (177). 

But the issue of political commentary is more conflicted than it appears. If 

Miranda speaks for Porter in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," she is also unable to transcend 

Porter's limited viewpoint. There is a good deal of merit to Givner's observation that 

despite her outspxDkenness and a receptive audience Porter was essentially "confused on 

political matters" {Conversations xiii). Her expressed opinions on topical issues vacillate 

expected, the articles provide little insight into Porter's work, but they say a good deal 
about her cultivation of a public persona: the world-wise and world-weary grande dame of 
American letters. 

A similar complaint can be found in a letter from 1947. Looking back at the Second 
World War, she writes that her "real objection to war is that it is never fought for the 
reasons given to those who are to die in it. . . . Confusion is a technique deliberately 
applied to every phase of the situation, even the meanings of words has been so perverted 
one hardly knows how to use them any more" (Letters 350-51). Sixteen years later she 
repeats her misgivings: "So many words that had good meanings once upon a time have 
come to have meanings almost evil" (Givner, Conversations 93-94). 
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from the political left to the right. She would pride herself, for instance, that she "attended 

... and assisted at, in my own modest way, a revolution" in Mexico, but then she spoke 

out against the influx of foreigners into the United States (Givner, Conversations 85); ai 

one point in time she condemned the McCarthy witch hunt, then criticized civil-rights 

legislation in no less harsh terms. Read chronologically and objectively, such apparent 

discrepancies may simply mark a gradual swing from left to right But to Porter, it seems, 

the problem never presented itself in these terms. In her mind, she neither stood on the 

left nor the right of the political spectrum because it was the spectrum itself that offered no 

room for her ideals. As so many of her remarks suggest, she considered herself an 

American conservative in the true sense of the word: as someone trying to preserve her 

country's liberal heritage, yearning to keep alive the ideas of the Enlightenment of the 

individual unhindered and undefined by any social, economic or gender affiliation—the 

"pure identity" as it appears in Miranda's dream image at the end of "Pale Horse, Pale 

Rider." 

In Porter's mind, this possibility had been destroyed by the tendency in American 

culture to legislate all aspects of life and "remove the moral responsibility from the 

individual," an act that is tantamount to negating freedom itself (Givner, Conversations 

48). As the hallmark of a period in which "'the life of the mind and the spirit'" were 

"'mauled and pawed over'" (Givner, Conversations 48), McCarthyism merely represented 

the apogee of an overall development that Porter held responsible for the degeneration of 

civilization and "grotesque dislocations in a whole society" {Collected Essays 457). If she 

religiously mentions her participation in a revolution, her involvement in the Sacco and 

Vanzetticase, or her meeting with Emma Goldman, the anarchist, it is because she liked 

the stance of the revolutionary. It was her way of placing herself outside of all politics and 

protesting the activities taking place within them; it was a way of protesting the large legal-
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bureaucratic apparatus of the state and its "'petty, niggling laws'" that she believed to have 

interfered with personal life and decisions (Givner, Conversations 40). 

If Porter appears to be a twentieth-century humanist, it is the way she wanted to be 

seen. She had little doubt, and left little doubt, about her strong convictions. Yet as self-

assured and firm as she may appear in standing up for a principle, her political thinking is 

confused. Frequently, when commenting on complex political and social issues. Porter 

was prone to glide off into simplistic generalizations and distorting polarizations, which 

essentially contradicted her humanist premises. Such is the case, for instance, with her 

remarks on the Supreme Court's school desegregation ruling in 1958, which she criticized 

as one of those "petty, niggling laws" infringing on the individual's life. To her, it was 

only another instance of the government overstepping its bounds and attempting "'to put 

the human spirit in a mould ... to compress the individual into the lowest common 

denominator in human life'" (Givner, Conversations 40). Yet at the same time that she 

faults the court for its "'moral irresponsibility,'" she hardly assumes any moral 

responsibility herself, rejecting the notion that she as a Southerner has a moral obligation 

to help undo past injustices to a historically underprivileged population (Givner, 

Conversations 39).Another inconsistency surfaces in the many comments on the arts 

she made over the years. Her assertion of the individual's inherent worth is implicitly an 

endorsement of pluralism and multivalency; it celebrates difference. However, in a 

When asked by Barbara Thompson of The Paris Review in 1963 why her work shows 
very little interest in racial issues. Porter responded that even though she "belong[ed] to 
the guilt-ridden white-pillar crowd myself... it just didn't rub off on me. Maybe I'm just 
not Jewish enough, or Puritan enough, to feel that the sins of the father are visited on the 
third and fourth generations" (Givner, Conversations 83). A more disturbing explanation 
for her indifference may have been be provided by her in the interview concerning the 
school desegregation decision. Here Porter warns that the "'down-trodden minorities . . . 
are organized into tight little cabals to run the country so that we will become the down
trodden vast majority, if we don't look out'" (Givner, Conversations 40). 

In the interview concerning the school desegregation issue, we read: "The only thing 
that make the world interesting, she said, 'are the differences in nations and people. Why 
destroy that?'" (Givner, Conversations 40). 
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gesture that comes close to an Anglo-Saxon cultural imperialism she applies an external 

standard, that of tradition and taste, to measure ethnic art and literature. When judged in 

their totality, her comments on the social and political landscape could be called 

hypocritical if one presupposes that she was aware of their implications, or simply 

"confused" if one wants to give her the benefit of the doubt, as one probably should. In 

any event, many of her pronouncements are self-congratulatory and ultimately shallow, 

not least of all because of her readiness to see "those in power" at the root of all problems: 

not specific politicians but Politicians, not political parties but Government, not particular 

companies or interest groups but Big Business. 

Miranda's discourse on war reflects a similar tendency towards broad—and 

comfortable—designations. Particularly problematic in this regard is her mention of 

"international finance," a reference by which she castigates bankers as clandestine and 

scrupulously self-serving plotters behind the war. With its association of the "money-

Many of her remarks make painfully clear that Porter was not blind to race. On the 
International Exposition of the Arts conference in Paris in 1952: "What did we send. Four 
Saints in Three Acts—or are the numbers the other way around?—with a Negro company. 
Can you imagine this as representing American arts? .. . The Negroes were extremely 
good singers and dancers, and it was an amusing little show; but was that the best we 
could send?" She adds: "So often in Europe, I would feel humiliated by the awful things, 
the parodies of our national character we sent to represent American culture" (Givner, 
Conversations 103-04). On liichard Wright, Ralph Hlison, and James Baldwin: "'1 can't 
read them. ... I'm so tired of all that hatred and poison that I think I'll just sit this one 
out, if you don't mind. They've all had such horrible lives—such horrible experiences— 
that it's left them with dreadful minds'" (Givner, Conversations 65). On the "crowd [of 
writers] with headquarters in New York": "We are in the direct, legitimate line; we are 
people based in English as our mother tongue, and we do not abuse or misuse it, and 
when we speak a word, we know what it means. These others have fallen into a curious 
kind of argot... a deadly mixture of academic, guttersnipe, gangster, fake-Yiddish, and 
dull old womout words dirty words—an appalling bankruptcy in language, as if they hate 
English and are trying to destroy it along with all other living things they touch" (Givner, 
Conversations 134). 

Speaking of the failure to bring a Mexican art exhibit to Los Angeles in 1922, Porter 
recalls she was "bitter as gall that politicians could have been allowed to do so much 
destruction, so much damage; that internal politics, and oil and finance could ruin art" 
(Givner, Conversations 127). And in a coda to this theme she remarked five years before 
her death that" [e]verything that the government takes on, it either turns rotten or destroys" 
(Givner, Conversations 178). 
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lender," the remark carries an unmistakably anti-Semitic overtone. Unintended as this 

association may be, the remark as such is indicative of carelessness and a certain glibness 

in Miranda's discourse that should warn us to take her viewpoint, at least in this instance, 

with caution. Within the story, she may represent a privileged point of view, but it is not 

an infallible one. 

Ironically, Miranda is on firmer ground when she leaves issues of national and 

international politics behind and comments on the considerably more diffused politics of 

gender, which also play into the war issue. As we have already seen, the war is valorized 

both as an affirmation of attributes that lie in the male domain and as a metaphor of female 

transgression—two significations that fully complement each other. Both serve to contain 

woman as the insignificant other, and attest to the fact that historically war has always 

been one of the most pronounced mechanisms of gender division. However, in the text 

there is a second opposition at work that does not cross gender lines but places male 

against male along generational lines. Miranda posits this opposition when she tells Adam 

that the '"nasty old m[e]n... would like to see the young ones killed ... the tom-cats try 

to eat the little tom-kittens, you know'" (294). Her remark suggests that what has been 

idealized as a concerted effort against an evil power abroad conceals an internal war among 

men waged by the fathers against their sons; it suggests that behind the official story with 

its noble plot of liberation there is an insidious plot devised by the fathers for their own 

benefit. It is a drastic and daring formulation, which can only be spoken in a "low voice" 

(294). But it is by no means a singular one, for it resonates with the same "bleak vision of 

paternal failure, even culpability," that Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have detected in 

many other voices that populate the literature after the First World War—a vision that the 

war was really motivated by a hidden agenda of the fathers, for which they were willing to 
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sacrifice their sons {No Man's Land 280). As far as the older men in "Pale Horse, Pale 

Rider" are concerned, such suspicions seem to be merited. An unmistakably nonchalant 

and self-righteous attitude is clearly evident in their discourses, whether in the patriotic 

rhetoric of the government representatives, who celebrate rather than mourn the casualties 

of Belleau Wood, or in the remarks of Chuck Rouncivale, who unashamedly thinks of the 

young soldiers as canon fodder. "War was the one thing they wanted, now they couldn't 

have it," Miranda thinks (290); "'they know they're safe,'" she tells Adam, "'it's you they 

are sending instead—'" (294). What motivates the war in Miranda's understanding, 

besides the economic aspect, is a kind of paternal conspiracy. 

It would, of course, be preposterous to take Miranda's valuation in too literal a 

sense. If there is a conspiracy, it lies in the older men's complicity, their passive 

compliance, with the war effort rather than in something like an intentional masterplan. 

The question to be asked, then, is why this lack of resistance to a cause that is bound to 

kill their sons? We may take a clue from Adam's declaration that the older men "'can't do 

anything but talk'" or Miranda's earlier observation of the Lusk Committeemen as 

"'potbellied baldheads, too fat, too old, too cowardly, to go to war themselves'" (294). 

Both remarks characterize the older men as deficient and ineffective, and refer us to other 

instances in the text that evoke similar images of essentially incompetent and emasculated 

males, men who seem to be without power and authority in the larger scheme of things. 

The younger committeeman has "the face of those men who have no business of their 

own;" his external features are "nondescript" (272). In this regard, he is a younger 

As "the early glamour of battle dissipated and the late Victorian fantasies of heroism 
gave way to modernist visions of unreality," Gilbert and Gubar write in No Man's Land, 
"it became clear that this war to end all wars necessitated a sacrifice of the sons to the 
exigencies of the fathers—and the mothers, wives, and sisters. Even a patriotic bestseller 
like Emest Raymond's Tell England (1922) implies, eerily, that in the new dispensation of 
war, sons are no longer the inheritors of their families' wealth, they are their families' 
wealth, a currency of blood that must be paid out indefinitely in order to keep the worid 
safe, not for democracy, but for old men and for women of all ages" (280). 
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version of the committeeman in the theater, "an ordinary man past middle life," who has "a 

face and figure in which nothing could be read save the inept sensual record of fifty years" 

(293). To be sure, he as all the others wears expensive trousers and waistcoat, the regalia 

of the successful businessman. Ironically, though, the clothes only heighten their aura of 

ineptitude. As Adam observes, the clothes make him look "'like a penguin,'" a figure 

which represents a comical mirror image of male stateliness and self-importance (293). 

But then, such an appearance is only appropriate since none of those "selected to do the 

war work at home" is of any importance (272). Like the "oldish" committeemen at 

Miranda's office, all of them are, as she so aptly puts it, of "haphazard calling," which is 

to say, adrift in an existence that is devoid of plan or direction and that compels them to be 

at the beck and call of others (272). Without a realm of influence or authority—without a 

"business of their own"—they have to bow to the authority of others. 

Even though he is treated with more empathy by Miranda, Chuck Rouncivale also 

falls into this category of the emasculated male. He talks tough and dresses in a manly 

fashion with his "hobnailed tan boots," but has really only a second-hand knowledge of 

such masculine attributes as physical strength and virility through his writing about 

sporting events (287). His own body is weak, indeed diseased, for he suffers from "bad 

lungs," which keep him from any physical exertion (286). Not surprisingly, he feels 

misplaced in his job, which he believes keeps him from demonstrating his true potential; 

"he didn't give a damn about sports, really" (287), and would much rather write about the 

theater, a task which alone fills his face with "some kind of spark of life" (291). Yet in 

this context, too, he seems too meek to do anything. He does not assert himself in order 

to assume the position of his desire for fear he might overstep his editorial bounds, asking 

Miranda instead to sign his theater review with her name. 

What distinguishes the males at the home front, one could say then, is their lack of 

distinction as males. They embody failed masculinity, not only because of their "much too 
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well nourished" bodies (271-72), which stand in stark contrast to the manly, "tall and 

heavily muscled" Adam (279), but also because they suffer from a kind of im-potence that 

is constituted by their lack of social power and prestige. It is a condition that corresponds 

to what Lacan has conceptualized as symbolic castration. For Lacan, we recall, the notion 

of castration goes beyond Freud's "anatomical literalism" (Silverman, Acoustic Mirror 

13). It does not refer to an organic deficiency but the lack of the phallus, which is 

represented by the "third term" (the "Name-of-the-Father") that intrudes into the mother-

child dyad, seems to possess the phallus, and subsequently comes to stand for everything 

opposed to the child's own insufficiency: power, knowledge, the law, i.e., a plenitude of 

worldly authority and control. The lack of the phallus thus marks the beginning of human 

subjecthood for both genders and consequently fuels the subject's subconscious desire to 

come into its possession. While this task may favor those who line up on the male side of 

the gender division, it does not mean that the male has a guaranteed access to the phallus. 

Besides the very real difficulty of reaching positions of authority—not every male can or 

does hold power—there is a subjective sense of an insurmountable inadequacy vis-a-vis 

the Father that, as Lacan insists, inevitably persists in any subject. Nobody, in fact, 

exemplifies this better than Chuck Rouncivale, a man whose development has been 

arrested by the Oedipal trauma of the omnipotent Father, whose place he is afraid to take. 

For what ultimately keeps Chuck Rouncivale from asserting himself and becoming a man 

in his own right is a sense of filial duty to his father, who depends on his son's income 

and "slapped his son on the back and beamed upon him with the bleary eye of paternal 

affection while he took his last nickel" (286). Like the Lusk Committeemen, Chuck has 

no "business" of his own either. He, too, has failed to ascend to the place that bestows 

privilege and power. 

With the war, however, a significantly different reality presents itself. The same 

men whom Miranda described as im-potent now wield a good deal of influence and 
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control, at least as far as the Lusk Committeemen are concerned (Chuck Rouncivale seems 

too paralyzed by his obedience to his father to make a name for himselO- Suddenly they 

are "full of... important affairs, waiting to pounce about something or other" (271); their 

voices sound "persuasive and ominous" (273); their stance reflects "fussy pride and 

vainglory" (274). These images of potency do not contradict Miranda's earlier 

impressions, but indicate that the extraordinary circumstances of war have brought about a 

redistribution of power that has benefitted the rejected old men. And this seems to be the 

crucial point: the war has given them an opportunity to align themselves with the 

government and thereby be extended the legal power and plenitude of truth which it 

represents. Or, to reiterate Miranda's phrase, they have used the war to "borrow 

importance." The fat, penguin-like man in the theater thus "for once in his life... was an 

important fellow in an impressive situation" (293), while the undistinguished men of 

"haphazard calling" in Miranda's office have become "inquisitors"—men, that is, who 

exercise the ultimate authority, which is the authority to decide over (economic) life and 

death (274). 

What contributes to the empowerment of the rejected males is the simultaneous 

disempowerment by the war of the able men like Adam, who as an engineer would hold 

one of the most influential, and enviable, positions. Now, however, he finds himself in a 

situation over which he has no control. He has been drafted by a bureaucratic apparatus 

and has been regimented by a military machinery he cannot protest, and he is about to be 

deployed to the front he is ill-prepared to cope with. The war has transported him, as 

Gilbert and Gubar have put it, to a "no man's land," where all of his conventionally useful 

knowledge and vision are suspended; it has rendered him "in-valid," if not yet "invalid," 

as a man (No Man's Land 285). What we see, then, is a complete reversal of power in 

which Adam has become the "impotent cypher" the rejected old men used to be while they 

have come to represent authority (Gilbert and Gubar, No Man's Land 259). If we 
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recognize this causality, it becomes clear why the latter support the war so wholeheartedly. 

AS "dollar-a-year" men, they do not seek financial compensations but volunteer their time 

to represent the phallus at last, a reward that is infinitesimally greater because it grounds 

their very subjectivity as males (293). The war is a fulfilling experience for them in that 

very phallic way. 
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Chapter 4 "Nice Girls. But Fools": The Marginalization of Knowledge 

and the Anxiety of Authorship 

My foot my tutor? 

—Prospero to Miranda, in Shakespeare's The Tempest 

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" marks a first culmination of Miranda's development: she 

has become the independent woman she sets out to be, a woman who looks at the world 

with her own eyes. Her perceptive commentary guides us through the text's war-time 

landscape, yet our understanding of that world—and her authority—rests as much on her 

ability to listen. An astute interpreter of words, she uncovers the semantic charade that has 

turned the war into a playground of high ideals; recognizing the true intentions of the many 

voices—some naive, others simply petty and mean-spirited—she declines to support any 

of their self-serving causes. Like Stephen Dedalus, she has evaded the "nets" of language 

that threaten to entangle her in matters of civic duty and national pride. And like Dedalus, 

who finds himself walking "in a lane among heaps of dead language," she has gone forth 

to forge her own meaning (Portrait of the Artist 179). This is evident in two ways, as our 

foregoing discussion has established: in her rejection of traditional notions of femininity, 

which becomes visible in her relationship with Adam and which is amply demonstrated by 

her own life as a self-reliant woman; and, more prominently, in her own understanding of 

the war, which stands in stark contrast to the valuations promulgated by the male 

characters of the story. 

The discourse on war, which lies at the center of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," makes 

the text the most heteroglot and tension-filled of Porter's stories and epitomizes her artistic 

ability to create a complex dialogic environment within the confining form of the short 
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story. Indeed, using the text as an example, one could make the case that a good novelist 

(or short story writer) has to be a good listener herself. It is Porter's feel for the revealing 

turn of phrase, the telling clichd, the suggestive idea that is instrumental in creating—or, in 

Bakhtin's term, "stylizing"—the individual discourses as distinctly ideological points of 

views, just as it is instrumental in making them recognizable for us {DialogicImagination 

336-37). Behind each voice in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," we recognize a particular "social 

speech type" that has its origin, not in the author's imagination, but outside the literary text 

in the ideological "languages" of the world {DialogicImagination 262). The text merely 

functions as an intermediary; it pares these rival discourses down to their essentials so that 

we can examine their respective claims to truth. And truths abound in "Pale Horse, Pale 

Rider." A controversial issue, the war invites plenty of opinions, some stated directly, 

others hidden in subtexts, but all clamoring for allegiance (at issue, as we have seen, is 

really the question "who is the enemy," the "Huns" or women?). Under such conditions, 

Bakhtin states, individual voices "flourish" (Dialogic Imagination 263). They do, with 

one notable exception. 

Miranda's voice does not flourish at all. Unlike Joyce's hero, she does not take 

flight to declare her vision to the world. She is, as Janis Stout has rightly pointed out, "a 

character of few words. Indeed, reticence is perhaps the single most characteristic trait we 

would associate with Miranda" ("Guarded Speech" 259). ̂  She hardly confides any of her 

thoughts to Adam. In public she does not speak up at all, biting her tongue not to let any 

observations or judgments slip out. What alone makes her values and beliefs discernible 

is her deployment as the text's center of consciousness, a stylistic device which in Porter's 

hands goes beyond its use in the Jamesian tradition as a means to create a heightened sense 

^ See also the chapter "Katherine Anne Porter and the Reticent Style" in Stout's Strategies 
of Reticence: Silence and Meaning in the Works of Jane Austen, Willa Gather, Katherine 
Anne Porter, and Joan Didion. 112-146. 
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of "realism." Miranda's point of view is a privileged one (for James, point of view 

always implies limitation), and her consciousness, through which events and speeches are 

refracted, serves us as a gauge by which to measure them. But more important is the fact 

that by exploring her protagonist's consciousness (and subconscious) Porter provides her 

character with a platform for unhindered and safe articulation; this platform is the text For 

all its noisy polyphony, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is very much a story about her female 

character's unspoken words and secret desires. The authorial delving into the character's 

mind gives us access to them, even as we realize that Miranda is a woman without a 

voice—a "speechless animal," as she calls herself, unwilling or unable to give her 

discourse outward expression (291). 

In "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" we are thus confronted with a female character who 

leads a life on the cultural margin. Two passages in particular direct our attention to 

Miranda's silence. During her interrogation by the Lusk Committeemen at the newspaper 

office Miranda thinks, "'Suppose I were not a coward, but said what I really thought? 

Suppose I said to hell with this filthy war?'" (273). Later at the theater she muses that 

there "must be a great many of them here who think as I do, and we dare not say a word to 

each other of our desperation, we are speechless animals letting ourselves be destroyed, 

and why?" (291). Such explicit question demands answers. Why, indeed, does she fail 

to engage others in the give-and-take of actual dialogue? 

Stout, who has addressed this issue at length, locates the underlying reasons for 

Miranda's "guarded speech" in a moral dimension ("Guarded Speech" 259). In her 

reading, Miranda's reticence is a protest against "a corrupt society that deals in falsehood," 

a meaningful way of dissociating herself from a world of lies and preserving her own 

"integrity" ("Guarded Speech" 276). Miranda's withdrawal has thus to be read. Stout 

argues, as a sign of her "noble character" and ultimately of her superiority to others 

("Guarded Speech" 276). This assertion is certainly correct in describing Miranda as a 
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morally, and one should add, intellectually superior character within the text. She does 

stand above the rest because she alone understands emd condemns the war with all its 

implications. Still, Stout's argument is problematic because it rests too heavily on the 

notion of the aloof and unentangled "individual." Human subjectivity can come about 

only through and in language, which inevitably locks the "individual" into the social. 

There is textual evidence that Miranda, for all her silence, is not at all that disengaged from 

the false discourses around her. We have to look no farther than her rhetorical question 

cited above: "'Suppose I were not a coward, but said what 1 really thought?'" 

At one level, her thought formulates a hypothetical question, which is never 

completed because she already knows the answer; she knows what would happen if she 

did speak and, therefore, abstains from doing so. But contained in that hypothesis is a 

very real impulse to actually voice her beliefs. Her thought is a rehearsal of what she 

would say if she had the courage to speak ("to hell with this filthy war"). Other places in 

the text similarly indicate Miranda's impulse to speak out, most notably her desire to 

challenge the spokesmen of war themselves. "'What's the matter with you, why aren't 

you rotting in Belleau Wood? I wish you were . . . ,'" she wants to say to the Lusk 

Committeemen in her office (273). "What about Adam, you little pig?", she wants to ask 

the Lusk Committeeman in the theater (293). Her thoughts do not reflect the "stoical 

reserve" Stout detects but, rather, indicate a vigorous and angry engagement with the ideas 

of others. Miranda not only knows what she wants to say, she also wants to say what she 

knows. 

What holds her back is suggested by Miranda herself when she thinks of speaking 

as a matter of "daring" and refers to herself as a "coward." Her words imply that speech, 

the exchange of ideas with others, would be a risky, a dangerous, undertaking, in which 

she fears to engage. What she fears are the responses and reactions her discourse may 

elicit. As she warns herself, others are "ready to leap if you make one gesture or say one 
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word they do not understand instantly" (294). Her reflection bears out Bakhtin's 

observation that every act of authorship—of forming one's valuation of things—is not 

only reactive but also pro-active: it does not merely rework previous utterances but in its 

reworking also anticipates possible answers from the listener, the "apperceptive 

background [that is] pregnant with responses and objections" {DialogicImagination 281). 

Given this awareness, Miranda's silence seems to be the result of a self-censorship that is 

both involuntary and painful. She is a "desperately silent" woman (273, italics added). 

This authorial description is crucial for our understanding of Miranda's reticence and 

represents one of the key phrases of the story because it encapsulates a thematic concern 

that is of central importance in the text. "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is a story about 

authorship, about woman's ability to find her own discourse in and against a culture that 

tries to define and confine her socially as well as sexually. But accompanying this 

affirmative view is a more pessimistic note, as Porter also confronts the difficulty for 

woman to find her voice and actually express her values and viewpoints. It is thus also a 

story about what Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have called the "anxiety of authorship"; 

the anxiety produced by the thought of submitting her discourse to a public audience and 

its scrutiny.2 The question that presents itself, then, is which factors in particular stifle 

Miranda's voice. 

Quite evidently, one aspect of Miranda's self-censorship is economic in nature. 

When Bakhtin associates the human voice not only with a person's worldview but also her 

"fate," he touches upon Miranda's dilemma in a very literal sense.^ For her, not-speaking 

2 Gilbert's and Gubar's phrase, taken from The Madwoman in tfie Attic, describes the 
troubled relationship between female writers and the English novel. We will elaborate on 
this notion later. 
^ In his notes "Toward a Reworking of the Dostoevsky Book" (1961), which summarize 
and reformulate many of his earlier ideas, Bakhtin addresses the aspect of voice. The 
notion of voice "includes a person's worldview and fate. A person enters into dialogue as 
an integral voice. He participates in it not only with his thoughts, but with his fate and his 
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is, first of all, a matter of safeguarding her live! .lood, aware as she is of the economic 

reprisals any form of non-compliance with the reigning political doctrines would invite. 

The refusal to purchase a Liberty Bond "'ain't any laughing matter,'" she is informed by 

one of the Lusk Committeemen, and could result in dismissal from her job ("'they told me 

I'd lose my job—,'" Towney tells Miranda) (274-75). Outspoken opposition to the war 

effort or direct criticism of its representatives would certainly jeopardize Miranda's 

position even more. One hears distinct echoes from "Flowering Judas" and Laura's 

knowledge that "it is dangerous to offend" Braggioni, the revolutionary leader, who is in 

control of her economic fate (91). 

The threats directed at Miranda and Towney are only one more instance of the 

economic thematics that inform the narrative. We have already seen how the narrative, by 

foregrounding the Lusk Committeemen's rhetoric of business, calls attention to war as 

business: to practices, thai is, which have turned war into an investment plan and 

democracy into a commodity. But to a large extent the story is also about the economic 

inequity of woman. Miranda does not "buy" the war rhetoric because she understands its 

true motives, and she does not support the war effort because she simply lacks the 

financial means. Through the notion of the war, the story thus juxtaposes her ideological 

independence with her economic dependence. Unlike Chuck Rouncivale, who earns 

enough to support his father, the female characters of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" evidently 

struggle to make ends meet. As Miranda tells Towney, they are probably the only two 

people "'in this office who couldn't raise five dollars'" (275). For Miranda, "survival.. . 

had become a series of feats of sleight of hand" (271). She "had no money, and did not 

know where to find any" (273). Towney becomes "quietly hysterical" when she thinks 

about raising the money for the bonds (274). Given their precarious financial situation, 

entire individuality" (293). See Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics. Caryl Emerson, ed. 
and transl. 
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one can forgive the latter that her "rage" and "tight rebellious face" are gone by the next 

day (275, 286); in a gesture of appeasement she now presents her "most complacent 

patriotic voice" and in a pose of "open-faced glory and goodness, [appears] willing to 

sacrifice herself for her country" (286). For Miranda, such mimicry is not an option, and 

she chooses the only other strategy possible: silence. Seen in this light, Miranda's self-

censorship is less a sign of moral indignation than simply economic weakness (which, of 

course, does not negate her moral superiority). 

The economic threats alone, however, do not adequately account for Miranda's 

reticence. There is another mechanism at work that is less openly repressive but probably 

represents a more global mechanism for stifling potentially unsettling viewpoints. This 

second operation is first and most clearly discernible in the encounter between Miranda 

and the younger Lusk Committeeman. Reprimanding Miranda for her resistance to buying 

a bond, he assumes a paternal stance and "wagged his finger at her," a patronizing gesture 

which the authorial voice likens to the scolding of an "obstinate child" (272). On the one 

hand, the simile only emphasizes Miranda's vulnerability; like a child, she can ill afford to 

antagonize the hand that feeds her, to disobey figures of authority who could easily punish 

her. But the analogy also suggests an inferiority of another kind, an epistemological one, 

as the committeeman confirms when he asks Miranda whether she does not "know there's 

a war" (272, italics added). Like a child, Miranda is perceived as someone lacking in 

understanding, which is to say as someone whose knowledge is insufficient. Within the 

immediate context, such accusation is of course ludicrous—how can Miranda not know 

about the war—and could be written off as only another pressure tactic. Seen outside of 

this context, however, the belittling gesture holds a good deal of significance because of 

its implications for Miranda as a speaking subject. It places her in a position that makes it 

difficult, if not virtually impossible, for her to impress her values and viewpoint on others 

since it situates her discourse in the realm of what Foucault has called "local" or 
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"subjugated knowledges": "knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their 

task or insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, 

beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity" {Power!Knowledge 82). It is in 

this context that Miranda's reticence has primarily to be read. 

Foucault's notion of a "subjugated knowledge" is directly related to the "regime of 

truth" addressed in the previous chapter, i.e., the intricate interplay between power and 

knowledge, which is the focus of Foucault's work. As he writes in Power/Knowledge, 

in a society such as ours . . . there are manifold relations of power which 

permeate, characterise and constitute the social body, and these relations of 

power cannot themselves be established, consolidated nor implemented 

without the production, accumulation, circulation and functioning of a 

discourse. There can be no possible exercise of power without a certain 

economy of discourses of truth. (93) 

For Foucault, power produces knowledge because knowledge produces power. But, to 

emphasize his last sentence, it is not just any discourse, any knowledge, that establishes 

and consolidates power. Only "true" ones can do so, a distinction that brings up the 

question of truth itself. For Foucault, as for Bakhtin, there is no prediscursive truth; truth 

is produced, not discovered.^ Yet Foucault goes beyond Bakhtin when he shows how 

this production is governed by very specific rules (Bakhtin's notion of "centrifugal forces" 

lacks this specificity). Indeed, truth in the Foucauldian sense must primarily be thought of 

in this latter respect: as a set of fX)licies governing the production of statements, which are 

For an insightful discussion on the affinities between Foucault and Bakhtin, see 
"Realism Reconsidered: Bakhtin's Dialogism and the 'Will to Reference'" by Ann 
Jefferson. 
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the policies generally associated with empirical-scientific knowledge.^ "True" discourses, 

thus, are those which can claim to have measured and classified their object of reference, 

and verified their "data," i.e., discourses that are "produced and transmitted under the 

control, dominant if not exclusive, of a few great political and economic apparatuses 

(university, army, writing, media)" {Power/Knowledge 131-32). Essentially, "true" 

discourses are institutional in origin and distribution. 

The relevant insight one can derive from Foucault's paradigm—and here we return 

to Miranda's situation—is that the hallowed quest for truth in Western culture has little to 

do with the objective and dispassionate advancement of human knowledge as postulated 

by the humanist tradition. On the contrary, the invocation of truth serves, Foucault 

insists, as a mechanism of restraint and exclusion. The going "regime of truth" places 

each discourse in a ready-made grid of acceptability and validity, predetermining what 

could possibly count as true and who could possibly state iL If, as we have said, the Lusk 

Committeemen have authority because of their affiliation with the state, it is because their 

words are authored and authorized by the state, and based on "true" knowledge produced 

on behalf of the state by academic disciplines and professional compilers of data (some of 

which are exactly those Foucault lists): by newspapers and a military branch 

symptomatically called "intelligence," which can use a vast network of sources to gather 

data ("the Huns overrurming martyred Belgium," a camouflaged German ship seen 

spraying germs over Boston); by military science, which can legitimize its actions by 

citing theories of combat, itself supported by technological knowledge (Adam submits to 

this discourse when he recites the "average life expectation" of a sapping party and 

^ In Power/Knowledge, Foucault writes: "truth isn't the reward of free spirits, the child 
of protracted solitude, nor the privilege of those who have succeeded in liberating 
themselves. Truth is a thing of this world. ... Truth' is to be understood as a system of 
ordered procedures for the production, regulation, distribution, circulation and operation 
of statements" (131-33). 
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declares that aerial combat is a "good deal safer" than conventional combat); lastly, by 

comprehensive theories of politics and economics, which study the operation of the state 

in its most fundamental ways and, therefore, know what is necessary to ensure its 

continuation (neutrality would endanger democracy, the state's foundation, and thus its 

existence). 

Miranda, by contrast, lacks such institutional support. She speaks "merely" from 

personal experience and her own observations. Neither can she claim adherence to a 

theoretical platform, nor would she be in a position to offer satisfactory evidence for her 

view that the war is really the instrument of special interest groups (which includes the 

misogynists like Chuck Rouncivale and the im-potent men of the Lusk Committee). "It is 

always possible one could speak the truth in a void," Foucault observes; but to be "in the 

true," one would have to obey "the rules of some discursive 'policy' which would have to 

be reactivated every time one spoke" ("Discourse on Language" 224). And thus Miranda, 

not being "in the true," spjeaks her truth "in a void," the safety of her consciousness. 

The subjugation of Miranda's knowledge does not end here, however. If speaking 

the "truth" is a matter of a strategic positioning of oneself and one's discourse in the right 

context, Miranda faces an additional problem. For as a woman, she already—and 

inescapably—inhabits a place that is disqualified, a place of "local" knowledge that 

belongs to half the population. Traditionally caught in a life of domesticity, women are 

believed to have nothing worthwhile to relate (they are not of the world, or only insofar as 

they support it: as a reproductive body, a mirror, a showpiece on the pedestal). More 

importantly, even if they did have something to convey (which of course they do: the 

experience of their otherness, their struggle, and their desires), they are perceived as not 

knowing how to say it. Second only to the figures of the madman and the delinquent, 

women have traditionally been linked in Western culture with verbal ineptitude and 

unreliability of voice. Miranda's position at the newspaper seems to refute such 
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assertions. Her job as a reporter does give her access to language and seems to mark a 

significant transition, which suggests that she, as a woman, no longer has to be 

apprehensive about appropriating the pen, a quintessentially male tool.^ Factually, 

though, her job is another form of containment and only underscores women's strained 

relationship to the word. 

There is, for one. Gibbons, the veteran newspaperman who reigns over the "long 

copy desk": 

Never say people when you mean persons" old man Gibbons had instructed 

Miranda, "and n&v&r say practically, say virtually, and don't for God's sake 

ever so long as I am at this desk use the barbarism inasmuch under any 

circumstances whatsoever. Now you're educated, you may go. (274) 

Gibbon's lecture on the newspaper's usage policies is nothing less than an instruction in 

language itself, an "education" in the subtle meanings of words, which he believes to be 

lost on Miranda. Interestingly, his instructions resemble the Grandmother's admonition to 

"[c]all things by their right names" (353). It is as though Miranda were still that child, not 

obstinate now but ignorant, and in need of advice from others who profess to have a 

greater affinity for words ("'my poor dumb child, will you never learn,'" Chuck 

Rouncivale asks her incredulously) (289). 

More indicative yet of her supposed verbal ineptitude is the place she and her 

colleague, Mary Townsend, occupy in the newspaper's hierarchy. "They had both been 

real reporters once," but were demoted because they had botched an assignment by 

^ As Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar point out in The Madwoman in the Attic, in 
patriarchal Western culture the pen has always been associated with the "generative 
power" of the penis: "the texts's author is a father, a progenitor, a procreator, an aesthtetic 
patriarch ... his pen's power like his penis's is not just to generate life but the power to 
create a posterity to which he lays claim" (6). If the pen is like the penis, only he who has 
the latter has the ability to control the former. 
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reporting only some of the facts while withholding others (274). The ethical motivation of 

their "failure"—the protection of others' privacy—goes unrecognized by the newspaper's 

management Instead, their omissions are taken as evidence that the women's words and 

stories cannot be trusted—that they are incapable of telling the truth. As a consequence 

they are reassigned to "routine female jobs" at the paper, "one to the theaters, the other to 

society," which are female jobs because they contain Miranda and Towney in politically 

innocuous positions (they deal with the make-believe world of the stage and the marginal 

lives of a celebrated few, not the world of politics, of economics, of men) (275). But they 

are also '"routine female jobs" precisely because half-truths and lies are expected there. 

This is evident in Chuck's advice to "play up the headliners" and not "mention the also-

rans" (289), as it is in Towney's responsibilities, which consist of writing a column called 

"YeTowne Gossyp" (274). What characterizes gossip, the text suggests, is its essential 

unreliability. As such, it represents within Miranda's world a form of speech a woman is 

believed to know. 

To Porter, such denigration is symptomatic of a general cultural bias, and her 

writing is fundamentally an indignant reaction to it—a reaction against a culture and 

specifically a literary tradition that have stifled the female voice by denying it any validity. 

As we have seen in the introduction to this study. Porter's second published story, "The 

Martyr," makes this issue its very theme. The text relates how two male characters 

collaborate in reconstructing the last "stupendous" words of the just deceased painter 

Ruben in their attempt to create, quite literally fabricate, his biography (37); not only will 

Rub^n emerge as "'a great artist,"' the writer Ramdn promises, but his figure "'will add 

splendor... to the very history of art itself" (37). Porter's story, which can be read as 

an implicit indictment of a literary tradition in which men "own" the word and decide what 

constitutes a literary heritage, is borne out by facts: the exclusion of women's novels from 

the canon, for instance, or the practice to group "women writers" in a separate category, 
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which traditionally has been no less of a denigration.The literary tradition, to Porter, is a 

striking symptom, and powerful reinforcement, of an oppressive attitude that is firmly 

embedded in Western thought. 

Just how powerful is shown by Sandra Gilbert's and Susan Gubar's study on the 

novel. The Madwoman in the Attic, which can be read as a gloss to "Pale Horse, Pale 

E^der." As they point out, the history of the novel is synonymous with the cultural belief 

that female authorship is an aberration. The woman who dared to "attempt the pen," who 

dared to meddle with words and tried to find a voice of her own, was associated with 

"madness, freakishness, monstrosity" {Madwoman 35). In many novels, from Swift and 

Fielding to Thackeray or Smollett, one thus frequently finds women who are "cartoon 

figures" or "monsters," either image implying that language is somewhat "alien to the 

female tongue. In the mouths of women, vocabulary loses meaning, sentences dissolve, 

literary messages are distorted or destroyed" {Madwoman 30-31). Given these 

assumptions, one of the ways a woman writer could possibly legitimize her activity was to 

play into them and admit her limitations: to be self-deprecating and apologetic, and present 

her writing as a "presumptuous pastime," her thoughts "as mere trifles designed to divert 

and distract readers in moments of idleness" {Madwoman 61). 

It is in this light that Towney's job has to be understood. Her editorial assignment 

is the paradigmatic expression of woman's troubled relationship to language, indicating 

that a "discourse which is marked as the possession of the woman is simultaneously 

marked as seriously deficient in its relation to knowledge and truth" (Doane, "Feminist 

Film Criticism" 12-13). Advising "young women to knit and roll bandages" or writing 

about the lives and performances of vaudeville stars (281), Miranda and Towney do 

^ In a letter to her publisher, Seymour Lawrence, Porter writes, "I object, always have, to 
being called a woman writer. ... to say I am considered the most distinguished woman 
writer is to say I am not judged by the great standard. If I am distinguished, please allow 
me my level of distinction in the first-r^ company" {Letters 503). 
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indeed deal in "trifles designed to divert and distract readers," in this case from the 

sobering facts of the war business. Miranda may take her job with the detachment of 

sarcasm, but at the same time she "knew they were considered fools by the rest of the 

staff—nice girls, but fools" (275).® 

If, as Gilbert and Gubar write, male texts have traditionally held up a "debilitating 

looking-glass" to woman, the male voices in "Pale Horse, Pale Elider" sound a no less 

debilitating chorus (Madwoman 82). Their patronizing comments and condescending 

stances fill Miranda with apprehensions about speaking her mind, just as they signal that 

any opinion she does utter will only be ignored or derided. What is more, they fill her 

with desperation because, unlike Cousin Eva of "Old Mortality," Miranda realizes that the 

subjugation of female knowledge is so deeply entrenched in the cultural fabric that it takes 

more than laws or persuasion to eradicate it. She realizes that what is ultimately involved 

in her exclusion is the female body. 

As we have seen in our earlier discussion of Miranda's sexual abstinence, she is 

aware of the role the female body plays in the sexual economy. Yet while she has, in a 

sense, reappropriated her body, she hardly enjoys a comfortable relationship with it, 

which becomes evident in her calling it a "curious monster" (313). It is an ambivalence 

that clearly plays a role in Miranda's reticence. In this context, we should recall Laura 

Mulvey's poignant phrase that the female body serves as the "lynch pin to the system [of 

patriarchal culture]" (57). Woman's discernible "lack" establishes maleness as presence 

and grounds male preeminence. Significantly, her body functions not only in a scopic 

regime. It is also part of an aural one, which links her "lack" to her voice and "discursive 

^ Man "carmot help it," Porter writes in a letter in 1958, "it is his deepest instinct to 
destroy, quite often subtly, insidiously, but constantly and endlessly, her very center of 
being, her confidence in herself as woman. Its [sic] a great mystery, but there it is. . . . 
When I think well and am intelligent, the critics say I have a man's mind. When I am silly 
or not at my best, they admit indulgently that I am very feminine" {Letters 549). 
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inadequacy" (Silverman, Acoustic Mirror 1). What makes the thinking and writing 

woman of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century novel so unnatural and her discourse so 

meaningless is precisely her body, whose "neather parts" are figured as deformed and 

unnatural, in short, monstrous. It is in the same vein that Cousin Eva represents Aunt 

Amy as a "sex-ridden" and "festering" body driven by hormones (216), or that Royal Earl 

Thompson in "Noon Wine" keeps emphasizing his wife's chronic illness while feeling a 

need to speak for her. Whatever their imagery or attributations, all of these 

"understandings" represent the female body as an unsound, pathological entity that could 

not possibly house a sound mind. The thought of Joyce's Leopold Bloom is representative 

of this bias in Porter's stories when he declares, "Three holes all woman. . . . Empty 

vessels make most noise" {Ulysses 285, 282). 

Read in this context, Miranda's ambivalent feelings about her body become 

understandable. Seeing herself returning to her childhood in one of her dreams, she 

wonders whether "I even walk about in my own skin," a curious question that is indicative 

of a strange and uncomfortable relationship between the speaker and her body (270). 

Significantly, it is not an isolated moment in the text. The meaning of her body is brought 

up again towards the end of the story, first in another one of her feverish dreams in which 

hercorporality dissolves altogether, then at the very end of the text as Miranda gets ready 

to rejoin the living and her own body. This is a prospect she dreads. "Is it possible I can 

ever accustom myself to this place? she asked herself" (313). Unlike Adam, the prize 

specimen of masculinity, who feels at ease with his body and walks "casually . . . 

carrying his chest easily" (295), Miranda experiences her body as a burden, and not just 

after her illness (she speaks of "ever" getting used to her body, not of getting used to it 

"again"). To her, "the body is a curious monster, no place to live in" (313). And she 

wonders, "how could anyone feel at home there?" (313). 
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Her words are a far cry from the narcissism of the young Miranda, who takes great 

interest in the features of her growing body and lavishes it with care whenever she gets a 

chance such as ''dust[ing] herself with plenty of Maria's violet talcum powder" (365). 

Has this closeness to her body, one has to wonder, been replaced by a kind of masochistic 

self-loathing we find associated, for example, with the legendary Aunt Amy?^ After all, 

the adult Miranda does call her body a "monster," one of the images traditionally used to 

designate the "deformed" female body. Suggestive as this reference may be, such 

assumption seems unmerited given everything we know about Miranda. Her refusal to 

specularize and exhibit herself as well as her refusal to traffic in love indicate that she has 

stepped outside the parameters of the reigning phallocentric sexual economy and its 

circumscriptive definitions. The adult Miranda looks at her self not only with different 

eyes but within a different frame of reference, one that does not accept the notion of female 

"lack," physical or otherwise. 

But such self-liberation can only be a partial one because the effort of 

reappropriating her body can only be of partial success; within the order of things—in the 

eyes of male subjects—it does remain the "lynch pin," a "pathological" entity necessary to 

prop up their claim to the phallus. As such her body remains a liability for Miranda, a 

fundamental obstacle for her to be recognized as an authority. Herein lies her dilemma. 

Any words of hers that may stray from what is considered true and proven would be 

rejected as the "noise" of an "empty vessel." Any words that would directly challenge 

9 Narcissism and masochism seem to mark two diametrically opposed positions, one 
revolving around excessive care and love for the body, the other around a loathing of it 
that is linked to a desire for punishment. Both positions, however, are symptoms of the 
same condition, since both find their cause and energy in a woman's unconscious 
knowledge of her lack of the phallus. As such they are emblematic of femaleness 
produced by a phallocentric world, which is best exemplified by Aunt Amy. One the one 
hand, she "nurses" her body by dressing it in beautifying garments; on the other, she 
punishes it by withholding food (anoxeria is, of course, another "female condition") and 
by suppressing its sexuality altogether, drinking "'lemon and salt to stop her periods'" 
(215). 
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male authority would be condemned as the verbal stabs of the furious, castrating woman 

intent on avenging her biological fate. This latter aspect is particularly evident in "Pale 

Horse, Pale Rider." "[A]I1 these women rurming wild with their men away," a collective 

male voice warns, "are dangerous, if they aren't given something to keep their little minds 

out of mischief" (290). Speaking with men left at the homefront, Miranda notices a 

similar "guarded resentment," as though she were a ""bloodthirsty female'" ready to "'pin 

a white feather'" on them (290). In either case, her words would be traced back to her 

body and be disqualified by it, a vicious circularity that explains why she thinks of her 

body such a monstrous, unhomely place. It is in this context that Miranda's desperate 

silence, her reticence to speak her truths, ultimately has to be understood. 

In one of Katherine Anne Porter's interviews, one finds an interesting comment 

that sheds a direct light on Miranda's predicament. Recalling her experience in Germany 

in the fateful early 1930s, Porter tells Mary Anne Dolan that she could see what was 

happening: 

But I couldn't get any editors in this country to take anything from me. 

I was not a newspaper reporter. I was not a woman known for her political 

views. Even if I knew what I was saying and even if I had proof, it was 

hard to make anyone listen ... no one ever listens to me except in 

conversation. It makes me so furious. I was in a place... and I knew what 

was going on and I couldn't get anybody to let me tell it. (Givner, 

Conversations 178-79, italics added) 

Still vibrating with anger and frustration some forty years after the fact. Porter's words 

demonstrate that the subjugation of the female voice never ceased to be an issue close to 

her heart. The episode also indicates that she was well aware of this issue by the time she 

began her most probing writing, which includes the Miranda stories. As always one 
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comes across contradictory statements, such as her assertion that "I've never felt that the 

fact of being a woman put me at a disadvantage" (Givner, Conversations 77). But if one 

realizes that she made this comment to a male interviewer, her words have to be 

understood more as a gesture of defiance than as an honest answer, which is all the more 

indicative of her indignation over the lack of acknowledgement she felt to have received 

throughout her life. In the presence of other women Porter is more frank, as, for instance, 

in this complaint about the critics: "If I show wisdom, they say I have a masculine mind," 

she tells Barbara Thompson of the Paris Review. "If I am silly and irrelevant—and 

Edmund Wilson says I often am—why then they say I have a typically feminine mind" 

(Givner, Conversations 94). Her short stories obviously refute such stereotyping. But 

outside of her fiction she reacted to such slighting just £is Miranda does in "Pale Horse, 

Pale Rider." As Porter tells it, "I just stopped trying" (Givner, Conversations 179). 
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Chapter 5 Between This World and Another. 

Voices of History and the Refuge of Silence 

For in this world of lies. Truth is forced to fly like a scared white doe in the 

woodlands; and only by cunning glimpses will she reveal herself 

—Herman Melville, "Hawthorne and His Mosses" 

On Thoreau's famous opening line . . . 'Most men lead lives of quiet 

desperation'... / would say that goes for women, too doubled in spades. 

—Katherine Anne Porter, in a letter to Jordon Pecile, 1961 

Given the multiple mechanisms of restraint working against Miranda, it is tempting 

to see her as the victim of a repressive system. For two reasons, though, such a reading 

would be misleading. With the exception of the economic threats, which are intended to 

stifle the proliferation of anti-war discourses, the silencing of Miranda's voice is, for one, 

not the result of censorship exercised by an authoritarian rule. As we have seen, 

Miranda's silence is, rather, due to her self-silencing or self-policing, an effect of the 

prevailing "regime of truth." Prohibitive as this more subtle operation of constraint may 

be, it is not repressive in the true sense of the word and—herein lies the second reason—it 

does not leave Miranda without possibilities. That Miranda fails to explore some of these 

possibilities is a sign of her own limitations, but it should preclude us from seeing her as a 

helpless victim as the recurrent imagery of the cornered woman in "Pale Horse, Pale 

Rider" might suggest. In this chapter we will explore what some of Miranda's options 

might be, focusing on the suggestions implied in "The Witness" and "Magic," and we will 

trace the alternative she chooses instead as manifested by the dream sequence of "Pale 

Horse, Pale Rider" and her retreat described in "Holiday." "Holiday," Porter's last 

published story, deserves particular attention in this context. Simultaneously a story of 
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ending and beginning, it puts Miranda's choice to the test and concludes with the 

emergence of a more assertive Miranda who no longer will be silent but go forth and tell 

her story. 

Skirting the Issue: The Art of Duplicitous Talk 

The notion of colonization represents a helpful trope for conceptualizing both the 

attitudes brought towards women in Western culture and the positions inhabited by them. 

Standing closer to nature, in the realm of the so-called primitive, colonized subjects live in 

economic dependence, social inequality and, above all, under the onus of supposed 

intellectual incapacity. ̂  The analogy undoubtedly has its limitations in that it blurs 

historical and social differences that run along race lines, from basic legal rights to the 

material realities of life. The Grandmother of The Old Order, for instance, may have spent 

her life under many of the same domestic hardships as Old Nannie, her black servant and 

companion; but their quarters are, after all, situated at different ends of the plot of land 

they cohabit. At the same time, though, we are also told in "The Journey" that throughout 

their lives the two women have obeyed the same "burdensome rule" of Southern 

patriarchy and been "unable to imagine getting on without each other" (327, 330), two 

circumstances that suggest a very real, not just figurative, common ground to the women's 

life experience. 

1 One could add to this list of attributes Freud's account of women's impaired moral 
judgment. The female castration complex, which begins with the little girl's realization of 
her anatomical "lack," leads in Freud's understanding to a lasting and child-like self-
contemplation with a focus on her body. This has two ramifications: it diminishes her 
interest in the business of the world (she cannot be like the father, only desire him); and 
since she cannot have the father, she shifts her desire to the wish for a pjenis substitute, 
i.e., a child, hence embracing her biological function. As a consequence, she never fully 
internalizes the moral code of the social sphere and never gains full membership in 
civilized society. 
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What makes this notion of a common experience so interesting in the context of 

Porter's Miranda stories are the possibilities it suggests for strategies of dissent. The 

question of dissent—of how to articulate truths that contradict or challenge established 

ones—is raised by several of Porter's stories, among them "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." 

Indeed, given the obvious hypocrisy and deliberate obfuscations of the "official" 

discourse, it seems difficult for Miranda not to object, just as it is difficult for the reader 

not to side with her and demand that she make her objections heard. But for Miranda, 

who, as we have seen, describes herself as a "speechless animal," the only conceivable 

response is one of resignation and silence (291). 

Her retreat stands in stark contrast to some of Porter's other characters, who offer 

more constructive answers. The Grandmother and Old Nannie have created a private 

female space, which in "The Journey" is imaged as the Grandmother's drawing room and 

the garden; here they retreat to voice their misgivings and question the injustices of a world 

founded on male prerogatives and power. The two characters that really stand out, 

however, are Uncle Jimbilly of "The Witness" and the nameless first-person narrator of 

"Magic." One is a former slave, the other a Creole maid in a Southern household; both 

lack social status and a recognized base of knowledge and thus represent truly 

disenfranchised subjects. And yet they have not remained speechless but learned how to 

speak their minds by subverting or, to use Luce Irigaray's more descriptive term, 

"jamming" the rules and conventions that govern the production and exchange of verbal 

propositions (78). Within the critical discourse, both stories have received significantly 

little attention, which fails to do justice to the role of the characters within Porter's canon. 

Both stories offer an interesting counterpoint to Miranda's paralyzing introspection in that 

they address the question of how to speak from a marginal position, a question obviously 

of interest to an author who liked to refer to herself as the "Loyal Opposition" but who 

more than once lamented that no one would listen to her (Givner, Conversations 122). 
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Uncle Jimbilly, freed slave and slighted hiisband, is generally treated as a minor 

character of the Miranda stories. To a degree, such relegation can certainly be justified. 

His development is basically limited to one short narrative, "The Witness," and his 

accounts of the past, which comprise most of that story, seem to be little more than "an 

endless disjointed comment," the ramblings of an old man given to frequent exaggerations 

(350). With Miranda, who complains that it is "impossible to decide" what is fact or 

fiction in his ghost stories and, by implication, in his recollections of the peist, we are 

tempted to see him as an unreliable narrator (341). With her, we tend to question whether 

he is the witaess he purports to be. But he should not be dismissed that easily. For one 

could also make the case that the ambivalence of his stories is an integral part of an attempt 

to tell the truth, his personal truth, about the "horrors of slave times" (341). 

That such a reading is merited seems to be supported by two features in particular. 

One of them is the artful blurring of the distinction between monologue and dialogue. 

"Uncle Jimbilly would talk in a low, broken, abstracted murmur, as if to himself; but he 

was really saying something he meant one to hear" (341). His talk, in other words, is a 

kind of public monologue. He conveys his ideas without specifically addressing an 

audience, yet he speaks loud enough to make others feel addressed, thereby engaging 

them with his viewpoint The other important feature is what we could call the parabolic 

nature of his discourse: a discourse that speaks of others' experiences but really references 

his own. When, for instance, he talks about the slaves in the rice swamps, "'howlin and 

prayin'" with "'nary a drop of watah noh a moufful of braid,'" he may recall an actual 

situation, or he may embellish hearsay with invented details (342). Likewise, it may or 

may not be true that the slaves in the nearby swamps died "'by de thousands and tens 

upon thousands'" (342). While his accounts do relate some essential facts about 

slavery—exploitation, misery, death—in the end the fates of all the unknowns are only 

secondary. What matters here is what his stories say about his own experience, first 
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under slavery, then as a "freed" servant (341). Even though he always worked in the 

relative comfort and safety of the Rhea farm, not in the swamp, his position has always 

felt as powerless as if he were staked out "'all day and all night'" to a pole "'wid dey hans 

and feet tied'" so he couldn't move (342). It has always felt as if he had no control over 

his body and existence, as if he had died a thousand deaths. 

If we understand that Uncle Jimbilly's stories are as much about himself as they 

are about others, they suddenly gain in relevance, for his words remind us that benign 

slavery is still slavery, that a "decently" treated servant is a servant nonetheless—they 

remind us, in short, that Uncle Jimbilly is well aware of the social and political order that 

has kept him a second-class citizen, "lonely as a wondering spirit and almost as invisible" 

(350). This circumstance explains why he is "apt to be suddenly annoyed" and "easily put 

out about things" when talking about his experience (342). Only Miranda in her childish 

innocence can think that "Uncle Jimbilly had got over his slavery very well" (341). 

In her critical assessment of Uncle Jimbilly, Judith Fetterley writes that his 

"indirect narration, his refusal to talk straight, reflects his inauthenticity, and indicates that 

his intent is not to inform but to induce guilt, to embarrass and to frighten" (13). The 

comment seems misdirected. Uncle Jimbilly's indirect narration and deliberate ambiguities 

are means, probably the only ones available to him, to speak with any authenticity 

whatsoever, i.e., to articulate his personal truth and knowledge about life on the margin of 

Southern society. He is, after all, still dependent on the Rheas' good will and charity for 

his livelihood and can hardly afford to offend them. Ultimately, his rambling and audible 

monologues reflect his refusal to remain a hired hand, which is to say a voiceless appendix 

of the social body. "You ache with the need to convince yourself that you do exist in the 

real world," Ralph Ellison's invisible man tells us, "that you're part of all the sound and 

anguish, and you strike out with your fists, you curse and you swear to make them 
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recognize you" {Invisible Man 3). Uncle Jimbilly succeeds by making himself heard by 

those around him who would rather ignore his presence. 

As most stories of The Old Order, "The Witness" deals with the past in a curiously 

incongruous way. On the one hand, the story recaptures a time and the memories of an 

even earlier time, both of which are beset by racial inequality and social inequity. On the 

other hand. Porter chooses to describe many of the realities of that nineteenth-century 

world through the consciousness of a young Miranda, which imbues her representations 

with an innocuous, at times nostalgic, tone. To a large extent, Miranda's innocence and 

the concomitant susceptibility to her elders' interpretations of the world around her are, of 

course, the very issues Porter wants to address, especially in the stories dealing with the 

sexual politics of the family. But writing from the vantage point of the mid-1930s, Porter 

also hints at her own wistful memories of the vanishing America of her own childhood, a 

supposedly simpler rural world anchored by the certitudes of principled elders and the 

dignity of the "simple" folk. Given Porter's stylistic choices. Uncle Jimbilly can be seen 

as part of that evocation; her use of unfiltered direct speech, with its phonetic and 

lexicographical verisimilitude, creates an endearingly whimsical folk character and is 

undoubtedly meant to capture the black oral tradition of the Old South with its peculiar 

dialectical colorings. 

Reducing "The Witness" to this folkloristic impulse, however, would fail to 

recognize the importance of Uncle Jimbilly's reminiscences about the past as speech acts, 

i.e., as utterances made within and responding to a specific situational context. Seen in 

this light, the question of style assumes a much larger significance that goes beyond purely 

linguistic characteristics. As Bakhtin points out, the "internal politics of style (how the 

elements are put together)" are determined by and thus always indicative of "its external 

politics (its relationship to alien discourse)" {DialogicImagination 284). What really 

distinguishes Uncle Jimbilly's style, in other words, are his discursive strategies, his 
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language of equivocation, which in turn has to be seen as the necessary complement to his 

"external politics." His is the voice of self-assertion, of speaking for himself instead of 

being spoken to and spoken about, and as such is a voice raised against forgetting, which 

gives his character a dimension that his wife. Old Nannie, clearly lacks. The latter, after 

spending a lifetime as a "faithful servant," simply "grew silent" (348-49). She does assert 

her full independence when, after the Grandmother's death, she leaves the Rheas' home to 

move into her own house, which the family, forgetful of its role in her life, considers a 

"rebuke" (349). But she shows no interest to recall the past and tell her story because, as 

she tells Uncle Jimbilly, "'I've served my time, I've done my do, and dat's all'" (351). 

Given everything we know about Nannie from "The Journey," she should have 

every reason to keep alive her memories of the past and of the indignities suffered at the 

hand of a society whose own collective memory is flawed. Bom into slavery, she is sold 

as a child at an auction as a "pretty worthless article" to Sophia Jane's (the Grandmother's) 

father at the insistence of his five-year-old daughter, who wants Nannie as a plaything and 

calls her "little monkey" (330-31). That Old Nannie does not look back may partially be 

explained by the respect she is given as an adult woman by the Rheas, particularly by the 

Grandmother, who comes to share a strong bond of female solidarity with her. More to 

the point, however, seems to be Old Nannie's transformation described in "The Last 

Leaf." Once situated in her own house, she "began wearing a blue bandanna wrapped 

around her head, and at the age of eighty-five she took to smoking a corncob pipe," both 

signs that she "was no longer the faithful old servant Nannie, a freed slave" but "an aged 

Bantu woman of independent means" (349). As the dichotomy between the designations 

"freed slave" and "Bantu woman" indicates, her move to the periphery of the Rhea 

homestead is not an act of claiming independence within the social order (as freedom from 

slavery would imply) but independence from it (by virtue of choosing a new cultural 

affiliation). With no more foothold in the world of the South, old or new, and no more 
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need to stake out her position in it, she thus leaves evocations of the past to Miranda and 

her contemporaries. Brought up in an "out-of-date sentimental way of thinking," they 

promptly begins to remember the vanishing "old world" in nostalgic hues (349), setting in 

motion what Eric Sundquist has described as the "estrangement of present from past [that] 

is absolutely central to the Southern experience and often creates the pressured situation in 

which the past becomes an ever more ghostly and gloriously imposing model to the same 

extent that... it cannot be recaptured, relived, or even clearly remembered" (7). By the 

same token. Old Nannie's knowledge of race relations, of humility and humiliations, is 

bound for oblivion. 

Uncle Jimbilly, by contrast, tells his story to make his memories part of his 

people's history. Essentially, then, "The Witness" is less a story about victimization than 

self-determination, as the text mirrors Uncle Jimbilly's efforts to appropriate words for his 

own intentions, the very weapon that for a long time has been used against him to 

circumscribe and contain him. If he is a skillful manipulator of things, "putting them 

together and taking them apart, making them over and making them do" (340), he proves 

to be equally skillful in manipulating words to convey a truth that in a world of lies, 

epitomized by the Rheas' unflinching fondness for legends of plantation-day splendor, it 

would be all but madness to state directly. 

In one way or another. Porter's recurrent interest in colonized subjects seems 

always to have been motivated by an admiration of what she evidently considered to be 

native strengths: the resilience and savvy, if murderous, resourcefulness of Mana, the 

Indian protagonist of "Maria Concepci6n," or the perseverance and capacity for 

forgivingness of Old Narmie in The Old Order. But it is, above all, the verbal kind of 

resourcefulness that attracted Porter's imagination, a fact that is emphatically underscored 

by "Magic," her other story about duplicitous talk. Written in 1927 and anticipating a key 

issue of the Miranda stories by a decade, the text represents Porter's first—and most 
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intriguing—thematization of the marginalized voice, in this case through an unnamed 

Creole maid working in a genteel Southern home, who is also the story's posited first-

person narrator. Unlike Uncle Jimbilly, whose anecdotal and emotionally charged 

discourse cannot always hide his indignation, she masks her protest behind the formal 

perfection of a well-told story and the deferential attitude of a narrator keen on entertaining 

her listener. Resting on pretext and subtext, storytelling as practised by the Creole maid 

turns into a form of artful deception and the storyteller, in the tradition of Melville, into the 

consummate con (wo)man.2 

"Magic" tells the story of Ninette, a young prostitute working in a New Orleans 

"fancy house," and her inability to free herself of her madam's tyrannical rule and 

exploitation (34). Responsible for her failure, the story suggests, is an act of magic 

referred to by the title: a "charm" put on Ninette by an old Creole woman, which 

2 The figure of the confidence man lends the title to Melville's last novel, but the notion of 
storytelling as a confidence game is already evident in the stories of The Piazza Tales 
(1856), which poignantly reevaluate the question that was fundamental to Melville's 
writing careen how to tell the truth in "a world of lies." For Melville, the art of fiction 
writing was caught between the incompatibility of own artistic credo and the cultural 
values of mid-nineteenth-century America. He believed that fiction could be, as he put it 
in "Hawthorne and His Mosses," the "great Art of Telling the Truth," which found its 
most profound expression in the metaphysical quest that lies at the center of Moby Dick. 
But he had write for, and sell to, a reading public that preferred to live by comfortable 
truths. The failure of Moby Dick confirmed Melville's apprehensions and led him to 
becoming a confidence man himself. Stories like "Bartleby, the Scrivener," "The 
Lightning-Rod Man," or "I and My Chimney" are written to apped in tone and form to the 
magazine-reading mass audience of the day, apparently belonging to a genre that the self-
complacent narrator of "Bartleby," a man who likes his "peace," would consider "safe." 
However, the veneer is deceptive, for it masks the stories' probing questions about the 
very world they address, a world whose nearsighted devotion to commerce and 
materialism, belief in technical progress, and fondness for empirical knowledge and 
legalistic thinking, in Melville's mind, constitute nothing but the attempt to keep up the 
fiction of order and coherence and keep out any knowledge of the true reality of life, 
which for Melville is one of darkness and disorder. The listener of the Creole maid's 
story in Porter's "Magic," too, would prefer to remain ignorant of some troublesome 
truths about her world to maintain the pleasing fiction of her life. That reality intrudes 
nevertheless is the doing of her humble servant, who tricks her employer into listening to a 
supposedly "safe" story and in so doing proves to be a practitioner of the great art of 
telling the truth. 
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inexplicably returns the forrner to the house of torment seven days after she has left it (41). 

By all appearances, "Magic" revolves around Ninette's plight and has therefore largely 

been read as a story of social criticism that complements, if in somewhat harsher terms. 

Porter's other stories about the "entrapment" of women (DeMouy 39). Following this line 

of argument, one can thus focus on Ninette as a "metaphor for female victimization" 

(Vanashree 16); or one can foreground the role of Madame Blanchard, the apathetic 

genteel lady to whom the story is being told, and make her and her class a guilty accessory 

to the crime because "her lack of compassion nourishes the social evil" (Unrue Truth and 

Vision 65). Either emphasis, however, fails to explore fully the story's implied narrative 

context, which is crucial for our understanding of "Magic." 

The story of Ninette's fate is told to Madame Blanchard by a posited first-person 

narrator, her Creole maid, with the justification that "it will rest you while I brush your 

hair" (39). As the maid's words suggest, her story is intended to while away her 

listener's time but not to disturb her peace of mind. Throughout the narration, Madame 

Blanchard remains noticeably aloof, which may signify her indifference to the misery of 

others, but more likely reflects her indifference to the narrator herself, a seemingly 

uneducated woman (who else would corroborate the working of a "spell"?). Madame 

Blanchard's reserve is thus primarily a sign of her determination to observe decorum, 

which is to say, maintain the social hierarchy. The narrator on her part repeatedly, almost 

too profusely, inteijects protestations of loyalty and gratitude into her narration, obviously 

aware, too, of the distance between them and her dependence on Madame Blanchard's 

good will towards her. What we see in the framing context, then, is a social disparity 

similar to that in the story being told. There are literal links as well: a Madame in one 

world, a madam in the other, and the narrator's assurance that "I am happy to be here with 

you and your family," which is echoed by the story's conclusion that the returning Ninette 

was "happy to be there" (39-41). 
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Of course, the pressing question is how Ninette could possibly be glad to be back. 

She isn't. As the story has clearly established, there is nothing in the madam's house to 

make her feel at home, especially not since Ninette is fated to be "dirt under your feet," as 

the Creole soothsayer tells the madam (41). Ninette's supposed words of relief, put into 

her mouth by the narrator, are therefore ironic at best, as are, by implication, the narrator's 

own expressions of contentment at living in such a "serene" home (39). By telling the 

story of Ninette, the narrator thus holds up a mirror to her Madame that, by invoking the 

unreal (i.e., witchcraft), safely obscures the true picture of the narrator's own 

discontentment—her very real sense of powerlessness, maltreatment, and economic 

dependence. What the Creole narrator essentially tells Madame Blanchard is that she feels 

like dirt under her feet, that she is a prostitute, too. "Magic" is, indeed, a story about 

magic. But it lies in the telling, not the tale. 

The politeness of the Creole maid notwithstanding, "Magic," like "The Witness," 

conveys an acute sense of the Bakhtinian notion of language as a battlefield. Both she and 

Uncle Jimbilly share in what Foucault has described as "subjugated knowledge," which is 

a "historical knowledge of stn^ggles" that has been confined to the margin of discourse, 

disqualified as "naive . . . beneath the required level of cognition," because it is a 

dangerous knowledge whose articulation would add a disturbing perspective on the 

mythology of the South and have an unsettling effect on its social fabric 

{Power/Knowledge 82-83). Refusing to be silenced. Porter's two characters, however, 

have not given up the battle as lost but have significantly changed its form of engagement: 

avoiding open combat, they have turned to subterfuge. If Miranda fails to state her 

viewpoint because she can only conceive of confronting the world head-on. Porter's two 

colonized speakers succeed precisely because they employ strategies of equivocation and 

concealment, producing discourses that do not state their intended meaning. Essentially, 

their mastery lies in the very disavowal of the rules and conventions that constitute 
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discursive authority: instead of the self-sufficient statement ending in full predication, 

which distinguishes the informed speaker, we find deliberate circumlocutions in Uncle 

Jimbilly's accounts as a means to veil his protest; instead of presenting herself as the 

"proud proprietor" of her words, the stance taken by Porter's paradigmatic male narrator 

in "The Martyr," the Creole maid assumes the role of a humble raconteur disclaiming any 

importance of her tale only to weave an elaborate metaphor of condemnation. What may 

appear as naive thus proves to be intentional and effective. The indirection in both 

instances averts the dangers of authorship, of becoming entangled by one's words and 

suffering the consequences, and thereby provides the foundation for authorship, for 

expressing truths that recognize no viewpoint other than one's own; language, as it were, 

is used to inscribe meaning and at the same time buffer against it. 

As our discussion has shown, then. Porter's interest in colonized subjects goes 

beyond the quasi-missionary effort of drawing our attention to social injustices and giving 

us a glimpse of life on the margin. Both "The Witness" and "Magic" address the far more 

urgent question of how to speak from the margin, a question that not only holds 

intertextual relevance within Porter's oeuvre but that also, as Uncle Jimbilly and the Creole 

maid demonstrate, transcends the vocabulary of helplessness and victimization. 

Recontextualizing the social history of the South, their marginalia throws the prevailing 

cultural fictions into the harsh light of reality.^ 

^ In Katherine Anne Porter: A Sense of the Times, Janis Stout introduces the notion of 
class conflict into the discussion, arguing that Porter couches the domination of Ninette by 
her madam "in terms that imply class struggle" (269; see also 61). As our explication has 
shown, the real conflict takes place at another level, between the narrator and her listener, 
so that "Magic" is less a description than an enactment, or ventriloquation, of class 
struggle. 
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The Dream of Oblivion 

Slight and inconsequential as the two stories may appear, "The Witness" and 

"Magic" represent a vehement repudiation of cultural assumptions and a criticism of the 

gatekeepers of the social status quo. Historically, the disenfranchised may have been 

ignored. Porter asserts, but they are part of history and therefore not ignorant; they may 

have been silenced but are not voiceless. Reflected in her assertion is the critical stance 

towards the "establishment"—marked by a distrust of privilege and opposition to 

institutionalized authority—that accompanied her thinking during the 1920s and 

culminated in her joining the ranks of many American intellectuals rallying to the support 

of Sacco and Vanzetti."* Evident, too, are hints of her dabbling in Socialist ideas during 

that period, which to no small degree were shaped by her experience in revolutionary 

Mexico and her exposure to a revolutionary art that, largely influenced by Diego Rivera, 

celebrated the common people. Even if her leftist leanings were short-lived (and 

revolutionary politics later discredited by "Flowering Judas" and "Hacienda"), she 

continued to express populist sentiments well into the Forties before, with growing public 

recognition and critical praise, she gradually began to adopt the conservative rhetoric of a 

cultural elitist. In her short stories, however. Porter's interest in marginalized figures does 

not waver, a circumstance which seems to be less motivated by sympathy or empathy than 

an artistic imperative. In her mind, those unencumbered by privilege and the effort to 

uphold it have a clarity of vision that is instrumental in comprehending the true state of 

things. Subtending this interest, especially in stories like "Magic" and "The Witness," is 

ultimately a good deal of optimism as both texts posit the historical impossibility of 

keeping that vision from declaring itself. 

^ Porter recounts the events leading up to the executions of 1927 in her essay "The Never-
Ending Wrong," which was not published until 50 yeeirs later. 
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Such assuredness, which should have obvious implications for the silent Miranda 

of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," is echoed by some of the statements Porter made on feminist 

grounds. In a letter written in 1958 to Edward Schwartz, one of her critics, one comes 

across this interesting comment. What a woman wants, she writes, at least any woman 

who has an "intense self-respect. . . precisely for herself, ... is the right realty to be a 

woman, and not a kind of image doing and saying what she is expected to say by a man 

who is only afraid of one thing from her—that one day she will forget and tell him the 

truth!" {Letters 549). Porter's comment implies that women do have their own point of 

view despite their traditional confinement in a prohibitive gender role; more importantly, 

she insists that is within a woman's power to step out of that role and speak her mind. If 

she is not granted the "right" to be treated as an equal, she will just "forget" her maimers. 

Porter's comment, resonating with a distinct tone of defiance and swagger, is in essence a 

rejection of the notion of female victimization and as such consistent with her, generally 

wrongheaded, opposition to the emerging feminist theories of the 1950s and 1960s, which 

she rather categorically construed as discourses demeaning and patronizing to women. 

Porter's literary and personal statements beg the question: why doesn't Miranda, 

who has clearly stepped outside the framework of the cultural "image" of femininity, at 

least attempt to voice her opinions? Why doesn't she resist the subjugation of her 

knowledge, instead of retreating into silence? Simple as that proposition may seem, it is 

one that never presents itself to Miranda because she vacillates between two extremes that 

rule out a pragmatic course of action. On the one hand, Miranda seeks an ideological 

engagement with the world and, possessing clearly defined ideas of her own, desires 

nothing so much as to expose the hypocrisy of that world. This impulse is stifled, as we 

have seen, by her fear of entanglement and repercussions, which results in her self-

censorship. Her only outward expression of criticism is her telling Adam that she laughs 

about the "'funny war... every time I think about it'" (283). But it is a private and short
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lived laughter that gives way to a profound sense of world-weariness and the desire for a 

complete disengagement from the world of lies, an impulse that represents the other 

extreme of Miranda's character. 

To some extent, Miranda's consternation and withdrawal into silence have to be 

understood as a comment on a culture that confounds women and fills their lives with 

quiet desperation. Behind the public persona of most of Porter's female characters there is 

a private self, a kind of inner sanctuary, which allows her women to give free expression 

to their private thoughts and desires—for Porter, judged by her fiction, a quintessentially 

female experience, notwithstanding her protestations of women's inherent strength of 

character. We see signs of this private self in the Grandmother's conversations with Old 

Nannie, but it is even more pronounced in Rosaleen of "The Cracked Looking-Glass," 

who escapes from a loveless marriage into the memories of the past abounding with life's 

possibilities and sexual promises, and in Laura of "Flowering Judas," whose social and 

political involvement is motivated only by the desire to satisfy a personal fixation. What 

adds poignancy to Miranda's withdrawal, however, and distinguishes her from Porter's 

other female characters, is its radical nature in that her retreat into silence is motivated by 

the desire for an escape from language altogether. "Miranda wished to stop hearing, and 

talking," longing to transport herself from the battlefield of words to an imaginary state 

free of all ideological considerations, which, along the lines of Lacan's terminology, one 

could call the pre-symbolic (285). Miranda, in short, wants to enlighten a world attentive 

to her words or shun it, thereby holding herself prisoner to a paralyzing dichotomy. We 

can agree with Stout that "Miranda is in some ways a deprived and incomplete person, 

largely negative in her impulses" ("Guarded Speech" 275). In her passivity, Miranda, the 

passionate seeker of truth, thus overlooks the most important truth, namely that others will 

continue to speak (for) her if she does not try to speak for herself. 
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The defining moment of Miranda's escapist desire is her visit to the nightclub 

towards the end of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." Sitting together with Adam, she overhears a 

young woman at the adjacent table "telling her young man a story" (296). It recounts an 

earlier conversation she has had with another young man, which had been a futile effort in 

communication. Ironically, her story becomes a comment on her present conversation as 

well. Her speech remains a monologue that resonates with a distinct overtone of 

belligerence and the hollow sounds of rehearsed or rehashed phrases, culminating in her 

trite declaration that "'I don't need to drink, to shake my shimmy, I can strut my stuff on 

tea'" (297). In the larger context of the story, the young woman's verbal barrage, for all 

its colloquial nuances, is not even that unusual but merely epitomizes all the other 

discourses we and Miranda have heard before. All speech in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," it 

seems, is abrasive and self-righteous, a form of aggression intent on forcing its viewpoint 

on the listener. 

Juxtaposed to the woman's talk, which Miranda experiences as intrusive noise, is 

the wholesome silence of another couple sitting at a nearby table. They stand out to 

Miranda because "[t]hey said not a word," and she finds it "enviable, enviable, that they 

could sit quietly together" (296). What is more, she realizes that of all the people inside 

the nightclub—and really in the story's larger social context—they are the only ones to 

share a common human basis, a sense of human connectedness: "they were together" 

(296). What makes these two impressions so important to Miranda is the hint of a 

causality between the couple's silence and their closeness. "Something was done and 

settled" between the young man and woman, not despite but rather because they do not 

use words to communicate, relying on gestures and "small pantomime" instead (296). 

Theirs is the "new language" that Miranda experiences only momentarily with Adam 

(296). 
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What is essentially a negative condition—being in a state of aphasia—thus 

becomes to Miranda an ideal one, which consumes her thoughts and actions from this 

point on. Like the couple, she wants to forget the here and now and become oblivious to 

the noise around her; like they, she wants to inhabit a realm where speech is superfluous. 

Indeed, she wants nothing less than to erase any traces of words altogether "Miranda 

said, 'there's too much of everything in this world just now.... I wish I could lose my 

memory and forget my name'" (289). Miranda's words prove to be ominous. The wish, 

which represents her final and full acknowledgement of her escapist desire, foreshadows 

the onset of her illness and her descent into a feverish delirium. But if her illness takes her 

to brink of death, it also becomes a wish fulfillment. In her delirious state, the conscious 

self, the "I," ceases to exist; her identity, the ongoing text that is her life and defines her 

place in the world, is suspended. It is superseded by the dream narrative, with its own 

signifying itinerary, which retraces her life—as it were, re-imagining it—to give birth to a 

new identity in a different world. On the thematic level, the long feverish dream thus 

serves as a test of Miranda's proposition. 

The dream passage in Pale Horse, Pale Rider" consists of four dreams, each one 

of which is interrupted by intrusions from the external world. Essentially, though, it is 

one long dream and truly a passage since it retraces the main stages of Miranda's journey 

through life, and more importantly, refocuses its central themes. In this latter regard, the 

dream sequence can therefore be seen as a synecdoche of the Miranda stories. The dream 

begins with Miranda finding herself in the mountains, whose open landscape reminds her 

of "another place she had known first and loved best," the place of her childhood (298). 

The imagery that slowly takes shape is one of peacefulness and tranquility. She notices "a 

sky that warmed without dazzling ... the long slow wavering of gray moss in the drowsy 

oak shade, the spacious hovering of buzzards overhead, the smell of crushed water herbs 

along the bank, and without warning a broad tranquil river into which flowed all the rivers 
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she had known" (298-99). If the scenery clearly resembles the Grandmother's home in 

the Texas countryside we find described in the stories of The Old Order, within the dream 

the image now also serves as trope for Miranda's childhood itself—a life that is 

remembered as lazy and carefree, that like the interconnected rivers has coherence and 

gives her a sense of belonging. It pictures a life, in short, that, as the idyllic landscape 

suggests, retrospectively appears as one of pristine innocence (from the stories about the 

young Miranda, we know, of course, that it has not been quite that way). 

The broad tranquil river then turns into the figurative river of life, which Miranda 

follows on board a sailing ship that is ready to take her away. As soon as the voyage 

begins, the landscape changes dramatically. She enters a jungle, an inscrutable and 

dangerous place that, like the beautiful birds with "malign eyes," is full of deception and 

that exudes "the ichor of death" (299).^ Especially dangerous are the concealed arrow-like 

voices that strike the unsuspecting wanderer.^ Briefly awakened by the noise of two 

hospital wardens, Miranda soon resumes her dream journey; only now her sense of life's 

inscrutability and dangers is displaced onto the image of a "pallid white fog ... in which 

was concealed all terror and all weariness, all the wrung faces and twisted backs and 

broken feet of abused, outraged living things, all the shapes of their confused pain and 

their estranged hearts" (308). As the fog parts, Miranda gets a glimpse of life's misery. At 

first unprepared for this realization, she quickly recognizes life in its whole scope and with 

a clarity that matches her awareness of the concealed arrows earlier in the jungle. She sees 

^ The lyricism of the passage is not without its humorous elements. Among the animals 
she sees in the jungle, Miranda makes out "extravagantly crested lions" (2^), an image 
meant to represent the seemingly noble but inherently predatory Lusk Committeemen, 
whom Miranda rightly meets with suspicion in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." But the image 
and that of the "screaming long-armed monkeys" also prove to be deft tropes of the 
affected posturing she associates with the committeemen and virtually all of the male 
characters in the story—men who think of themselves as majestic but who are little more 
than chest-beating poseurs and thus deserving of Miranda's ridicule. 
^ As we have seen in our discussion in Chapter 3, one of the unsuspecting wanderers 
struck by these dangerous voices is Adam. 
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a "landscape of disaster" where justice and mercy do not exist, as symbolized by the action 

of "two executioners," but where atrocities and violence abound, as symbolized in her 

mind by the cruelties of the war, which themselves are condensed in the figure of Dr. 

Hildesheim (308-09). The fact that he is the doctor in charge of saving her life makes his 

appearance in the dream particularly revealing because it reflects Miranda's great sense of 

vulnerability ; if not him, whom can she trust? 

After briefly awakening again, she returns to the "midnight of her internal 

torment," but her voyage has come to a halt (310). Her whole past has been unravelled 

and flowed into the present, one static and towering moment, in which remembered time 

and the narrative's "real" time converge. It is unlike anything she has ever seen because it 

is the moment of approaching death. "She lay on a narrow ledge over a pit that she knew 

to be bottomless, though she could not comprehend it" (310). In a Dickensonian effort, 

she conjures up words to apprehend the "unseen, the unknowable," thinking of 

"whirlpool," "oblivion," and "eternity," but "[n]one of them is death, nor the image of it. 

Death is death" (310). "Silenced" by the enigma of death, she gives in to it and, sinking 

deeper and deeper, loses all her humanness (310); "blind, deaf, speechless, no longer 

aware of the members of her own body, entirely withdrawn from all human concerns," 

she ceases to be Miranda and is reduced to a kind of animalistic life urge, a "fiercely 

burning particle of being" set "to resist destruction, to survive and to be in its own 

madness of being, motiveless and planless beyond that one essential end" (310-11). 

Significantly, the reduced state is a liberating one. Cleansed of "all notions of the 

mind, the reasonable inquiries of doubt, all ties of blood and the desires of the heart," 

Miranda is able to see a new world opening before her eyes with vistas of complete 

harmony (310). It is a hcuroony not only of nature but also among the people who are part 

of it and begin moving towards her "leisurely as clouds through the shimmering air" 

(311). In "an amazement of joy" Miranda realizes that the "great company of human 
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beings .. . were all the living she had known. Their faces were transfigured, each in its 

own beauty, beyond what she remembered of them, their eyes were clear and untroubled 

as good weather, and they cast no shadows" (311). Overwhelmed by the "vision of 

repose," Miranda willingly steps into the paradisaical scene, relinquishing the last vestiges 

of her self as a separate being (314). 

The autobiographical quality of this scene has been amply discussed. The more 

relevant task, however, is to place the scene within the context of Miranda's experience. 

The curious—and crucial—element in this regard is that Miranda looks upon the scene 

"without surprise," as though for all its otherworldliness it represents something familiar 

(311). And, indeed, she has seen it in more than one sense. For one thing, her dream has 

circled back to its and her own beginning, to the open expanses, soft meadows, and 

luminescent sky of her childhood. But the "serene rapture" she feels at the sight, it seems, 

is due to something more. As she herself thinks, it is "as if some promise made to her 

had been kept long after she had ceased to hope for it"—as though the vision of repose 

realizes something she had long wished for (311). What has come true is precisely the 

impossible wish, first felt at the nightclub, to "unite the contradictions of her life" and 

"stop hearing and talking." As the following passage indicates, she has become part of a 

world in which beings relate to each other in a way that transcends all human categories: 

They were pure identities and she knew them every one without calling their 

names or remembering what relation she bore to them. They surrounded her 

smoothly on silent feet, then turned their entranced faces again towards the 

sea, and she moved among them easily as a wave among waves. The 

^ According to Katherine Anne Porter, the scene is inspired by her own near-death 
experience she had during a serious bout with influenza during the devastating epidemic of 
1918. The dream passage of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," she writes, is an attempt to "give 
an account of what is cdled the Beatific Vision, the strange rapture that occurs . . . just 
before death" (Leftew 177). 
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drifting circle widened, separated, and each figure was alone but not solitary; 

Miranda, alone too, questioning nothing, desiring nothing, in the quietude of 

her ecstasy, stayed where she was, eyes fixed on the overwhelming deep sky 

where it was always morning. (311) 

Essentially, this remarkable passage gathers up the major thematic strands of "Pale Horse, 

Pale Rider" and resolves the conflicts of Miranda's life, transforming them into a vision of 

existence where selves are independent but not relationless, where language and its 

attendant struggles have become obsolete, where time stands still and the burden of history 

does not exist. The figures in the dream landscape do not need words or names, titles, or 

kinship designations to author and define their identity. They just are. And yet they are 

not isolated but part of a social whole, as epitomized by the form of the circle, in which 

each member is "alone but not solitzu^" (311). Joining them, Miranda becomes a "pure 

identity" herself, no longer Miranda the reporter, her father's daughter, daughter of the 

South, or Miranda the woman, just an identity complete in and by herself. Complete in 

and by herself and no longer living within a body, she no longer desires anything. She is 

just "a wave among waves," a fiuidum of diffuse body matter that transcends the self-

other dichotomy and any vestiges of gender.^ 

The blissful vision, however, does not last. Snatched back from the brink of death 

and awakened by nurse Tanner, Miranda finds herself back inside a burdensome body and 

surrounded by the clamor of human voices. Their sounds—the "helpless voices" of 

"ragged tuneless old women," the "furry voice" of the nurse—hurt her ears (312-13); 

their words, singing of the "happiness to be alive," ring false and strike her like a 

conspiracy by the the living to "put in order her disordered mind" (314). Having seen a 

^ Placing her blissful state within Lacan's paradigm, one could say that she has recovered 
the completeness of being that precedes human subjectivity. 
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better world, she cannot help but feel like "an alien who does not like the country in which 

he finds himself, does not understand the language nor wish to leam it" (313). And yet 

there is nothing she can do but respond in kind, for, as she reminds herself, it would be 

futile to contest the one universal truth and "tamper with the courage of the living" (315). 

With a tone of mock humility, she thus agrees that "there is nothing better than to be 

alive," sanctimoniously concurring with the notion that anybody "who attempts to deny it 

is justly outlawed" (315). At the end of the story, her cynicism has given way to 

resignation and the knowledge that eventually she will be part again in the Qow of 

everyday life and again believe in the greatest of lies. Yet she will remain a silent woman, 

her "indifferent heart" keeping her from engaging in the affairs of the world and only 

keeping alive the memory of her "lost rapture" (314—15). 

In a World Without Words: The Impossible Holiday 

Nominally, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" brings the Miranda story cycle to an end. 

Her sense of defeat, the acceptance that there is "no escape" from the "dull world," is 

apparently the last we see of the woman Porter follows over some twenty years of growth 

to final resignation (314). Implicitly, though, Miranda's story is continued in "Holiday," 

which follows up on the events of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" in a thematic and, arguably, 

chronological sense. To be sure, in one respect "Holiday" differs significantly from that 

text and all the other Miranda stories. Along with "Hacienda" and "Magic," it is Porter's 

only narrative with a first-person narrator, told by a woman who can speak for herself and 

hence does not depend on the authorial voice for articulation. As the story's vivid 

imagery, the devotion to detail, and the easy-flowing cadences of her sentences indicate, 

here is a female narrator who takes pleasure in telling her story. It is a voice that is 

comfortable with words and not afraid to utter its truths openly; indeed, beginning her 
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story by stating its conclusion, the narrator loses no time to announce what "great Uoith" 

could be gleaned from the narrative that is to follow (407). 

But the narrator constitutes only one level of the story. At another, we have the 

narrator's earlier self, a woman "too young for some of the troubles I was having," whose 

experience from another time is being recounted by the narrative (407). She differs quite 

significantly from the narrator, and in ways that clearly resemble the silent Miranda of 

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider." While the recollections of that past comprise most of the text, it 

is this difference between narrator and narratee, the implied shift from a timid to a 

confident Miranda, that comprises the thematic center of the text. In the end, we see a 

woman who no longer stares blankly at the "dead cold light of tomorrow," as does 

Miranda at the conclusion of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," but who sees a "lovely, festive 

afternoon" where time holds promises and possibilities for things to come (317, 435). To 

understand this fundamental change in her outlook on life and on her own existence, this 

"great truth," we have to follow the chronology of events, which by all indications begins 

where "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" ends. 

Most obvious in this regard is the same mood of resignation and exhaustion that 

marks the beginning of the narrator's holiday. She has experienced a "painful" situation 

that has left her with a sense of confusion and vulnerability (411). As she tells us, at that 

time she "felt divided into many fragments, having left or lost a part of myself in every 

place I had travelled, in every life mine had touched, above all, in every death of someone 

near to me that had carried into the grave some part of my living cells" (417). The passage 

could be read as a reference to Adam's death, but it is also highly suggestive of Miranda's 

momentary blissful vision during her feverish dream, which ends with the loss of her 

other, contented self. Regardless of how one wants to interpret the passage, though, it is 

evident that the young woman of "Holiday" has experienced some "physical and psychic 
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ravages," which have left a deep impression on her mind (DeMouy 167). Her holiday is 

an attempt at recovery. 

The holiday proves to be a matter of escape. She turns her back on her world of 

"troubles" and takes a room with the Miillers, a German immigrant family, whose farm, 

nestled in the rolling hills of Southern Texas, is like an "inland country" (414). Its 

geographic isolation is complemented by a cultural one. The Miillers have lived on their 

land for three generations, but have held on to their customs and native language, for 

"never in any wise did they confuse nationality with habitation" (413). For this reason, 

Miranda likes to think of their farmhouse as a "house of perpetual exile," which is the kind 

of place she is only too glad to visit. Safely distanced from the outside world and 

welcome by the Miiller family, Miranda quickly feels at home on the farm, where life is 

governed by the cycles of nature. Its steady rhythms, punctuated by the daily chores, 

have a calming effect on her, and she begins to feel an affinity for this more simple world. 

To a large extent, Miranda's retreat into the isolation of rural life thus becomes an 

immersion into nature. A good portion of her days is taken up by excursions into the 

surrounding countryside, whose descriptions lend the text its rich imagery. Partly, they 

are the descriptions of the botanist closely examining the budding branches, partly those of 

the poet, who lyrically reflects about nature's "own being" (410). Underlying her 

activities is an almost romantic sense of communion with nature—and, it seems, a 

romantic intent. DeMouy thus argues that Miranda "expects to be nourished by the natural 

world" (168), much like the Miillers, who have "struck their mattocks into the earth deep" 

and found rich sustenance for their bodies and spirit (413). It is indeed suggestive when 

the narrator recalls how almost every day she "went along the edge of the naked wood, 

passionately occupied with looking for signs of spring" (419). In and with nature, it 

seems, Miranda is ready to awaken from the "moribund coma" of winter and infuse her 

existence with new life (414). 
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While there is some merit to such emphasis, it ought to be taken with caution 

because it can easily obscure the cultural dimension that plays a large, and one could 

argue, pivotal role in Miranda's holiday. After all, her vacation site is not Walden Pond 

but a farm pulsating with a strong sense of community. And given her participation in 

activities around the farm and in the Sunday meetings of the Tumverein, it is evident that 

she seeks the human contact the Miillers offer her. It matters little that she is a stranger to 

their customs and language. Being a keen observer cmd eager to forget her recent past, 

Miranda quickly becomes part of this other world. Most important in this respect is her 

inclusion at the dinner table, the family's inner sanctum, where their communal spirit is 

renewed over lively conversation and enormous consumption of food. The nightly ritual 

leaves a deep impression on Miranda. She can sense the Miillers' vitality, "an enormous 

energy and animal force that was like a bodily presence itself in the room" (416). And she 

realizes that they are a family united by "tribal skepticism" as well as by loving respect for 

each other, as epitomized by Annetje and her husband, who smile at each other "with a 

gentle, reserved warmth in their eyes, the smile of long and sure friendship" (416-17). 

If her observations confirm her first impression of the Miiller house as a place of 

"warmth and tenderness" (411), they also have a profound effect on her inner being: "the 

almost mystical inertia of their minds in the midst of this muscular life, communicated 

itself to me little by little, and I absorbed it gratefully in silence and felt all the hidden 

knotted painful places in my own mind beginning to loosen" (418). By all indications, 

then, the social context plays an integral part in Miranda's holiday. It gives her the 

pleasure of experiencing a different world, which serves as a panacea for her strained 

nerves. 

But here a crucial distinction has to be made. While Miranda finds a certain appeal 

in the Miillers' peculiarities, and indeed feels drawn into their midst, she does not become 

part of their community. As she says herself, she is "a stranger and a guest" who "settled 
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easily enough into the marginal life of the household ways and habits" (415, 417, italics 

added). She remains an outsider because belonging requires the common ground of 

language, which is a ground she cannot enter and, more significantly, does not want to 

enter. Her own explanation is revealing: 

The sound of the German speech in the household below was part of the 

pleasantness, for they were not talking to me and did not expect me to 

answer. ... I liked the thick warm voices, and it was good not to have to 

understand what they were saying. I loved that silence which means 

freedom from the constant pressure of other minds and other opinions and 

other feelings, that freedom to fold up in quiet and go back to my own 

center. ... I paused there a good while listening to this muted unknown 

language which was silence with music in it; I could be moved and touched 

but not troubled by it, as by the crying of frogs or the wind in the trees. 

(413) 

The narrator's words leave little doubt that her excursion to the country is nothing less 

than a holiday from language itself. As she tells us, she has felt burdened by the 

"pressure" of others' discourses, i.e., their attempts to impress their values and 

viewpoints on her and their implicit demand for an answer from her. Instead of accepting 

her part in this fundamental and inevitable human exchange, she prefers to withdraw from 

language into silence, a self-imposed exile that offers a pleasant sense of self-centeredness 

outside the dialogic. She refers to this state as "pure being" in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" 

and calls it her "own center" in "Holiday." 

The references to the Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" are striking. We get the 

same sense of the beleaguered self, the same apprehensions of a woman about assuming 

her author-ity. And we see the same desire to escape into a wordless realm where again 
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she can be "alone but not solitary" (it is telling that at the onset of her travel she refers to 

the farm as a "paradise," and then describes it as a place of "repose") (311,408, 418). All 

of these parallels suggest that her holiday is not so much designed to get over the 

"ravages" of her illness than to return to the moment of that illness, which afforded her an 

ecstatic moment of liberation. Significantly, then, Miranda has translated the fleeting 

reality of her dream into something more real and lasting. By boarding with the Miillers, 

she has created a safe, an ideal, community for herself. She is able to enjoy the company 

of others, but being unable to understand and speak their language she remains outside 

their social order and its ideological struggles, a position that is perfectly troped by her 

"homely" attic room, which is part of the main house but separated from the household by 

a steep staircase (412). 

This dichotomy between human connectedness and cultural separateness is 

particularly significant if we recognize that ideologically the Miiller household does not 

represent such a "homely" place at all because it is, as Miranda's friend has rightly warned 

her, "'a household in real patriarchal style'" (408). Mother Miiller may be a strong and 

strong-minded woman, who runs the household and stables with an iron fist, but the true 

distribution of rights and power becomes visible at dinner, when Father Miiller takes "his 

patriarch's place at the head of the table" (415). While he delivers worldly sfjeeches about 

politics and determines family policies, his wife and her daughters stand back to serve 

their husbands' dinner, "for three generations in this country had not made them self-

conscious" (415). This self-subjugation to the law of the Father is even more pronounced 

in Hatsy, the youngest daughter, who gets married at seventeen to assume her 

reproductive and child-rearing function, just as her sisters have done before her. Unrue is 

right when she observes that the family members carry out their duties "like parts of a 

precisioned machine"—like their mother, the daughters willingly take their predetermined 

place in the sexual and domestic economy (Truth and Vision 102). It is in this sense that 
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the narrator can say that "poor Mother Miiller had never had a child of her own.... True, 

she had borne them, but that was all; they belonged to their father" (416). 

In a very fundamental way, then, the Miillers' social order is a microcosm of the 

world Miranda has left behind—and, for that matter, of the world all of Porter's female 

protagonists inhabit. The crucial difference of "Holiday" is Miranda's linguistic 

disconnectedness. It affords her a privileged vantage point that allows her to see 

patriarchal culture from a distance and with great clarity. Her observations fill her with 

compassion and admiration for "those honest hard-working wives and mothers" caught 

within, who only on Sundays could see "life for a few hours as a hearty low joke" (428), 

and her insight reaffirms her conviction that this kind of culture is, as her friend Louise 

puts it, "'the kind of thing you'd hate to live with'" (408). At the same time, Miranda is 

beyond the reach of the patriarchal machinery. She is immune to the Father's discourse 

and under no obligation to respond. 

But as any holiday, this one has come to an end, too, because its pleasurable sense 

of freedom is just as illusory as that evoked by the dream at the end of "Pale Horse, Pale 

Rider." A transformation occurs that turns the weary and silent Miranda into the confident 

and wise narrator who emerges to tell her own story. Instrumental in this transformation 

is Ottilie, the crippled and mute servant girl, for whom "bringing in that endless food . . . 

represented all her life's labors" (427). To the family she is but a "ghost" (427); "no one 

moved aside for her, or spoke to her, or even glanced after her when she vanished into the 

kitchen" (415). To Miranda, however, she is the object of great interest, partly because 

like herself she inhabits a marginal place, partly because everything about her is puzzling, 

a "blurred, dark face [that] was neither young nor old," a body "maimed in some painful, 

mysterious way" (420, 415). Curious about this woman, Miranda watches her move 

about the house day after day and perform her duties, always in a "limping run" even 

though she has to fight her body, "a mere machine of torture," at every step (417, 427). 
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Witnessing such "tormented haste" (427), Miranda reacts with pity, but also with 

fascination because, unlike herself or anybody else in the house, Ottilie "seemed to me the 

only individual"—because, in a way, her marginalization grants her the kind of freedom 

Miranda idealizes: "she was whole and belonged nowhere" (417). Still, unable to speak 

for herself and thus unable to provide clues about her identity or history, she remains an 

enigma to Miranda. 

This changes when Ottilie, in a rare moment of privacy, shows Miranda an old and 

faded photograph of a young girl. Studying the portrait, Miranda realizes that Ottilie is 

really the Miillers' eldest daughter. This one impression, the narrator recalls, 

connected her at once somehow to the world of human beings I knew; for an 

instant some filament hghter than cobweb spun itself out between that living 

center in her and in me, a filament from some center that held us all bound to 

our unescapable common source, so that her life and mine were kin, even 

part of each other, and the painfulness and strangeness of her vanished. 

(426) 

The importance of this passage lies in Miranda's suggestion that a "bit of cardboard" could 

make Ottilie's "secret existence" readable and bridge all interpersonal distance between 

them (426). With its notion of a human community outside of language, the passage 

reiterates the story's central proposition that informs Miranda's holiday with the Miillers. 

Only now that proposition resonates with more certainty as she proclaims that Otillie "was 

no [longer a] stranger to me, and could not be again" (426). Such hubris, as any hubris, 

is of course dangerous and should alert us to a fateful turn of events. 

Two events overshadow the remainder of Miranda's stay. One of them is the 

sudden death of Mother Miiller, which brings the household to a temporary standstill and 

returns Miranda to the position of a more detached observer. Aware that she is a stranger 
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after all, she retreats to her attic room to give the family some privacy in their moment of 

grief. And yet the woman's death also holds a very personal meaning for Miranda. As 

the family gets ready to take the coffin to the cemetery, she "heard and felt the ominous 

order and purpose in the movements and sounds below . . . and it was as if my blood 

fainted and receded with fright" (433). The "awful impress" culminates in an epiphany 

that drastically changes her understanding of her own existence: "On that day I realized, 

for the first time, not death, but the terror of dying" (433). Implying a previous 

knowledge of death, Miranda's remark could be read as another reference to her 

experience of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." Significantly, though, this experience is now 

revaluated in that the erstwhile blissful vision has turned into a terrifying prospect. At this 

point, Miranda becomes a "fugitive from death" and begins to reach out for the living 

(435). 

Startled by sounds from the downstairs, she leaves her room to find Ottilie sitting 

alone in the kitchen, howling "with a great wrench of her body" and gesticulating towards 

the open window (433). The other family members are "secure in a communal grief," 

Miranda knows; "in sharing it, they consoled each other" (432). Consequently, she now 

tries to offer Ottilie a similar sense of human communion. Surmising in her howling and 

frenzied gesturing the wish to join the funeral procession she has seen depart, Miranda 

takes her by the arms and leads her out of the house to the barnyard, where she hitches the 

pony to a wagon to catch up with the funeral party. 

The ensuing wagon ride represents the second key event. With the wheels 

spinning "in a broad comedy swagger" and the wagon lurching forward with "clownish 

humor," the ride becomes a travesty of Miranda's good intentions (434). For suddenly 

Ottilie, whom Miranda had believed to be in a state of utter despair, "laughed out. . . and 

clapped her hands for joy, the grinning mouth and suffering eyes turned to the sky. . . . 

She was happy and gay, and she gurgled and rocked in her seat, leaning upon me and 
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waving loosely around her as if to show me what wonders she saw" (434). It is at this 

point that Miranda realizes her "ironical mistake" (434). Even though she finds it difficult 

to do so, she has to admit that her "attempt to deny and bridge the distance" has failed, that 

her sense of connectedness has been an illusion (434). "There was nothing I could do for 

Ottilie, selfishly as I wished to ease my heart of her," because good will towards others is 

not enough to join people in a meaningful relationship. Only words can do so. But Ottilie 

is "without a coherent language of signs" and therefore has to remain, as Miranda realizes, 

"beyond my reach as well as any other human reach" (421, 434). The only common 

ground that Miranda in the end can discern between herself and Ottilie is that "we were 

both equally the fools of life"—Ottilie because she lives in a daze of non-comprehension, 

Miranda because she has tried to read meaning and intentions into Ottilie's gurgling 

sounds (435). 

What makes Miranda's realization of her "mistake" especially significant is, of 

course, the implication it holds for her own holiday from language. By looking at Ottilie, 

Miranda can see a grotesque mirror image of herself and she is able to understand what it 

really means to be deprived of words. Like Ottilie, she would remain beyond human 

reach and move like a "ghost" among others; like she, Miranda would be "peering into a 

darkness full of danger" (420). The desire for silence, in other words, is pure negation 

and can only be crippling because it makes it impossible to establish the bond of humanity. 

It would, therefore, be all but foolishness to seek such condition as a refuge from life. 

The "great truth" that begins the narrator's story—"that we do not run from the troubles 

and dangers that are truly ours"—is a direct expression of this second epiphany that 

"impressed itself" upon Miranda (407). Being in language may be troublesome, even 

dangerous; it may consist of the unending struggle to define and assert one's authority. 

But it is alone what makes us human. Without words, there can be no meaningful human 
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relationships and, what is more, no sense of self. Bringing about this insight, the wagon 

ride effectively ends Miranda's self-imposed exile. 

In a sense, then, "Holiday" is, as DeMouy contends, a story of "renewal" and 

"rebirth" (167, 175). Motivated by a desire for escape, Miranda's stay with the Miillers 

initially removes all external pressures as well as her inner apprehensions. But it also 

prepares the ground for a new awareness, which subsequently is brought about not only 

by her encounter with Ottilie but also by her observations of the family, in whose "refusal 

to feel sorry for anybody, least of all themselves," she finds "great virtue and courage" 

(428). Recognizing the importance of speech and no longer feeling sorry for herself, 

Miranda emerges to rejoin the world at large and ultimately tell her story. "Holiday" thus 

ends in a beginning. Just as the birth of Annetje's child renews the cycle of life that has 

been interrupted by the death of Mother Miiller, the confident female voice of the "new" 

Miranda emerges to replace the meek and silent one. It is appropriate that the last we see 

of Miranda is her taking a "breath of spring air" (435). In every respect, the season of 

renewal has arrived. 
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Chapter 6 Porter and the Art of Familiarization—A Conclusion 

[The artist] is a kind of synthesis, a sounding board, a mirror, a sieve, he is 

an instrument in fact. 

—Katherine Anne Porter, in her opening speech at the 1952 Paris 
Conference of the Arts 

[The artist's] true function ... is that of a finder, a bringer, a giver of new 

forms of expression based in life, but seen with imagination and 

creativeness. 

—Katherine Arme Porter, in a letter to Paul O'Higgins, 1931 

Any attempt to provide an overall assessment of a writer's work, as conclusions 

are supposed to do, invariably has to return to the author's thematic concerns and textual 

strategies and, based on the insights gained, address the overall question of artistic merit. 

In Katherine Anne Porter's case, it might be helpful to reverse that order and begin by 

asking why her fiction has not received more attention. Two reasons seem to 

predominate. The frequent inclusion of her stories in short story anthologies and college 

texts suggests that her texts primarily are seen formally and read as illustrations of the 

genre, which offers one explanation for their neglect by more comprehensive critical 

approaches. In addition, there is the fact that although Porter's writing career covers some 

50 years she was not a prolific writer. Unlike most writers, she produced her major work 

at the beginning of her career. From 1922 to 1941 she published 24 of her 26 short 

stories and several essays. For the next four decades, until her death in 1980, she 

professed literature at colleges and cultivated her literary persona but accomplished very 
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little in terms of writing, except for occasional essays, two short stories^ and her only 

novel. Ship of Fools (1962). The one area in which Porter showed remarkable 

industriousness were book reviews. Some 70 reviews bear her byline, more than half of 

which were written by 1940 and almost all of them by 1958. Her literary productivity, 

however, dropped off decidedly in the early 1940s, which can probably be attributed to a 

number of factors: her wavering, if consuming, twenty-year effort to complete the novel, 

her chronic financial insolvency, which made teaching positions an attractive alternative, 

and, later on in life, her failing health. Or maybe it was simply because she had, to 

borrow from Thomas Wolfe, gotten rid of everything she had to say. Whatever the 

reasons, Katherine Anne Porter clearly failed to sustain the focus and purposefulness of 

her early work and, despite favorable receptions of Ship of Fools by her contemporary 

critics, never graduated from the rank of short story writer to that of major novelist in the 

canon of American literature. 

The short story undoubtedly was Porter's genre of choice and inclination. But any 

true evaluation of her oeuvre has to recognize the value judgment inherent in such 

classification, one which tends to denigrate the short story as something of a lesser form. 

As far as Porter's stories—and for that matter those of other twentieth-century writers— 

are concerned, a more differentiated evaluation is called for. The task is to go beyond the 

conventional dichotomy between novel and short story and the formal considerations it 

rests upon, i.e, the criterion of length and, determined by it, questions of character and 

plot development. What should be asked, instead, is what Porter's short narratives 

accomplish as narratives. 

^ "The Fig Tree" and "Holiday" were published in 1960. Both stories, however, were 
for the most part written in 1929 and 1924, respectively, and therefore really fall into the 
first period of Porter's career as well. 
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As this study has attempted to show, her stories are neither impoverished in 

narrative techniques nor narrow in thematic scope. Working within her chosen genre and 

writing a prose that, as Eudora Welty notes, is "without waste or extravagance or self-

indulgence or display," Porter was able to create richly textured stories that explore 

complex issues of self-identity and self-expression (39). None of her stories fails to offer 

some subtle and often surprising insight as each one creates a small arena of contesting 

voices and viewpoints that illuminate larger issues beyond its horizon. At one time it is a 

couple's seemingly innocuous argument over a rope that raises fundamental questions 

about the nature of words and their role in defining one's self; at another time it is a 

dejected journalist's reminiscing about his failed marriage or a family's passionate 

incantations of the past that show the workings of gender politics at a local level. In all 

instances, the themes are developed through careful orchestrations of different voices, 

which are accompanied and accentuated by the authorial voice but never subordinated to it. 

Indeed, in most of Porter's stories this dialogic interplay serves as more than just a device; 

it proves to be the subject matter itself, a circumstance that erases the traditional but 

arbitrary distinction between theme and form and lends her texts an unmistakably 

novelistic quality. 

What significantly adds to the richness of Porter's stories is their intertextuality, an 

aspect that is crucial for an understanding of her work. Her texts are tightly structured, 

self-contained narratives, but each also constantly refers us outside its frame to other 

stories as it resonates with their echoes and offers counterpoints to them. This 

interweaving of texts requires the reader to approach her stories in the same way one 

would Joyce's Dubliners, Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio or Faulkner's Go Down, Moses. 

In the case of those "story cycles," to use Anderson's term, one has to read with a 

sideways glance to appreciate how each text augments and, in turn, is augmented by its 

companion pieces. Tne polite discourses on Southern decorum and manners in "Old 
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Mortality" can thus be decoded through the unapologetically misogynistic discourses of 

the male voices in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," which derive from the same ideological base; 

the discourse of woman's otherness that is for the most part implied in the stories about 

the women of the Old Order becomes discernible in the rambling monologue of the 

journalist in "That Tree," whose words illustrate the dynamics of male self-reverence and 

self-constitution. If one recognizes this heteroglossia in its full scope, both within and 

among Porter's stories, it becomes evident that her female characters cannot be seen 

outside of the cultural context they inhabit. 

The encounters of Porter's female characters with the world take place on the 

battleground of language and result, as we have seen, in varying degrees of 

disengagement from that world. In The Lonely Voice, the Irish writer and critic Frank 

O'Connor has characterized the modem short story as a genre of "a submerged population 

group" and "outlawed figures wandering about the fringes of society," who endow many 

texts with "an intense awareness of human loneliness" (18, 19). To O'Connor's 

representatives—"tramps, artists, lonely idealists, dreamers, and spoiled priests" (20-

21)—one could certainly add as a very distinct group the lonely women that have 

populated the American short story since the end of the nineteenth century, from the texts 

of Sarah Ome Jewett, Mary Wilkins Freeman, and Kate Chopin to those of Katherine 

Anne Porter. Her characters lead marginalized lives, not so much on the fringes of society 

as within it, and they speak with voices that know loneliness because they are isolated and 

without an audience. Judged by our discussion of Porter's stories, the fundamental 

concern of her fiction is to give outward articulation to these lonely voices and illuminate 

their submerged and secret lives—i.e., to show that despite and beyond appearances of 

accomplished and presumably fulfilling lives there is a secret undercurrent of regrets and 

apprehensions, that underneath her women's calm deportment lie hidden quiet resentment 

and dissent. It is this overriding purpose of familiarization that, in essence, motivates all 
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of Porter's stories. As she herself emphasizes in her essay "On Writing" (1934), a writer 

"should direct you to points of view you have not examined before, or cause you to 

comprehend, even if you do not sympathize with predicaments not your own, ways of 

life, maimers of speech, even of dress, above ail of the unique human heart, outside of 

your normal experience" {Collected Essays 440).^ Putting her pen at the service of 

desperately silent women. Porter directs our attention to female experiences in the 

domestic and public spheres and along generational lines, articulating what some of her 

characters cannot even admit to themselves. 

The story that probably underscores this central concern more than any other, and 

in more than one way, is Porter's last published story, "Holiday." The journey that lies at 

its center, the narrator's emergence from aphasia to speech and from the enclave of privacy 

to society at large, is an apt metaphor for the kind of transformation all of Porter's 

narratives about women try to effect. In telling their stories, she frees her female 

characters from the shadows of anonymity and misrecognition cast upon them by the 

prevailing cultural narratives, which, as we have seen, confront them at every turn; in so 

doing, she endows her female characters with an identity and history truly their own. 

What makes "Holiday" all the more poignant is its own peculiar history. By 

Porter's own account, the story was begun in the mid-1920s but not finished until almost 

40 years later after she came across the manuscript while rummaging through old notes 

and letters. When the story was finally published in 1960, it was for the most part 

unchanged from the early draft. But "Holiday" is by no means just a writer's afterthought 

rushed to the presses for an easy windfall. As Porter recalls, she could only use the 

original manuscript by adding "the very crux of the matter... I was unable to say so long 

2 Similar prescriptions can be found in Porter's essays and correspondence. In a letter 
written in 1951, for instance, she asserts that any "real study of great literature must take 
in human life at every possible level and search out every dark comer. And its natural 
territory is the whole human experience, no less" {Letters 396). 
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ago" {Letters 579). The delay, in other words, afforded her a fresh perspective that 

enabled her to see in the narrative events a meaning she may have intuited but could not 

verbalize earlier and the narrator now articulates for hen the "great truth" that one cannot 

and should not run from the "troubles" that are truly one's own. The insight that provides 

the focal point for "Holiday" can serve as a fitting epigraph for Porter's women stories as 

a whole. The crux of her stories lies in their forceful rejection of cultural forces, not 

acquiescence to them, and in their reclaiming of female experiences, not disregard for 

them. This concern, appropriately summed in a text that itself was lost and subsequently 

reclaimed by its author, provides the subtext for all of the women's stories discussed in 

this study, from the Miranda stories to those about the women of the Old Order. 

With the Grandmother and Granny Weatherall, Porter created two characters who 

abide by the code of nineteenth-century Victorian mores and values. Their lives are 

governed by notions of duty and respectability, which cancel out any impetus for self-

assertion. The Grandmother is an acknowledged authority figure who rules her household 

with a firm hand, intent on maintaining the social order of things, which in her mind is 

being threatened by "modem" and immoral ideas (333). She does question what she 

considers "burdensome rules" of the patriarchal world she inhabits in an "unbroken thread 

of inquiry" into the underprivileged position of women, their terrible biological role in 

procreation and their overall lack of freedom (327). But her "doubts and hesitations" 

never reach outside the privacy of her conversations with Old Nannie or her inner 

thoughts, and find their most pronounced manifestation in feelings of rage and contempt 

for men, which alone the authorial voice makes audible (328). Far from being given to 

rebelliousness, the Grandmother's life is evidently govemed by a sense of powerlessness, 

indeed paralysis. Reared in religious dogma, she accepts the social order as an inevitable 

aspect of a God-given law and her place within it as a woman's manifest destiny. 

Ultimately, the most disturbing aspect in Porter's stories about the Grandmother is a 
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profound contradiction at the heart of that character. Despite her deep-seated discontent 

she does her best to perpetuate the values of the past, which are defined by the law of the 

Father and which from a female point of view can only be self-alienating. 

"The Jilting of Granny Weatherall" is in many respects a corollary to The Old 

Order and "Old Mortality." Presenting us with a woman who has lived a secret life of 

unmitigated and profound self-doubts, despite her conscious attempts to believe otherwise 

and notwithstanding her successful efforts in providing for her family, the text projects a 

similarly deterministic picture of a woman who appears strong and independent but whose 

self-understanding is firmly locked in traditional gender positions. If both characters serve 

Porter as the point of departure for her stories about her young, independent women of the 

New Order, "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall" is also important for the psychological 

depth with which the story probes the dark recesses and inner turmoil of her character's 

mind. The text marks Porter's first use of the dream as an artistic device to articulate the 

private and unspoken thoughts of her female characters, surely a hallmark of Porter's craft 

and illustration of her assured hand in using complex narrative forms, especially in "Pale 

Horse, Pale Rider." 

It would, however, be misguided to judge that stylistic choice by such criteria as 

effectiveness or verisimilitude, and take the exploration of Granny Weatherall's 

hallucinatory state merely as as dramatic transcription of the elusive moments of 

approaching death, a kind of reading that has also frequently been applied to Miranda's 

near-death experience in "Pale Horse, Pale Ilider." Bringing our attention to her women's 

secret lives. Porter's use of dreams—and, more frequently, interior monologue—has 

rather to be seen as a political strategy. Both narrative techniques express not only the 

discontent, dissent, and hidden desires of her female characters, but more importantly 

show that their dissatisfaction is the result of the social context they inhabit. Both 

techniques, in other words, establish causalities that pointedly question the patriarchal 
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world. In Porter's stories appearances are generally deceiving, and the stories about 

Granny Weatherall and the Grandmother are no exception. The chziracters' domestic 

power and accomplishments can conceal but not obliterate the fact that, at bottom, both 

women lead unfulfilled lives of stoic endurance, the Grandmother accommodating herself 

to puzzling injustices for which she expected no answer. Granny Weatherall living 

embroiled in a sixty-year struggle against remembering. 

The development of the Miranda character, generally acknowledged as the key to 

Porter' oeuvre, is only a logical progression from the issues raised by this first group of 

stories. Even though Miranda's idealism and hope stand in juxtaposition to the older 

women's sense of weariness and defeat, she must be seen as part of a larger and 

congruous thematic pattern, as Porter deploys her character to foreground the 

circumscriptive mechanisms that have held the women of the older generation in self-

denial and despair. Naturally, this shift in focus first manifests itself in the stories dealing 

with the younger Miranda. Her uncertainties and curiosity about life motivate her elders' 

impassioned storytelling, which imbues a story like "Old Mortality" with its rich 

polyphony and serves Porter to exhibit discourses that are designed to circulate normative 

knowledge. As we have seen, the predominant representations of femininity define 

selfhood as objecthood by valorizing female beauty, grace, and desirability. If Porter's 

exposition implies a critique of the patriarchal world and the institution of the family in 

particular, it is important to point out again that Porter does not subscribe to what Foucault 

has called the "repressive hypothesis." Unlike its proponent Cousin Eva in "Old 

Mortality," Porter considers the dichotomy of oppressor and victim as too simplistic, 

which explains her repeated, if ill-founded, rejection of the feminist movement of the 

1960s. As especially "Old Mortality" demonstrates, the discourses intent on producing 

compliant women are characterized by a subversive kind of persuasiveness that rests on 

the notion of the female body as lack. Translating this notion into tropes of the 
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pathological, the elders' words are able to project social submission and sexual self-

abnegation as desirable, as it were, "healthy" positions for women. As a consequence 

female self-authoring becomes synonymous with a voluntary acceptance of traditional 

gender roles within the patriarchal world. 

This notion of self-policing has to be recognized as a key element in Porter's 

work, not just because it underscores Porter's intuitive grasp of cultural operations but 

also because it anchors all of her women's stories; it illuminates the older women's belief 

in the social order and explains why, by contrast, Miranda grows into a deeply skeptical 

and censorious woman. Like Porter's other poignant story about childhood, "The 

Downward Path to Wisdom," "Old Mortality" evolves around its young protagonist's fall 

from innocence: the realization that others' words, once considered precious threads of 

knowledge about life and the world, clad everything into ideological valuations that form a 

dangerous web of entanglement. This wisdom implies the categorical unreliability of 

every speaker and takes Miranda, like young Steven, on a downward path towards 

distrust and loneliness. But for Porter this step is ultimately a liberating one, for only 

critical distance towards others allows one to find one's own viewpoint and voice—in 

short, true selfhood. 

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" marks the new beginning that the ending of its 

companion piece, "Old Mortality," promises. In the older Miranda, the figure of the 

independent woman finds its full embodiment, but Porter's first text to address questions 

of female independence and authority is "Flowering Judas," which anticipates central 

themes of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." Evidently motivated by a good deal of idealism, 

Laura has gone to Mexico to be part of a revolution that promises social and economic 

justice. What really informs her involvement, though, is less an interest in being part of 

history and helping give sovereignty to the people than her desire to enact her own 

sovereignty—rewriting her own story, as it were, which is laden with unpleasant 
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memories. With Mexico as her proving ground, Laura achieves a certain degree of 

economic self-sufficiency (for Porter, as we have seen, it is always a precarious state) and 

she remains outside the sexual economy, two conditions Porter posits as crucial to any 

attempt at female independence, as "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" reiterates. But, as we have 

argued, Laura must not be seen as an early incarnation of the older Miranda because she 

closes her eyes to reality. The revolutionary politics shown by the text are corrupt, the 

revolutionary leaders are self-indulgent men—all in all an unflattering picture of Mexican 

politics that dispels all revolutionary myths but undoubtedly also serves Porter to 

reevaluate her own naive belief in them during the early 1920s. Laura, however, refuses 

to acknowledge what she hears and sees to maintain her understanding of what constitutes 

a revolution, i.e., to keep alive the "truth" on which she grounds her sense of authority as 

a knowing subject. "Flowering Judas" is a story about self-delusion, whose significance 

lies precisely in Laura's failure because it sets the stage for "Pale Horse, Pale Rider". 

The older Miranda knows that authority, which means becoming an author by 

shaping one's own meaning the world, rests on an ideational engagement with that world. 

Listening to the many discourses on war that permeate the text and evaluating their 

respective subtexts, she comes to understand that aside from the war in Europe there is a 

war being waged on the homefront a war along gender and generational lines that perverts 

the democratic ideals evoked by its spokesmen. With Miranda's departure from the 

domestic sphere and traditional conceptions of womanhood and her entrance into public 

life and intellectual independence, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" reflects the arrival of the 

emancipated woman as much as it tries to secure women's claim to their new territory in 

the cultural consciousness. And yet, while the text is affirmative, introducing a woman's 

voice of reason into an emotionally charged public debate, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" also 

represents Porter's most sober commentary on feminist grounds. "Pale Horse, Pale 

Rider" is a story about fear—fear of the war and of a deadly virus. Above all, it is about 
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logophobia, the fear of words that stray from official and commonly acknowledged 

assumptions. That this fear is heightened by the war experience but by no means limited 

to it is made evident by those stories that revolve around male characters and that generally 

amplify the dialogics within Porter's women stories. Whether proud Mr. Thompson of 

"Noon Wine," self-indulgent Mr. Halloran of "A Day's Work" or the self-aggrandizing 

narrator of "That Tree," they all express in one form or another the same latent resentment 

and open accusations that are directed at Miranda by institutional and individual male 

voices in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider." Providing probably the closest intertextual reference 

is the narrator of "That Tree," whose ill-masked fear of his wife's "quiet fury" (66)— 

which is the fear of being told the truth about his directionless life—motivates his efforts 

to discredit her as a woman "not at all teachable" and given to "devilish inconsistency" 

(73). Read against such misogynist discourses, Miranda's retreat into silence and inner 

exile becomes plausible and as such is posited by Porter as another symptom of female 

subjugation. A shift in gender positions may have opened up new opportunities. Yet, as 

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" suggests, it has also engendered new strategies of containment 

that no longer involve just the management of the female body and sexuality but the 

regimentation of knowledge. The effect is the silencing of female voices, which like that 

of Mrs. Halloran in "A Day's Work" are barely audible, "coming up hollow" from a "deep 

tomb" (404). 

In one of her essays on writing, "No Plot, My Dear, No Story" (1942), Porter 

condensed the task of the novelist to two elements: "get so well acquainted with your 

characters that they live and grow in your imagination" and "tell their story with all the 

truth and tenderness and severity you are capable of" {Collected Essays 463). She lived 

by these principles throughout her career. Unburying lost female voices and telling of 

secret lives, her short stories create memorable characters whose truths resonate with 

sometimes critical, sometimes conventional, but always distinct viewpoints. Always 
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maintaining its distance, even when taking a sympathetic stance towards a character, the 

authorial voice never imposes its own views on any of them to make them mere 

mouthpieces of an omniscient and authoritarian creator. In all of her stories Porter, rather, 

assumes the role of listener and facilitator, as someone who lends her verbal skills to 

desperately silent women in order to give outward expression to unknown experiences and 

to familiarize her readers with how the other half lives. 

Unassertive though this authorial presence may be within the texts. Porter's stories 

represent nothing less than a vigorous challenge to both cultural prerogatives and literary 

tradition. This chzillenge, which also surfaces in many of Porter's essays over the years, 

motivates in particular her stories focusing on male characters, most notably "That Tree." 

With the author presenting the journalist's account of his failed marriage to his estranged 

wife, "That Tree" is primarily a story about storytelling. What lies at its center is not the 

narrator's retrospective assessment of who is right and wrong—clearly his focus—but the 

process by which that assessment is made, which is based on the important, and for Porter 

paradigmatic, circumstance of the woman's absence from the production of meaning. As 

we have seen, the narrator's tale gradually shifts its tenor from admissions of guilt to 

declarations of self-righteousness, and in the end presents a morally and intellectually 

superior narrator. If the author, the implied listener, does not interrupt or protest, it is 

because she has her own intentions. Revealing the duplicity of his words, the journalist 

serves Porter as an objective instantiation that acts of male self-constitution are inextricably 

linked to constructions of femaleness that, in every respect, are predicated by notions of 

insufficiency. 

But even more damning in Porter's eyes seems to be the fact that the narrator is an 

aspiring, if complacent, writer. Like Ramdn, the biographer in "The Martyr," he is 

presumptuous and self-serving; together they can be seen as Porter's representatives of a 

literary tradition that in her mind has for too long been shaped by male perspectives. Ver>' 
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telling in this context is Porter's scathing essay on D.H. Lawrence written in 1960, in 

which she accuses him of a "shameless, incessant, nosy kind of poaching on the woman's 

nature as if determined to leave her no place of her own" ("A Wreath for the Gamekeeper," 

Collected Essays 25). The narrator in "That Tree" is evidently his kin. Indulging in the 

self-congratulatory myth of male vision and authority and female myopia and 

submissiveness, he perpetuates the predominant cultural narrative; in so doing he is guilty 

of obscuring the truth, which for Porter is grounded in the recognition of the multiplicity 

of different, individual truths. For the reader of Porter's short stories, the narrator thus 

represents an important reference point in two respects. He epitomizes the ideological or, 

in Bakhtin's phrase, "dialogizing background" against which her female characters have to 

define themselves, and he represents the "centripetal forces" of literary tradition and time-

honored cultural truths, which Porter's stories attempt to diffuse. 

It is in this second relationship, the dialogic interplay between text and cultural 

context, that one can ultimately find the motivating force for Porter's art of familiarization. 

Exhibiting marginal knowledges alongside familiar ones goes hand in hand with initiating 

a dialogue with the reader; it means drawing him into different horizons of experience, 

which not only leads him to an active understanding of others' viewpoints and values but 

also relativizes established, as it were, "proven" ones. It means, in other words, 

establishing a multivalency that unsettles all claims to monolithic truths. Asserting that the 

last word has not been spoken yet. Porter's stories thus assume a destabilizing presence 

that carries an unmistakably political thrust, notwithstanding her own dictum that "artists 

are not political candidates" ("Three Statements about Writing," Collected Essays 452). If 

outside of her writing she was never shy to take a stand on topical issues, she objected to 

the use of literature for "propagandist" purposes. The "propagandist," she writes, is "like 

someone standing on your toes, between you and an open window, describing the view to 

you" ("My First Speech," Collected Essays 440). Her comment, made in 1934, is 
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undoubtedly a reference to the overtly didactic fiction of the self-declared "proletarian" 

writers of that time. But it must also be understood as a general objection to all 

programmatic views that try to force complex issues into simplifying explanations and 

that, like Cousin Eva's discourse, propagate institutionalized political processes as the 

road to salvation. For Porter, social inequities cannot be legislated out of existence 

because laws—and literary rallying cries for reform—would do little to uncover or 

eliminate the root causes. 

The political relevance of Porter's stories rests precisely on the fact that she does 

stand out of the way and let the reader look at the view for himself.^ By orchestrating 

competing discourses that, in Bakhtin's words, are "still warm from . . . [their] struggle 

and hostility, as yet unresolved and fraught with hostile intentions and accents" {Dialogic 

Imagination 331), she directs us to another, much more fundamental battleground of 

gender politics, the inherently ideological realm of language. The question of women's 

subjugation or independence, to Porter, is first and foremost governed by how we think 

and speak about maleness and femaleness and, equally important, by how we regulate the 

proliferation of different conceptualizations. Historically, this cultural production of 

knowledge has been circumscriptive and exclusionary, yielding mostly debilitating 

"understandings" of femaleness. But as especially novelistic texts demonstrate, no word 

or discourse, no matter how sacrosanct or firmly rooted it may be, ever ceases to invite 

responses and therefore also represents a vast realm of possibilities—the possibilities to 

engender new ways of looking and create new meanings. Feeding on this "spring that 

3 The main reason for the artistic failure of Porter's only novel. Ship of Fools, lies in her 
lack of distance towards her characters. On the one hand, the authorial voice 
overidentifies with her female protagonist in a manner that almost dictates to the reader to 
find the character likeable and admirable. On the other hand, the author impinges on the 
space of many of her other characters by editorializing their words and gliding off into 
national stereotypes when describing them. As a result, many of these characters come 
close to being caricatures. 
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never runs dry" (Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination 330), Porter's stories shed light on what it 

means to be female in a phallogocentric world through characters who dispel traditional 

assumptions and open up unfamiliar horizons of experience. 
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